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The past IS 
T bi year of ' Expectation is fuU of promise. l look forward to increa ed enthusiasm and vitality for quality education generated by our faculty and 
students. Among my high expectations for the future of 
Marshall University are an enhanced image of Marshall 
as an institution known for the high quality of its academic 
program; many more academicaUy outstanding tudents in 
our program ; and better classroom experience for all 
student a a result of faculty involvement in research, 
community service and other faculty development activities. 
Excellent morale among faculty, staff and students will 
be a direct result of a well-paid faculty and staff with 
salaries competitive throughout the region and the nation; 
a greater level of funding to support faculty excellence 
through opportunities in scholarship, research and other 
creative activities; and a greater involvement of faculty, 
students and staff in the operation and clirection of the 
Univer ity. 
We hope to strengthen our faculty by retaining 
out landing member and recruiting new excellent 
individuals. Al o as we look into the future we envision 
the high calibre of both ba ic and applied research 
generated by our faculty; enhanced resources for quality 
education through increa ed support to meet need of 
equipment facilities and the Library; and an integration 
of computer u age in most di ciplines across the campu . 
We are confident that Marshall s 'town-gown' 
relation hip will be a national model of the clo enes 
between communhy and university, and that our alumni 
upport will grow along with the addition of new alumni 
chapters. We anticipate a beautifully landscaped campus, 
which will be aesthetically pleasing, functional and secure. 
With all the e expectations and more, we see a bright 
and positive future for Marshall University. 
Sincerely, 
Dale F. itzschke 
President. 
THE BUST of John M11r1hal/ ruts in one of the few quiet place1 
on r:ampu• guardln1 the gateway to Old Main. 
l - Openlng 
behind us • • 
STUDENTS WHO kt their parkin1 ~ter• run out could expect 
a ticket. wh ch even Garfield couldn't •top. 
THE MARSHAU Colle1e archway /1 expected to be 
demoli•hed when Old Ma n I• remodeled. 
Opening- 3 
• • • We face the future • • • 
T here is a season for everything at Marshall University. Where previous years were characterized by budget and wage freezes, 
low morale, and uncertainty, the 1984-85 season 
was one of optimism and high expectations. The 
"charged" atmosphere which permeated the 
campus was attributed to many factors. 
- A winning spirit erupted on campus and 
in the university community with "Huck's 
Herd" excitement and the success of the 
basketball team from the previous year spilling 
over into the first footba ll campaign of "Stan's 
Stampede." 
- President Dale F. Nitzschke began his 
first full year, installing his team of vice 
presidents and executive aides and embarking on 
an ambitious fund-raising campaign, which 
contributed to higher expectations throughout 
the community. 
- A dream was realized when Fine Arts 
MARSHALL 'S FUTURE. as well as its location, is stronsly linked 
to the downtown community. • 
4-0pening 
became a free standing college with a promising 
future that was soon expected to include a 
spacious, well equipped facili ty. 
- Successful resolutions also were expected 
for the construction defects in the Henderson 
Center, the delayed completion of the Science 
Building addition, and partial renovation of 
Fairfield stadium. 
A season of change also was occurring in the 
state and national political scenes. Long campaigns 
punctuated by debates among candidates at 
virtually every level culminated in the election on 
Nov. 6 of Ronald Reagan as president for a second 
term and of Arch A. Moore as governor for the 
third time. 
A brighter, hope-filled future, a strong bond 
of unity within the campus and between the 
university and the community, continued economic 
recovery, and a general spirit of optimism - these 
were the expectations of 1984-85. 
A RAY OF lisht around a dark memorial remind1 u1 of the 
pa•t and point• u• to the future. 
Openlng- 5 
6-0penln11 
EASY ACCESS for handicapped students prompted a new 
sidewalk to be built between the James E. Morrow Library 
and Smith Hall. 
THE HISTORY of Northcott Hall may be known but its future 
remains uncertain. 
~ SYMBOL OF the pa11t and a landmark for the future . 
. . . With high 
Expectations 
Af; e review our annuals, we only ee a rtion Of Mar hall University, its past. 
students and eventual alumni, we will 
alway have our memorie of our time while here 
at Marshall. However we must look beyond our 
past and on to the future, on to what we will 
become. 
Our attendance at Mar hall is not only an 
investment in our own future but that of our 
ociety as well. Our time at Marshall will continue 
to affect our lives long after we have graduated. 
Marshall gives us an opportunity to acquire the 
fundamental building block of our future, 
knowledge. It will then be from a basis of 
knowledge and understanding that we will conduct 
our lives. The problems and issues which face us 
today will change. How then will we respond to 
the needs and challenges of our future? We wiJI 
re pond from our ba e of knowledge, knowledge 
gained while at Mar ball. 
Once we have graduated, our need for 
Mar hall will dimini h, but Marshall's need for us 
will not. Will we be called on as citizens, alumni 
and friends to support MarshaJl and higher 
education in the future? Will we be there to answer 
her call? Perhaps only the future will tell. 
Sincerely, 
Student Body President 
Openlng-7 


IO-Homecomlng 
THE MASS CHOIR. which also sans in Atlanta over 
Sprln1 Break, performs outside Memorial Student 
Center durlns Homecomins. 
"HOT DOGS from Top Dogs" finds al11mnl director 
Linda Holme•, ba1ketball coach Rick Huckabay, and 
President Dale F. Nitzschke sreeting and scr11ins 
•tudentl. 
JERRY WELCH. a last-minute substitute for the Jazz 
en•emble. perform• •ome oriBinal music. 
WITH COOPERATION from the weatheman, per-
former Tom Parke1 attracti a large crowd on the MSC 
plua. 
STARK RA VEN. a local rock band, jams out with 
1tuden11 at the Coffee Hou1e. 
A time for expectations 
H omecoming week wa a time for the old and new to come together, each with it own expectation , which bad begun to build long before the green and hite 
balloon sailed off to mark the op ning kick off of 
Saturday' game. 
One much anticipated event occurred onday 
on Memorial tudent enter Plaza when the re ults 
of the tudent election led to the rowning of andra 
F. Darlington a Homecoming ueen. ttendants in 
her court included Robin R . Hill, enior; Lorie . 
Wyant, junior; hcrri L. Dunn, ophomore; and 
Christina C. White, freshman . 
Both the campu and the downtown area were 
cenes throughout the week of a variety of acti itie . 
The "Greek tep how ' talent forum wa ponsored 
by Black United tudents; the ew World Theatre 
Company performed magic, comedy, juggled and 
engaged in a little fire eating; President Da le . 
Nitzschke and other top admini trators served hot 
dogs to tudent at the M C in an event called "Hot 
Dogs from Top Dog '; and Jimbo' arry Out and 
Frank's andwich bop pon or d a "tailgate' party 
before the football game, featuring a 60-foot 
andwicb, oft drink and I 0 keg of beer. 
In addition, there were numerou receptions and 
parties for alumni, and, of cour e, the parade and 
bonfire. 
Five hundred eventy-five per on attended a 
very ucc fut Homecoming Dance Friday, 0 l. 12 
at Veteran Mem rial Field Hou e. The band for the 
9 p.m.-1 a.m. dance was "The Ma x," a even-
member group that played popular dance mu ic for 
the year, ranging from Lbe oft ound of "Chicago ' 
to the electrifying mu ic of " Prince. 
Wadina Daniels, in charge of organizing the 
dance and Joe Mar hman, coordinator of tudent 
activities, said the turnout wa much better than in 
previou year . 
It was a week of high expectations and a ti fyi ng 
results, right down to the 35-7 triumph over Homecoming- II 
Appalachian State. 
Where else but Homecoming! 
W here else could a person go to see ghosts, fireworks, parades, bonfires, politicians, and even a 
moo eon the loo e - no where 
else but a Mar haJl Univer ity Homecom-
ing! 
People lined Fourth Avenue from the 
gates of Marshall to the middle of 
downtown Huntington. Batons wung, 
babies smiled, and thousand of pectators 
strained their neck and waited. Polished 
boots, shining tap , bright uniforms and 
handmade co tumes covered the streets as 
participants prepared to begin. 
The Homecoming/Fire Prevention 
Parade originally was scheduled for 
Monday night, Oct. 8, but rain caused 
postponement until Thur day night, Oct. 
11. The event was historically ignificant 
not only as a Homecoming celebration but 
also as the first time the annual fire 
prevention parade was combined with 
campus activities. Uniting the parades 
made the event one of the largest ever to 
be staged in Huntington. 
''Herd it through the Grapevine" was 
the theme for Marshall's entries, while 
many of the fire prevention themes were 
"Fire Busters," based on the summer hit 
movie, "Ghost Busters." Participant from 
campus included President Dale . 
Nitzschke, the 210-member band, sorori-
ties and fraternities, and the Homecoming 
Queen and her court. 
COORS BELGIAN Hitch comn to perform in the parade but 
a thre~day delay cau1ed by rain lfmits the visitors to a 
campu1 11op. 
UNITING THE Marrhall ~comi"B and the annual Fire 
Prevention P11rade1 re1Ults in a combination of themei. The 
"'Gho1t Bu1terr" of the popuur 1ummer movie clwlges titles 
fer the parade. 
HONOR GUARD member• receive OM! last check before rhey 
begin to march In the parade. 
ll-Homecomtng 
The parade concluded at the David 
W. Harris Riverfront Park on Memorial 
Boulevard where a fireworks di play lit up 
the sky. When students returned to 
campus, their interest was drawn to the 
intramural field where a bonfire wa 
surroundea by Herd fans who gathered to 
how their support for the team. 
Although the week was packed with 
activities, Thursday was the biggest of the 
weekdays, both in number of event and 
the amount of people who attended. Most 
importantly, the excitement which grew 
during the week prepared students and the 
community for "The Game" Saturday at 
Fairfield Stadium. 
THE BIG GREEN Marchlnf MachlM walt1 to perform In iM 
p.,ade. 
FIRE /UUMINATES 1ru<knt1 at tM Intramural field as 11 pep 
raly unltn tlwm In "/Wrd" 1plrlt. 
FIREWORKS BURST Into br/11 nt color1 at Rlv«-front Pri at 
iM climatic condu1/on of tM bli parade. 
Homecomtna-13 
AFTER GETTING the honor of crowning Homecoming 
queen Sandra Darlington, Pre1ldent Dale E. Nitzschke 
give• her a ki11 of congra1ulatlon1. 
PERFORMING AT halftime of the homecoming game is 
Tammy Roger1. 
A LARGE CROWD of 14,529 In the history of Fairfield 
Stadium war In attendance during the Homecoming 
game in which Manhall defeated Appalachian State JS- 7. 
IT WAS "Lift Off 1t Kick off." 
Game exceeds 
expectations 
I t all began with the crowning of Queen Sandra Darlington and a marching band salute, as approximately 2 000 people who bought balloons 
waited to let their "Herd Spirit fly. A the sound of 
a gun filled the air the ky above Fairfield Stadium 
was hidden by green and white balloons, and all in 
attendance knew that the 1984 Mar hall Homecoming 
battle had begun. 
It wa a powerful matchup as the Mountaineers 
of Applachian late faced the Thundering Herd of 
Mar hall aero the crimmage line. For the second 
largest crowd in the hi tory of Fairfield Stadium, the 
day would turn out to be exciting as Marshall time 
and again overpowered the Mountaineers. 
A halftime started fan ' spirit rose as high as 
the balloons at the beginning of the game as the band 
once again took over the field. It played a variety of 
songs rangi ng from Sinfonian March to a medley of 
patriotic song as the crowd waited eagerly for the 
player to return. Then, once again, the Herd 
thundered onto the field to outcla s Appalachian State 
35-7. 
A the fans headed for po t-game celebrations, all 
they could think of wa what a difference a year makes. 
THE BIG GREEN marching machine 
prepares to perform for pre-game. 
Homecoming-IS 
HARRIS HALL. Bu•klrlc •nd ~ Science Bu//dinB are bqlnn tJB 
ro 1how IOl'M lmprovanent1. 
CORBLY HALL. •t lt1 eutumn bot. 
16-Bulldlna• 
MU ~ucrs back In tlnw. 
THE CRACX In th Hend rUJn Center floor following the 
building's construction led to a law suit agaln1t the company. 
THE >TUDENT Center lobby was a place to go to get out of 
the cold. Also located off the lobby were a •nack bar. 
boobtore and game room. 
t__.J ' ' 1111ITI1 
Campus buildings change 
B uilding around the Mar hall campus were in a con tant proce s of change. First the Cam Hender on Center, 
hicb wa built in 19 2, won the architectural 
award of that year but in 1983, the ba ketball 
arena' floor cracked. The floor wa made thinner 
than wa pecified in the contract. lso, new eat 
were put in the bleacher to replace the old one 
because ome were erected wrong. 
Another big accompli hment in improving the 
Marshall campu wa the renovation of the cience 
building. 
utomatic blind new anjmal quarter a 
computer center more paciou hall. and a much 
larger greenhou e were the main improvements 
made in the cience Building. 
The new facilitie added more teaching 
benefits and al o greatly improved the tudent and 
faculty capabilitie in term of r earch. 
Even though other change. made on campus 
may not have been quite a obviou a these were, 
Mar hall niver ity wa, in a con. tant tran forma-
tion. 
Build ins•- 17 
Dream now reality 
S ince 1958 Marshall University had been trying to establish a College of Fine Arts; 26 years later on Sept. 28, 1984, the dream became a reality. 
The Fine Arts celebration included a series of five events to 
highlight the programs of the newly formed college. To open the 
activities a "showcase of Marshall Arts" was performed by students 
in music, theatre and dance. The festivities concluded with a dinner 
at the Convention Center Hotel with guest speaker Douglas 
Fairbanks Jr. presenting a speech on his life and career entitled 
"In Search of Adventure." 
Other performances included a flute en emble, a performance 
by the MU percussion group, facial paintings, the MU Jazz and 
Symphonic bands, the 20-voice University Choir, a faculty 
Dixieland band and various performances by the MU Dance 
ompany. 
Special guest speakers included President Dale F. itzschke, 
the chairmen of the various College of Fine Arts departments, and 
Phyllis Curtain, a West Virginia native and dean of the School of 
Arts at Boston College. 
The celebration was presented with assistance from the West 
Virginia Arts and Humanities, the MU Alumni Association, the 
Marshall Artists Series President Nitzschke, the Huntington 
Chamber Orchestra and the Grand Staff. 
The College of Fine Arts includes the departments of art, 
music, theatre/dance, the Institute for the Arts, the Artist Series 
and the office of auditoria. 
IS- Fine Arts 
A HALL 
UNIVERSI V 
fV1AR fHALL 
PROFESSOR LEO IMPER/ leads rh 
congregation In the singing of rhe Alma 
Mater. 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Mark Rlrodes 
and Profe.,or Sam Clagg lead in 1l1e 
recessional. 
PRESIDENT DALE F. NITZSCHKE ad-
dre11es the convocation. 
Fine Arts- 19 
SOME STUDENTS sat near windows 
and passed time by watchin the 
world outside. 
MORE " INTERESTING " reading 
marerlal wa1 often hidden from tire 
Instructor's view by uJlng the class 
text as cover. 
OTHER STUDENTS spent the rime 
they were bored by watching time 
pass. 
20---Doodllns 
LA MUERTME ASY ELM NDO DEL 
ALLA 
EL HISl>ANO ANTE LA M 
DOING WORK for other da1Ses was ne way 
some ,,udent• 1pent their time In class. 
EVEN PROFESSORS sometime1 became bored 
during meetings and let their minds wander 
to other things. 
ERTE. 
Coping with 
the boredom 
of a class 
A Imo t every eta s was the ame. Every day at least a few tud(}nts glanced anxiously at their watche while they fidgeted in 
their seats. They looked around and ilently 
groaned. ome pa ed the time b drawing 
elaborate sketch • hile other u ed th ir books 
to provide cover while doing an a ignment for 
another cla or reading "more intere ting 
material.' 
The symptom were the same, but what were 
the tudent uffering from? trange ailment? 
Tension? o il wa nothing eriou . In fact, it 
could be ummed up in ju l even letters: 
B-O-R-E-D-0-M! 
It has been aid that much can be di covered 
about people by watching what they do when they 
are bored. In the ca e of doodling it wa easy to 
decipher many of the thought of a per on just by 
looking at what had been sketched in hi notebook. 
Their effort might make good illu tration for 
trange book , or the doodler could be con idered 
a commercial arti t of ort . Many of the graphics 
included political cartoon or tatement nature 
cenes, geometric hape , quote or a hodgepodge 
of various shape and designs. 
Working on a ignment for other cla ses was 
a popular, and often neces ary, pa tim . It may not 
have produced a ma terpiece term paper but, for 
many, it was the only chance the had to complete 
the task. Some were able to work while taking 
notes from a lecture, and ome used tape recorders, 
but most ju t ' tuned out" the cla ituation 
around them and focu ed their oncentration on 
the as ignment. 
The most popular way to deal with boredom, 
although it wa not a intentional a the other 
methods, wa leeping. Especiall in large 
cla rooms with many people and a prof e or who 
was far away from the back row , it became easy 
to oon be dosing during the lecture. 
Regardle of what may have caused the 
boredom, it wa a fa tor of education not likely 
to end with future generation of tudent . 
Doodlln11- JI 
There's no 
business like 
show business 
L ights, camera, action . . . Marshall Theater presented two well-received productions in the fall, "The Glass 
Menagerie" and "Camelot." The two plays 
included more than 30 actors and actresses, 
three directors and numerous stagehands to 
project a look of excellence. 
"Camelot" is a play set in the time of 
King Arthur's Court when Merlin, his magic 
and Lady Guinevere ruled the land. David 
Miller and Katherine Kirk performed the roles 
of Merlin and Lady Guinevere. Yevva Duncan 
also played Lady Guinevere in a part of the 
play. Lancelot was portrayed by Joe Kraft. 
Many other actors and actresses took part 
in this colorful production directed by Dr. 
Elaine Novak with musical direction by J. D. 
Folsom. 
"The Glass Menagerie" had a cast of 
four. Tom Wingfield was played by William 
Hutchens III, Amanda Wingfield by Barbara 
Brandt, and the role of the daughter, Laura, 
was performed by Laura Leslie. Jim O'Con-
ner, a gentlemen caller, was portrayed by Greg 
Icenhower. The director of this Tennessee 
Williams classic was Dr. N. Bennett East. 
In the spring MU Theater presented 
Shakespeare's "As You Like it," Michael 
Cristofer's "The Shadow Box" and Frederick 
Knott 's "Wait Until Dark." 
22- MU Theater 
BA/lBA/lA BRANDT. who played the mother In Tennenee 
WIU/ams ' "The Glass Menagerie" talks to her son Tom, played 
by William Hutchen, II/. 
MEllUN. AS portrayed by David Marcum. calls an enchanting 
spell. 
JOE KRAFT puts hi• heart and 1oul Into his character. 
Lancelot. 
THIS PAIR /1 a march made In heaven. 
MU Theater - 23 
A SCENE FROM the hit Broadway show "Sophisticated 
Ladies," performed at the Keith Albee Theater in 
Huntington. 
TWO DANCERS from the Dave Brubeck Quartet/ Murray 
Loui1 Dance Company a/IO performed at the Keith Albee 
Theater. 
Artist Series 
T he MU Arti t Series once again brought a wide variety of entertaining and informative eries of hows for the 1984-85 
sea on. 
The hits included the big Broadway, Tony 
Award winning "Sophisticated Ladies,' "Pieces of 
Eight," performed by the Kennedy Center Acting 
Company, and the Dave Brubeck Quartet/Murray 
Louis Dance Company. 
The film lecture series included three 
performances: Gere Wianko, ·Seven Wonders of 
the Orient" ; Chris Broden, "Riviera Ports of Call ' ; 
and Krank Klicar, "Teacup Countries of Europe." 
Other performances included "Albert Einstein -
the Practical Bohemian,' by Ed Metzger and 
"Pieces of Eight" by the Acting Company of the 
Kennedy Center. 
This year's Artist Series production was fil led 
with many entertaining shows and film lectures . 
Just as in the past, students expected the Artist 
Series to enhance their cultural life while attending 
Marshall University, and it did. 
l4-Artlst Series 
SCENES FROM "La Cenerentola,.. The Cinderella •tMy 
performed by the Western Open Theatre, a touring arm 
of the San Francisco Opera. It was an enchanting, musical 
•uccess story, with bright comedy and glorious singing. 
Artist Series- 25 
.26-Elections 
WHEN PRESIDENT Ronald Reagan spoke in Parkersburg. it was 
the first time he had visited the state since his 1980 election. 
He won an overwhelming victory over Walter Mondale. 
WALTER MONDALE addresses a group at the Charleston 
Civic Center a few days before the Nov. 6 election. This was 
his second appearance in the state. 
EARLY IN THE evening on election day. Clyde See was the 
predicted winner, but Arch Moore pulled ahead to win . 
Reagan, Rockefeller and Moore win 
A s election day ovember 6, approached, presidential can-didates Ronald Reagan and 
Walter Mondale made appearances in 
West Virginia to eek vote for them elves 
and other member of their parl . 
President Reagan' trip to Parker burg on 
October 30 attracted upporter from 
Marshall as well as from throughout' the 
state. A few day later, ovember 2, 
Mondale made hi econd visit to the late 
at the Charleston Civic Center. Again 
Marshall student and faculty traveled to 
hear a national candidate speak. 
Candidate from within the tate al o 
sought the Mar haJI vote. John Ra 
m'ade a couple of appearance 
arshall's campu during hi . . enate 
race again t Gov. John D. Rockefeller. 
Arch Moore, running for a third term a 
governor, came to Mar hall to let tudent , 
staff and faculty know hi view about 
education in the state. 
On election day student group uch 
as the College Republicans and the Young 
Democrats handed out la t-minute cam-
paign literature at polling place . To some 
the day was bright and hiny with winner ; 
to others the brisknes of the day wa 
further chilled as the election return 
howed their candidates had lo t. A earl 
as 8 p.m. the networks were predicting 
President Reagan the winner, but they had 
no idea that hi victory would be o large. 
Reagan won more than 500 electoral vote 
to Mondale s 13. Moore won an un-
precedented third term as governor in a 
clo e race, and Rockefeller edged out 
Raese for the· U.S. Senate seat. 
For some, but not all, election day 
resulted in expectations fulfilled . 
GOV. JOHN D. Rockefelkr /ntroduu• Walter Mondale and 
•peaks about hi• own race for US. Senate. 
JOHN RAESE l•/u Ma,.hall to di•Cllu his t:c11mpai11n for the 
U.S. Senate. 
ARCH A. MOORE talkll 111 M11,.h11U about his views on 
education In the •tate. 
Elecrlons- :J7 
28-Political 
TWO OF MARSHALL'S political victors, Robert 8. Hayes and 
Ken Hechler, discuss a book written by the former 
Congressman. 
FORMER MARSHALL PRESIDENT Dr. Robert 8. Hayes has 
many plan1 for his job on the Cabell County Commission. 
MU professors are elected 
T hree Marshall professors swept to political victories during both the June 5 Democra-tic primary and the Nov. 6 general 
election. 
Dr. Robert B. Hayes, former president of the 
university and current professor of education 
administration said he actually did not campaign 
in comparison to the other people who were trying 
to get elected. His name was not plastered on 
billboards and the roadway were not cluttered 
with any of his signs. 
Hayes was appointed to the Cabell County 
Commission earlier in the year when a seat was 
vacated. The part-time job schedule as commis-
sioner worked well with his teaching position at 
Marshall, so he decided to try being elected to the 
office for a four-year term. 
Dan O'Hanlon, chairman of the Department 
of Criminal Justice, became interested in bei.ng a 
judge after noting the important decisions made 
in courts while he was employed by a state and 
later a federal judge. After deciding to run for 
elective office, he began a "grass roots' political 
campaign and went straight to the public to 
discover what it wanted from a circuit judge. 
With the help of a group of Marshall students, 
who campaigned door-to-door and phoned people, 
O'Hanlon was able to build a strong start in his 
bid for public office. Unlike Hayes, he did use 
many types of political advertisements including 
signs, bumper stickers and media advertising. 
After being elected as circuit court judge, he was 
not able to maintain his fuU-time position at the 
university and had to take a part-time listing 
instead. 
Former Congressman Ken Hechler already 
was well-known in the tate when he decided to 
run for Secretary of State. He has shifted between 
politics and education since 1957 and said he 
believes the changes have made him both a better 
politician and teacher. 
Hechler's campaign was considered "very 
amateurish" by his opponents but was very 
effective with voters. His little red jeep, which was 
covered with campaign ads, and the television 
commer~ial featuring a song entitled, "There's a 
re<;l J~ep in the Mountains," helped to make him 
the best recognized candidate both at Marshall and 
in the state. Although his victory in November 
removed him from his part-time teaching job, he 
plans to return to the university frequently. 
The expectations of each of these men was 
high - and they reached their goal. 
KEN HECHLE/l ind hf1 red Jeep co ered 14,<XXJ miles in the 
hiU1 and hollow. of Weit Vfr1Jnla before the June 5 primary. 
DAN O'HANLON Will well on h/1 way to being a fudge before 
the election on Nov. 6 (Photo courte1y of The Hearld-
Dl'f1i11Ch) 
KEN BECHLER 
FOR 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
- . - - -
THE CAMPUS Christian ~nter was one of the voting po/11 
in the area and it wa1 kept busy by votefl. 
Politlc1l- l9 
MU Bookstore: 
Thieves seized 
T he Marshall Univer ity Bookstore was an alternative to off-campus shopping. The store offered chool upplies, snack food, 
stuffed animal , books for lei ure reading and 
cards for all occasions, plus numerous other items. 
T-shirts, sweatshirts and other items with the 
Marshall logo on them were popular among 
students and non- tudents alike. The bookstore was 
run by staff member with help from work-study 
student . 
But, as can be expected when a tore is busy 
almo t all the time, hoplifting became a problem. 
Although everyone knew boplifting is a criminal 
offense, it didn't top ome people from stealing 
things like pen , pencil , books, notebooks and 
people' per onal belonging that were left in the 
book racks at the front of the store. 
Although ome people do not know it, 
shoplifting includes thing like changing price tags 
from one item to the next. everal tudents were 
caught in the act of hoplifting and were 
prosecuted . 
TOILET ARTICLES are $Ome of 
the mo1t common Item• 1tolen 
at the MU Bookltore. 
MARSHALL T-SHIRTS and 
1weat1hlr t1 are big 1elllng 
ltem1 among young and old 
alike. 
~Bookstore 
THE MARSHALL logo Is 
placed on everything from 
babies' foot/el to Chri1tma1 
ornaments. 
PENS AND pencils are 
among the most frequently 
stolen ltem1 Jn the 1tore. 
IT IS REL.A TIVELY easy to 
stick a book Jn a bookbag. 
but when 1tudents are 
caught 1hopliftfng they are 
prosecuted. 
Bookstore-31 
EA. TING ICE cream cone1 for de11ert wai 
popular with 1tudent1. 
TWIN TOWERS cafeteria had a 1pecla/ 
dininB room for athkte1. Here Bruce 
Morrl1, Skip lknderlOfl, John Amendola, 
and Tom Cu"y 111t a dinner of hot dog1. 
JA.Cl<JE WHITT help1 herreff to the n:lad 
bar at the 1tucknt center cafeterl .. 
3:l- C1feterl11 
A 
"I 
place to eat 
wonder whal we are having for dinner?' 
was a familiar question students asked 
as they walked to one of the cafeterias 
in Twin Tower and Holderby Hall. 
tudent had the choice of a 15-, a 19- or a 
10-meal plan which meant they could only eat 10, 
15, or 19 time a week in the cafeterias. 
or some tudent , meal time was the onl 
time the had the opportunity to meet with friends 
and talk. Twin Towers wa a large and roomy 
cafeteria but not a "homey•· as the mailer 
Holdcrb cafeteria. 
Ice cream machin and cereal dispenser 
were new addition to the cafeterias and both were 
popular with tudent . Both cafeterias offered a 
oup and salad bar, and Holderby also had a 
andwich bar. 
xpectation are high for the near future a 
Twin Tower plan to Lack on a taco bar. 
CEREAL DISPENSERS WERE popular with students not only for 
breakfa1t but a/10 for lunch and dinner. 
JEAN ANN COOK fixes herself an ice cream cone from the 
new machines in Twin Towers cafeteria. 
Cafeierlu- 33 
SECOND YEAR drum ma/or 
Polly A. Wlnter1 direct• the 
band during halftime at the 
MU-WV T•ch garM. 
34--Band 
THE BAND form1 "USA" dar· 
lf!B t~ playing of the Olympic 
Fanfare at the NFL game In 
Pituburfh. 
BUTCH ARNOLD dl1play1 h/1 
1kiH1 111 a Jf1emffr of the MW 
rifle corp1. 
MAJORETTE MELANIE Barr 
prepare.1 to perform at halftime 
at the NFL game In Pitllburgh. 
THE OLYMPIC symbol was a big 
part of the band's halftime show 
11t Pltuburfh. 
Green machine 
entertains fans 
' ' H orn up. Hut-hut! Ready play.' 
That voice command was the signal 
for the Big Green Marching 
Machine to start another halftime show, something 
both the students and the other fans expected and 
enjoyed. 
The new-look band went through some 
changes in the I 984-85 year. It grew from 184 to 
210 member , added ix rifle corps members and 
made changes in both the majorette corps, 
dropping from 15 to 12, and in the flag corps, 
adding six for a total of 20 members. 
The band also wa moved from its previous 
end zone seats to the student ide of Fairfield 
tadium. The move wa an attempt to help get the 
students to cheer louder and longer for the football 
team. And even though the band members were 
a litlJe cramped, it didn t dampen their cheering 
spirit. 
The students al o came back to chool a week 
early, Augu t 25-31 for a week of band camp on 
Marshall' campu . They al o practiced every 
Monday, Wednesda and Friday from 3:30 until 
5 p.m. after school tarted to prepare for five 
pre-game and halftime performances. 
Polly A. Winter second year co-field 
commander wa joined by newcomer Scott E. 
Woodard , and together they directed the band 
through many popular and entertaining songs such 
as "Gho tbuster ," "The 1812 Overture,' and the 
"Olympic Fanfare." 
The new-look band was expected to have a 
bigger look and a better ound, and the students 
and other fans had their expectations fu lfilled. 
Band-35 
3~Band 
THE SIGN says it all. 
THE BAND performs at halftime at 
Cincinnati - •now and all. 
AFTER A LONG weekend in Pittsburgh, 
it is time for a little sleep on the way 
home. 
THE BAND take1 If easy after performing 
at halftime fn Plttlbursh. 
THIS I as far as the band got In 
Cincinnati because of bad field condi· 
tlonJ. 
TIM HICKS t11ke1 It eaJy as he w•lts to 
perform at hil/ftlme. 
Seeing the sights . 
' ' L adi and gentlemen: Both 
the incinnati Bengals and 
the Pitt burgh Steelers 
organizations are proud to pre ent the 
MarshaIJ University Big Green Marching 
Machine from Huntington, West Virgin-
ia!' 
1984-85 wa a year of travel for the MU 
band - with trip to incinnati and 
Pitt burgh to perform at the halftime 
hows at pro football gam . Al o the year 
included a special trip to Ru ia for the 
Jazz Band. 
The Cincinnati trip wa an unu ual one 
because band member ran into bad 
weather problem . During the game, it 
snowed about two inche and temperatures 
dipped into the low 20' and high teens. 
The band wa not allowed to u e the field 
to perform at halftime because it had to 
be cleared for the econd half. hortJy 
after halftime the band packed up and left 
be au e of continuing bad weather. The 
trip to Pitt burgh wa much more 
enjoyable for there were blu , kie. and 
warm weather all weekend. 
The Jazz Band's trip to Ru ia during 
the summer was the first time many of the 
students had ever been out of the country. 
They played for foreign audiences in 
Moscow, Romania and Rija. Thirty-four 
tudents embarked on the trip and had 
experiences with foreign audienc they 
will never forget. 
Band members expected to ee and 
travel to many different place during the 
year. And not only did they do o but they 
al o tored memories to last a lifetime. 
38-Act lvltles Week 
Activities 
he fourth week of the fall emester 
promised to be memorable as Activities 
Week was brought to Marshall. 
ponsored by Student Activities, the purpose 
of Activities Week was to promote, recruit and 
publicize the organizations that took part in the 
festivities. 
The week began Monday with comedian and 
mime Tim Settiny entertaining in the W. Don 
Morris room. Settiny attracted attention to hi act 
by roller-skating around campus prior to his 
performance. 
Settiny's performance was funded by Con-
temporary Issues, a Student Activities committee 
which brings entertainers and public speakers to 
campus. 
Tuesday was an open day as Student 
Activities prepared for the highlight of Activities 
Week, the organizational fair . 
From 10:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Wedne day the 
organizational fair et up shop on the Memorial 
Student Center s plaza. There were more than 48 
organizations participating, and each set up its own 
booth to explain, display and demonstrate its 
talent, cause or product. 
WMUL, Marshall's student radio station, was 
among the organizations and broadcasted live from 
the plaza. 
memorable 
Displays, crafts, pizza, ice cream, lunch 
specials, snow cones and ceramics were ju t some 
of the items found at the various booths around 
the plaza. Many of the organizations were able to 
make a profit from the fair. A karate exhibition, 
choir singers, and Fubar the futuristic uranium 
bio-atomic robot which talked were some of the 
other exhibits featured . 
Fubar was interviewed by several tudents 
trying to te t the robot intelligence. The Special 
Events Committee paid for Fubar's futuristic visit. 
Thursday's agenda featured Regency, a 
five-man acappella group. Regency was discovered 
by the Coffee House Committee in Baltimore and 
was highly recruited to perform at Marshall. An 
estimated crowd of 248 was on hand when Regency 
appeared at the Coffee House. 
The Coffee House also was the scene of videos 
Friday and Saturday night. Platinum Productions 
brought in new and unique videos for student to 
view. The popularity of videos was demonstrated 
as an estimated crowd of 100 viewed them Friday 
night and 200 saw them Saturday night. 
All together, Activities Week was considered 
a memorable experience by its sponsors, participat-
ing organizations, students, faculty and staff who 
became involved. 
NUMBERS WHIZ Fubar a1tound1 M re 
Dixon with hl1 mathematical exper-
tltt. The t11/kln1 robot war popular 
with the crowd. 
ENTHUSIASM FOil Acrlvltle1 Wttk 
ba.looned 11cro11 c11mpu1. 
~--... --"""""'.:~ ----
KE SISTER O VOTE 
HERE 
REPUBLIC 
FUBAll COOPERATES 111 Steve 801tlc 
attempt1 to capture the robot'• belt 
1/de. 
VOTER REGISTRATION w111 en-
couraged at rhe booth of the 
Youns llepubllc11n1, one of the 48 
org11niz11tion1 repre1ented lit the 
fair. 
STEVE LYONS and P11u/1 Boone 
repruenr the American M rker-
lng A11ociation. Throu1h the fair 
the AMA and other 1roup1 were 
able to incre111e rhelr v11ibllfty. 
Activities Week- 39 

Bands perform original 
0 n any radio ta ti n in m ric , al and the amount of money taken in ha though, people began to take noli e of thi 
songs 
any time of day, you can hear basically doubled every we k for underground phenomenon. T organizer 
your favorite band play your weeks.' Tis enbaum aid. arranged for a new ound ystem to be 
favorite song (the am performance, note Tissenbaum, a enior m JOnng m provided, discus ed the po ibilit of 
for note, that you aJl bu at the local journalj m/public relations, w re pon i- coordinating concerts in Ritter Park with 
record store) in a tudio·produced ble for cbeduling bands. '1 had no idea W MX radio, and negotiated with 
rendition of mu ic e ecuted to near there were o many original mu ·ician in W UL radio to do a program focu ed on 
perfection. Huntington. but they've aJI J l told me, local talent, for pos ible s ndication to 
Thal i the miracl of modern 'We didn t have a place to play o e other campus radio stations. 
recording technology. didn t say anything about it: The mu ic which attracted o much 
But mu ic was not alway that way, "Somewhere in the neighborhood of attention varied widely from acou tic to 
and on Wedn day night during the 18 bands from Huntington alone" punk to heavy metal, but much of it defied 
chool year at Huntington' Monarch contacted Tissenbaum. Five band from description altogether. It was, after aJI, 
Cafe, a few block from the Marshall Charleston, three from Columbu , one original. Musicians earned a percentage of 
campu It "wa n't that way again." from Cincinnati, and "a ouple" from the $1 cover charge on the average, $5 to 
Original Live Music night wa called Lexington al o expressed int re t. $ lO per band member per nigbt. ot a 
"a musical revolution" by two of it · "With Columbu and in innati and living wage, but. as Flanery aid, "ii wa 
organizers, MU student Tim Flanery and Lexington, I tried to work out ome enough to pay for gas." 
Marc Tis enbaum. And the phrase was exchanges where we would bring in ome So each Monday at 9:30 p.m. the 
not an over tatement. o forum for of their bands and we would end om bands gathered to work out the perfor-
original local talent had been availabl in of ours up there so they could get om mance chedule with Tis enbaum Flan-
the Tri- tate area for bout four year , a · more expo ure," he said. ery. Andy Brinkhorst, Bruce Kaz e and 
locaJ club proprietor hired in lead "cover ll was an ambitiou underLaking, and Roger Cline. The musician then had an 
band " who played tune from the Top 40. more so because il all began with the offer opportunity on Wednesday to perform 
As a r ult, only the cream of local of onJy a t o-week trial run al th their original material for a cro\ d of 
bands Stark Raven, wa able to make a Monarch. tudents and non-students, most of ' horn 
living on the tren th f it original Dave Riter, the Monarch owner, actuaU paid attention to lhe mu ic of the 
material. Other band were forced to go liked the idea but wanted to le l it. fter moment. Sets ranged from five minute to 
el ewhere for recognition or imply never u weeks of teadily increa ing edne - an hour in length depending on the 
shared their original music with the day night bu ines including the night of amount of original material in the band' 
public. Feb. 13, when Huntington wa virtually or individual' repertoire. 
But that, of cour e wa before "Lhe immobilized b a snow torm, Riter bad Some cover versions of popular ong 
rcvoluLion.' enough faith in the proje t that h began tit1 make their way into the evening' 
"The first week, I think we only bad a radio advertising campaign to promote entertainment. but Tissenbaum aid he 
two or thre band ; and from there the it. thought that would oon change. 
number of band , the numb r of pe pie Even without the radio publicity "For the time being, band · had to 
play SO percent original and SO per enl 
cove~ mu ic. If they've going to play 50 
percent cover, we prefer that they don't 
do more than 10 songs. 
TOM AUVIL (drummer) and Roy Clark (gu/111rls1) formed th duo called ~Parapltema/1,1 '· wf1/cll part lctparcd 
in the Wednesday niBht II e music e lravaganzai; at 1/1e Monarch afe. 
''We have commitments from all the 
bands that are doing it to work int I 00 
percent original music a on a they 
have that material." 
ll wa incentive for the ong rit r to 
keep producing new music, Ti enbaum 
aid, and no one knew, where it all would 
go from there. 
'With the proper d vclopmcnt, 
omething's gonna happen. Somebod · 
gonna get their big break out or 
Huntington. The talent ju L g t bi::ll r 
when the kno there's a plac for i l t 
be." 
Entertainment- 41 
Greeks: a way to make friends 
R ush is an exciting time of the year for some Marshall tudents. During the fall the Panhellanic 
Association, organizational board for all 
the sororities, puts together a structured 
rush program. 
Rush began Sunday, Sept. 9, with an 
Open House tour, which also included a 
Greek Awareness Program in Memorial 
Student Center. The program ended 
Monday, Sept. 17, with the "Bid Day" 
ceremony in Smith Music Hall. Enthu-
siasm filled the room as rushees were 
introduced to their new sorority sisters. 
The program also included two 
parties at each of the sorority houses. This 
enabled the rushees to meet the sorority 
members. 
Party themes ranged from watching 
0 MTV" to playing with "Babes in 
Toyland" to visiting "Heaven and Hell." 
The skits at the parties expressed a part 
of the function, beliefs and traditions of 
both the Greek system and the individual 
sororities. 
On Sunday, Sept. 16, the sororities 
bad a Preference Party which emphasized 
each individual sorority's qualities and 
expressed the sisters' bond. 
Sororities that participated io this 
year's rush were Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha 
Xi Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, Sigma 
Gamma Rho and Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
Approximately 150 women registered for 
the structured program. 
The fraternities, organized by the 
1nterfraternity Council (JFC), included 
Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha Tau Omega, 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon. Fraternity rush was less struc-
tured than the sororities'. The fraternities 
had partie which not only attracted 
potential fraternity brothers but also 
sorority members and other Marshall 
students. Fraternity members also had 
'smokers" which were for members and 
potential members only. No alcohol was 
served at these parties, which enabled the 
men to meet the fraternity brothers in a 
more formal manner. 
The fraternities also had a ' Bid Day' 
ceremony to provide a formal welcome to 
the new brothers. Dressed in formal attire, 
each pledge was introduced as a new 
brother of that fraternity. 
Sororities and fraternities provide an 
all-round involvement on campus and in 
the community. Altruisms (charities) are 
an important function in which the Greek 
organizations place priority. Some of the 
charities include Muscular Dystrophy 
Association (MDA), the Heart Fund, the 
Big Brothers Program and the Ronald 
McDonald House for parents of hospi-
talized children. 
On campus, a large number of the 
active campus leaders were of Greek 
PHI MU SORORITY 1i,ter Lisa Ellis jokes with and welcomes 
new ru1hee1 to the party In the auditorium of Smith Music 
Hall. 
4l-·Greeks 
MAKING CHILDREN •mile wa• ju11 one of the pleasures of 
the Lambda Chi Alpha mascot during the "Spikes for Tlkes " 
day at the Huntington Mall. Spikes for Tikes was a marathon 
volleyball game to help raise money for the Ronald McDonald 
Hou1e. 
affiliation and the number is expected to 
grow as the Greek system becomes better 
publicized and more popular. 
Greek rush this year emphasized the 
importance of joining and becoming 
Greek, and its theme was "Go Greek." 
This emphasized the unity of the system. 
T-shirts and buttons were made to spread 
the "words" around campus. 
There are two different thoughts in 
a Greek member's mind - one is when 
he/she is a pledge and another when 
alumni status is attained. When a person 
becomes a pledge, a feeling of security and 
friendship seems to fill the individual's 
life. There is never a worry of not having 
anyone around or anyone to talk to. The 
schedule of a Greek member is a busy one. 
With meetings and activities in which to 
participate, the member bas a feeling of 
being needed. 
However when a member is a senior 
and awaiting graduation, the thoughts are 
much different. Then, instead of thinking 
about all that needs to be done in one day, 
the individual considers how important 
these activities have been. Once a part of 
the alumni, a member's feeling of security 
is lessened and a touch of loneliness fills 
in. The friendships that have been made, 
though, can be expected to remain 
throughout the years. 
KNOWING HOW to pa11 fel•ure time I• one of the 1reat 
trademarks of the Lambda Chi ltlpha•. 
BETWEEN CLASSES. MMwork and ru•h partie•. ~ha XI 
D~ta sorority •l•ten find time for a little tOBetherne•• at 
Ritter P11rk. 
AFTEI BIDDING on new pledge•, fraternity member• - old 
and MW - march back to their house on Fifth Avenue. 
LEE ANN Marcom, Amy Smith and Angle Frazier dre•• up ill 
part of the fe•tlvltles for Delta Zeta sorority'• first ru•h 
party. 
Greekt-43 
Greeks have fun, help 
Service projects were one way Greek at Marshall Unjversity were clean-ing up what they consider the 
beer-guzzling "Animal House" image of 
fraterruties and sororities. 
According to Linda Templeton, M U 
Greek adviser, "Social service projects are 
an important part of Greek life. The 
projects disprove the common myth of 
society that the Greek system is an 
'Animal House, party-only sy tern." 
Many Greek projects benefi ted 
Huntington s planned Ronald McDonald 
House. Having more to do with ho pitality 
than hamburgers, the home's purpose was 
to provide lodging for familie of critica lly 
ill children being treated in area hospitals. 
Another project was "Spikes for 
Tikes," a 34-hour volleyball marathon 
sponsored in September by Lambda Chi 
Alpha fraternity. The event at tbe 
Huntington Mall netted $2,666 for the 
charity. 
Bill Bands, Lambda Chi vice pres-
dent and Huntington senior, said, " We 
were striving to turn our image around. 
We wanted to make people see that 
Greeks in general aren' t party maniacs." 
"Trot for Tots • was another Greek 
service project benefiting the Ronald 
McDonald House. Sigma Phi Ep ilon 
fraternity members collected donations for 
their run from the steps of the state 
capitol to Fairfield Stadium prior to the 
MU-UT Chattanooga football game. 
Proceeds from McDonald's Hal-
loween coupon books sold by the Alpha Xi 
Delta sorority pledge clas a lso were 
donated to the RMH. 
However, the RMH wa n't the only 
beneficiary of Greek c.barity project . 
Huntington Jaycees and WKEE-FM were 
given a helping band haunting the 
Halloween "KEE Katacombs ." Lambda 
Chi , Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and 
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority volunteered 
THESE STUDENTS look to sei: what the Phi Mu 's have 
to offer them. Included on the table is a little sis paddle. 
44-Greeks 
THE TRI S/GS and the A TO's took first place in the float 
contest during Homecoming. 
community 
to help haunt the seventh annual project. 
According to Matt Redling, co-
chairman of the public relations commit-
tee of Lambda Chi and a Huntington 
senior, "I hope Greeks working together 
on projects js a trend because we need to 
get Greek spirit going and the unjversity 
needs to see the Greek population pulling 
together." 
Another Halloween Greek event was 
an Alpha Xi Delta sorority costume party 
for underprivileged children of the Stella 
Fuller Settlement, a Huntington mission 
providing food activities and temporary 
shelter to needy people. 
All Greek charity projects were 
aimed not only at philanthropy but also 
at an image overhaul for the Greek 
system. According to Linda Templeton, 
"Greeks actually spend little t ime 
partying. Most of their time is spent 
helping the community and the college. ' 
SOllOll/TY SISTERS and fraternity brotht!rs cht!er on 
their "sisters" In the mud hunr during Pikes Peak. 
The Tri Sig's won the overall competition. 
ALPHA TAU Omega brothers Richard Bartce1 and 
Dan Weekley wave their fracernity flag after the 
annual bid day in the fall. 
PREPARING A pre· Thanksgiving dinner are Sigma 
Phi Epsilon brothers Rodney Stldom and Butch 
Butler. 
Greeki- 45 
The spice of nightlife • • • 
V ariety is the spice of life, as the old saying goes; and if true, the wide variety of nightlife available 
for Marshall University student added 
plenty of pice. 
One could find a great deal that wa 
entertaining both on and off campu . On 
campu one could go to the basement of 
Memorial Student Center where the 
Coffee House erved as a place for friend 
to sit and talk, have a snack, watch 
television, play games or just ti ten to the 
entertainment in a warm and friendly 
atmo phere. 
Off campus the night spots around 
Huntington provided even more. Davis' 
Place, Bobby's UL, Starbucks, Snaks 
Fifth Avenue and Toohey's were just a few 
of the places where tudents could relax 
shoot pool, play video games or fooseball, 
or just have a drink with friends. 
Boney's (better known as "The 
Hole"), Bojangles, Mycroft's, the Double 
Dribble and Verbs also provided a place 
to dance. All were within walking distance 
of Marshall, so there was never a worry 
about who wa going to drive. 
The newest - and probably one of 
the hottest spots in town - was a night 
club opened by Pittsburgh Pirate baseball 
"THE HOLE" f• a popular place for •tudent6 to meet 
with friend• for a few drinkl. 
AFTER A footbalf game, •tudenr. gather at the 
Double Drlbbfe to "refre•h" them•elves and dance. 
46-Splce of life 
pitcher Donny Robinson, a Kenova native. 
Hi club, "Robby's," housed two levels of 
tables and chairs, a big screen television 
and a dance floor which wa the big 
attraction. 
So whenever students needed to rest 
their brains and get away from the 
pr ures of academic life, they could find 
a little "spice" within ea y walking 
di tance. 
Most students expected nightlife to be 
a major part of their years al Marshall 
and to provide memories that would last 
a lifetime. 
BARTENDERS AT Verbr •top to talk with ftudent• 
even wh«n there I• a large crowd. 
TO KEEP HIS pitching arm In •hape. Pltuburgh 
Pirate Donny RoblnfOfl draw• a Lite Beer from th« 
tap. Donny I• the owner of Robby'• in downtown 
Huntington. 
GOING FOil THE pitcher, Herb Stanky hold• 'em 
up high while friend• cheer Mm on at the V. Nlty. 
Spice of llfe-47 
MCDONALDS ON 5th Avenue wu a long-time 
favorite of Mar1hall 1tudent1. Kelly Timbrook and 
Katie John1on rake time out of their schedules to 
eat 1ome frle1. 
JAMES THOMPSON and Chr/1 Frazier have a few 
beer1 at Hu/10'1, acroll the 1treet from Old Main. 
48- Eating places 
Students 
seek out 
fast food 
A s an alternative to eating at one of the cafeteria on Mar hall's campu, 
tudents often traveled to one of 
the nearby fast food re taurants. 
Within easy walking distance 
from campus there were a 
McDonald's, a Wendy s a 
Hulio's, Captain D s, a Pizza 
Hut, a Frank's, and a Wiggin' . 
Students could be found at the e 
places eating hamburger , fries or 
tacos while talking with friend 
about what was happening in 
their lives. 
For some students eating at 
fast food places became monoton-
ou , so they began to eek out 
ome of the slower-paced restaur-
ants in the city. Shoney Heri-
tage Station and Permon At The 
Top were among the favorites of 
students. Although prices stopped 
most students from eating at 
these places often, they were a 
welcome break from fa t food and 
cafeterias. 
HAMBURGERS AND a drink were a 
common meal for most Marshall 
studentl. Sara Stoffregan 1topped in 
Wendy'• for a fast meal. 
Eat ing places-49 
Sunny days 
W ith the coming of unny day , man students packed away their boo and migrated to area parks. They arrived 
at Rotary Park Beech Fork., Ritter Park and 
David W. Harris Riverfront Park expecting to 
escape from their problems. 
Once there, students could participate in a 
variety of activities ranging from passing a Fri bee 
or football to jogging and biking. or the les 
"lllrTEll ROCI<" draw• large crowd• of 
Mar1ha/I 1tudent1 to park amphitheater. 
LEE ZIRKLE ENJOYS the iancruary of the 
water fa/11 near Beech Fork. 
50-Area Parks 
-
- park fun 
athletic, the parks al o provided a plea ant etting 
for tudying and a place to just sit back and reflect 
on life. 
Whether tudents came with several clo e 
friends, a group, or with that special per on to see 
the lake at Beech Fork or "Ritter Rock" at Ritter 
Park the parks erved as an outlet for the tudents 
to fulfill their expectations. 
MISSY MUNDAY and KeHy Simms stroll 
through the scenery of a •unny Sep· 
tember day. No matter what the time of 
year, a wa ls always In season. 
DONNA CROOKSHANKS and Becky 
Hanna enjoy a sunny day at the 
Riverfront Park amphitheater. 
WHILE SOME STUDENTS come to the 
parks to e1cape from books. others find 
the atmosphere conducive to study. 
TMle four ta e advanuge of the quiet 
to catch up on their reading. 
Area Parks- SI 
52- Rell11lon 
THE FllONT of the Marshall Newman Center, where 
many Catholic students went on a daily basis to 
rake a break from schcol or to seek 1plrital 
guidance. 
STUDENTS ENJOY the •nnual Thanksgiving Dinner 
1ponsored by the Campus Christian Center. 
A LOCK AT the long row of windows a/on side 
the umpu• Christian Center. 
THESE STUDENTS enjoy a Thanksgiving dinner ar 
the umpu1 Chr/1tlan Center. 
Religion: 
a helping hand 
for Marshall students 
W ith the con tant pre ure or · hoot and its finals and the coaxing of friend to join the party, it wa hard at times for religiou tuden to keep their value and belief intacl. Man student found their 
refuge among one of the numerou religiou organizations on campu . 
The Campu Chri tian Center and the Mar hall 1ewman Center were just 
a few place where tudent could go and share with others about their belief . 
.Both place were open lo tudents o they could come in and study, watch TV, 
warm up at the fire place or talk to one of the many campus religious leaders. 
The Mar hall campu offered a wid variety of denomination : Baptist, 
Episcopal United Melhodi t, outhern Bapti t, Roman Catholic, and 
Presbyterian · all were as ociated ilh the Chri tian and ewman Center . Al o 
there ere other groups that were not a part or either center: Campu Crusade 
for Chri t, Church of Chri l tudent Group, lntervar it Chri tian Fellow hip, 
Lutheran Student Movement, tudent for Christ, and Mo lem and Jewi h 
organization . 
Many student expected college life to be no strain on their religiou alu 
and beliefs, but when their belief ere under constant pre ure they had 
somewhere to go and reinforce them clve with people and tudent who had 
the same belief: and values. 
Religlon- 53 
Dorms and 
apartments 
become home 
S tudent entering Mar hall for the fir t time didn't really know what to expect from the univer ity. ome 
anticipated what they had een portrayed 
in the movie "Animal Hou e,' while 
others expected that they would be in a 
quiet, erene atmo phere. What they 
found was a combination of the two. 
For ome tudent thi wa the fir t 
time they were away from their parents 
and friends for long periods of time, and 
homesickness truck. Nightly or more 
frequent phone calls home were not 
unusual. But the weeks pa ed, life ettled 
down, tudent made new friend , and 
Marshall became "home away from 
home.' Their new horn ranged from 
residence halls to apartment . 
Tho e living in re idence halls added 
their own creative touches to make their 
room eem more like home. Students 
decorated with po ter , tuff ed animals 
and plants. o t women pref erred the 
cartoon character of noop or Garfield 
and entimental po ter over tho e of 
ba ketball tar 'Dr. J.' or beer adver-
ti ements. 
Students al o brought nee ities to 
make their tay at Mar hall more like 
home. Stereos wer ju t one of tho e 
nece sities some college tudent could not 
do without. Other couldn't do without a 
television. 
The reopening of Laidley Hall for 
upperclassmen Jed to an up wing of 
students living in residence hall . Laidley 
featured a kitchen and a auna for tho e 
who liked to live the better half of 
dormitory life. Living in re idence hall 
provided tudent a chance to acquire a 
new "family." 
For those living in apartments 
sorority or fraternity hou , one more tep 
away from supervision wa provided. Like 
the residence hall , there alway were 
planned activities and omeone to go 
places with, a well a time alone that 
some wanted. tudent who lived in 
unfurnished apartment had the added 
responsibilities of getting furniture and 
buying food, which mom and dad often 
helped to obtain. Th e tudent were 
sometimes allowed to have pet , but for 
tho e who were not, a fi h or two helped 
the place look more homey.' 
IN RESIDENCE hall•, getting ltuck betweotn floors 
In the elevator1 Is common. a1 Robert Owen 
dl1cover1. 
54-Student Living 
PLANTS AND a televl1lon set help Greg 
Galperin'• room look more like home. 
BEER POSTERS and stereo• re neceui· 
ties for 1tudent1 II e Chris D rrow who 
live in residence h 1/1. 
STUFFED ANIMALS and unicorn poster1 
decorate Karen Klein's bedroom in the 
Alpha Chi Omega sorority house. 
Student Llvlng- 55 
LIVING IN an apartment often provided more room for studying. 
ANIMALS WERE not permitted in the residence halls but some 
apartmentl allowed studenu to keep pets. 
56-Student Living 
Residence hall 
A s students settled down and became acquainted with Marshall University and the Huntington community, they also 
searched for a new way of living in the form of 
apartment life. 
Freshmen and sophomores not commuting 
from home were required to live in the dormitories, 
yet even some of them managed to eparate 
themselves from that rule. Juniors, seniors and 
graduate students often found a substitute for 
dorm life in apartments. 
Some students found that apartments offered 
them a special freedom they couldn't find at home. 
It gave many a chance to feel what it was like to 
"grow up" and be in the real world. 
Many students became disillusioned with 
problems they encountered in the dormitories. 
Some left because of the alleged poor quality of 
food. Those students found that preparing their 
own food gave them the home cooked meals with 
which they were familiar. Of course, some students 
never learned how to prepare a proper meal. 
Others found that being crammed into a 
building with several hundred people didn 't give 
alternatives 
them the privacy t hey desired. They felt a need 
for their own room and a better study atmosphere. 
Other advantages of moving into apartments 
were cheaper costs, having more space and living 
with one's own choice of roommates. 
That choice may have been to have no 
roommates. That gave students the opportunity to 
set up their own lifestyles and routines such as 
studying or sleeping when they wanted. Students 
who Lived by themselves also felt it gave them more 
preparation for life after Marshall. 
Apartments also gave students the chance to 
have a more personalized atmosphere in which to 
live. Having an apartment or a house, as some 
students did , meant an opportunity to become 
individualistic and to do things which one couldn' t 
do in a residence hall. 
Students also found that moving into sorority 
or fraternity houses also gave them the chance to 
make new friends and learn a new aspect of college 
life. These resembled home more than apartments 
because a "house mother' ' was always around to 
maintain order and enforce rules. 
HI. VING MORE living 1pace doe1 not 
neceuarUy mean there i1 a better 
chance of 1taylnB neat. 
FORMER SIGMA KAPPA 1ororlty hou1e /1 
now divided Into room rental1. 
Student llvln11-57 
58-MSC 
A place to talk study 
T he central gathering pot for tudent wa the Memorial Student Center. tudenl assembled to enjoy the companion hip of 
old friends and to make new ones, to wait for 
cla es, play games, and perhaps even tudy. 
Within the MSC. students ate in the large 
cafeteria or snack bar, stored belongings in locker , 
shopped in the bookstore and tried their skill in 
the video game room. In the down tairs game 
MEMORJM STUDENT <:enter 
urve1 not only••• gatherlnt1 
place for 1tudent1 but .,"' as 
• communication centB for 
Clltn('UI N~n/nfl. 
MANY STUDENTS uu the 
cmter ., • place to meet 111/th 
friend•. relax •nd 1tudy. 
area , tudents bowled, played ping pong and shot 
pool. ext door in the Coffee Hou e, they 
con urned pounds of pilla, drank barrels of beer, 
and listened to a variety of performer . 
And never a nice day passed without dozens 
of students relaxing on the plaza in front of the 
center, enjoying the beauty of the open campus and 
the in piration of the memorial fountain. 
DECIDING WHAT TO eat In 
the cafeteria provided a nice 
mid-day break for student• 
and faculty. 
THE FlllEPU.CE In the middle 
of the main floor I• a cozy 
refuge on frosty fall or 1nowy 
winter days. 
STUDENTS WAIT in fine to 
purchase candy. notebooks 
and Mar1hall artifacts In the 
MSC Bookstore. 
MSC-59 
Coffee House 
promotes entertainment, friendship 
JAMMIN' DOWN Is Stark 
Raven. a popular aru band 
which urual/y packs the Coffee 
House. 
60--Coffee Hou1e 
A fter a hard day in cla , ne of lhe mo l relaxing places to vi it on campu wa the Coffee Hou e in the ba cmenl of 
Memorial tudenl Center. 
tudent could visit the Coffee Hou e any day 
after 3 p.m. as long as they pre ented their 
Mar hall l.D. card, and watch television, eal pizza, 
or ju t chat with friend . 
Featuring a large screen televi ion, th off ee 
Hou e wa an especially nice place to w tch our 
favorite oap opera a football game, or any 
televi ion program that caught your fancy. 
The off ee House old a ariety of food 
ranging from pizza to andwiches and beverage 
like Coke and beer. 
ome of the pecial highlight were the 
occa ional performances of band inge , or ju t 
about an entertainment tudent wanted to e . 
t the beginning of the fall eme ter the 
young and talented Barbara Bailey Hutchin on 
performed at the Coffee House ept. 6, inging 
ong ucb as "All I Want' by Joanie Mitchell 
and "I Thought l wa a Child" by Jackson Brown. 
ollowing her a band called Regency wa 
brought in to perform on Sept. 20, gathering an 
audienc of more than 250 people and gaining 
enough popular demand to be brought back March 
26. 
Another band that performed at the 1984 
pring est came to the Coffee House and played 
on Oct. 6. tark Raven also had a large crowd of 
more than 300 people. 
Other act lo appear were Kier, Alex Beaven , 
Turley Richard , Fazed Cookies Burmuda 
Triangle, and Paul Stowe. 
On ept. 21, the Coffee House pon ored a 
video night and al o on Halloween it pon ored a 
haunted hou e in conjunction ith WMUL-FM 
and the cience Fiction Societ . 
IJ cheduling for Coffee Hou e acts was done 
directly by the tudent Activities Board and the 
offee Hou e Committee chaired b Wndina 
Daniels, Pittsburgh senior. 
WA TCHI G TV or just a place to 
rap with our friends re some 
thin s the Coffee House 1s used 
for. 
THE C FFEE House Is one place 
where you can wal In empty 
handed and come out with your 
hands full. 
JEFF SEA.GER tries his 
hand at moving Into 
the rim of Rock and 
Roll during amateur 
night. 
JOSH BYERS entertain• 
with his break dancing 
technique during th 
student amateur night. 
Break dancing consists 
of moves such as the 
moonwalk. head 1plns 
and the caterplllar. 
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Marshall 
fashions 
1984-85 
CYNTHIA NICHOLS and Paula Morrl1on 
are 1hown wearing 1ome of the late1t 
la1hlon1. 
62- Fuhlon 
ALSO IN vogu~ ar~ Ll1a 
Buckner, Laura Muth, Bob 
Akxander, Pam King, md 
David Muth. 


STAN PARRISH brought a new 
offen.e, new unlform1 and a new 
enthu1/a1m to Fairfield 1tadium. 
COACH PARRISH wltnes•ed 
10me c/01e cal/1 In h/1 first year 
at the helm of the Thundering 
Herd. 
ROBERT SURRAT (S) and Brian 
Sw/1her (.2::1) were on the receiv-
ing end of 96 pa11e1. 
Parrish introduced the pass 
~ootball 
Expectations and footballs flew around Fairfield Stadium as Stan Parrish brought his pass-oriented offense to Huntington in 
hopes of breaking the streak of 19 consecutive 
non-winning seasons and burying talk of a 
Marshall football "jinx." 
"Success will be no Jess than ix wins , ' said 
the first year coach before the season started. 
Parrish, the former quarterback coach at Purdue, 
has impressive credentials as a collegiate head 
coach, posting a 42-3-1 record in five years at 
Wabash College. With 16 returning regulars and 
43 lettermen back, Coach Parrish created 
excitement as he introduced his high percentage 
passing attack to Marshall fans. 
Recent Herd teams had relied primarily on a 
ground attack. However, with the big play speed 
of receivers Danny Abercrombie and Brian 
Swisher, Parrish emphasized the need to put the 
ball in the air often. Speed also was emphasized 
in the 1984 recruiting, which netted several players 
·with 4.3-4.5 speed in the 40-yard dash. 
While Parrish was pleased with his personnel, 
be did not hesitate to move players to new positions 
to capitalize on their abilities . The defense and 
kicking game had been solid in 1983 but Parrish 
felt with work every phase of the team could 
improve. Parrish's coaching philosophy was further 
reinforced as he assembled his staff shortly after 
being named bead coach in December of 1983. 
Parrish brought in his own people - Ken Bowman, 
Mike Deal, Mark Deal, Joe Redmond, Dave 
Flegal, and John Vogelbacher to join Jim Turner, 
a holdover. 
QUARTERBACK CARL Fodor wa1 
I/owed by a pre1ea1on Injury but 
came on to 1et numerou1 MU 
pa11lng record•. 
AN ENTHUSIASTIC homec:omlne 
crowd cheered the Herd 11 It 
topped Appy State JS· 7. 
BTU Y HYNUS (2-4), a Huntington 
native, wa• a three-year regu/M 
at spilt end. 
CORNERBACK GARFIELD Lewl1 
(8) pull a hit on an Appy State 
ball carrier. Football-67 
AN EST/MA TED crowd of 500 fans 
greeted the football team at the 
Hender1on Center following the drive 
back from John•on City, Tenn. 
BY WINNING it1 final two games, 
Mar1hal/ managed to •teal a flrtle 
limelight from rhe other University in 
WV which lost /ti final three regular 
•eaHJn game1. Thi• 1ign was at Jakes 
on 3rd Ave. (Photo courtesy of The 
Herald-Dl•patch) 
# • Herd posts w1nn1ng season 
A fter 20 years of waiting to break .500, the Thundering Herd defeated East Tennessee State 31-28 in the last game on Nov. 17 en route to posting its first winning season ince 
1964. The ensuing celebration featured players, coaches, alumni, 
parents and students, all caught up in the emotion of the moment 
as the football program shed its losing image. 
While the sixth win of the season was on the field, the Herd 
was not without supporters as 1,000 green-and-white-clad fans braved 
the five-and-a-half-hour drive to out shout the home fans in Johnson 
City, Teno. Team members were later greeted by nearly 500 fan 
when they arrived back al the Henderson Center shortly after I a.m. 
Early in the season it looked as though the Herd would easily 
wrap up a winning season as it jumped to a 3-0 start and an eleventh 
rating in the nation, before falling 38-28 to top ranked Furman. 
During that time span, the Herd air attack came into its own as 
quarterback Carl Fodor was twice named Southern Conference 
offensive player of the week. 
MU fell 42-7 at Western Michigan before returning home to 
Fairfield Stadium and handed a 35-7 trouncing to Appalachian State. 
In that Homecoming victory, tailback Robert Surrat scored five 
touchdowns, setting a new single game record at MU and in the 
Southern Conference. Surrat, who was voted SC offensive player of 
the week for his effort against Appy state, was later honored as the 
Herd's MVP for the l 984 season. 
After a loss on tbe road against the itadel, the Herd returned 
home, suffering a heart breaking 17-13 loss to UTC on a late kickoff 
return. The following week a 30-0 blow out at the hands of Western 
Carolina put hopes for a winning sea on on hold as MU dropped 
below .500 for the ftrst time all year. However, 40 mph winds at 
IUinoi State failed to stop the Herd as the team endured the rain 
en route to a 10-3 victory. The Herd had rebounded to set the stage 
for its final week's heroics and a 6-5 record. 
Quarterback Carl Fodor's 22 touchdown passes set a new 
Southern Conference single season record. On the season the Weirton 
junior completed 218 of 411 passes for 2,888 yards (all Herd 
records) . Despite the large number of pass attempts, the offensive 
line, featuring tackles Rob Bowers and Steve Wendt, guards Steve 
Stoll and Steve Staley and center Juan Stout, rarely allowed defenses 
to reach Fodor. 
Surrat was on the receiving end of an MU record 55 passes 
for 642 yards, while tight end Tim Lewis hauled in 53 passes for 
799 yards. Brian Swisher bad 41 receptions for 677 yards. Flanker 
Danny Abercrambie, who suffered a sea on-ending injury four games 
into the season, caught 30 passe for 356 yards and spilt end Billy 
Hynus came through with 16 receptions and 193 yards. Fullback 
Randy Clarkson led the ground attack, rushing for 467 yards on 
131 carries. 
Strong safety Mike Copenhaver picked off four passes to lead 
the Herd in interceptions. Linebacker Tony Lellie and defensive 
tackle Alan Huff each recovered two fumbles. The top three tacklers 
were Lellie, lineback John Ceglie and defensive back Garfield Lewis. 
Marshall fans set a new home attendance record as just under 
100,000 fans hit the gates at Fairfield Stadium to see the university 
break its 20-year drought. 
JEFF SHADE AND Don Johnson (JI) 
celebrate Mar1hal/'1 sixth win. The 
Herd's 1ee11w victory in Johnson City 
ended the nat on'1 longelt streak of 
lo1/ng 1ea.ons. (Photo courtesty of 
The Herald-Dispatch) 
THANKS TO THE offensive line Carl 
Fodor war 11cked only IJ times 
det1plte throwing fll pa11e.. Good pa11s 
protection wH a key ingredient for 
the Herd's afr game. 
Results 
Welt Virginia Tech 
Morehead State 
Eastern Michigan 
Furman 
Western Michigan 
Appalachian Stare 
The Citadel 
UT-Chattanooga 
Western C<1rollna 
lllino/1 State 
Ea1t Tenne11ee State 
STAN PARRISH had to wait until the season finale 
but he brought home a winner in his first season 
at Mar1hall. He wai pre1ented with the game ball 
following the win at Ea1t Tenneuee State. 
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lntrarnurals 
T he intramural program had another year of knock-down, drag-out, fun loving competition. 
Designed to fulfill students' need for 
recreation, it also served as an anxiety 
outlet as well as just giving the students 
something to do besides sitting in their 
rooms after classes. The program created 
a chance to have fun while exercising and 
contributed to the overall educational 
experience. 
The intramural program usually had 
a very good turnout with teams or 
individuals representing sororities, frater-
nities, resident hall floors, groups such as 
ROTC or just a group of students who 
wanted to form a team to participate. 
One of the determing factors of 
participation was the weather. If the 
weather was bad, fewer teams showed up 
for competition, but if it stayed nice, the 
7~ntnmurals 
fulfill recreation needs 
turnout was usually excellent. 
Funding for the program was through 
the student activity fees, of which $4 per 
person per semester was given to the 
program. 
This was a minimal price to pay 
considering that if one participated in any 
of the 39 event offered by the program 
throughout the year, there was a potential 
to win 39 tee-shirts - not to mention the 
fun and experience gained. 
Different events held throughout the 
year included volleyball, softball, tug-
of-war, beach volleyball, basketball, water 
polo, tennis, racquetball, badminton, cross 
country, darts and picklebaU. Events were 
offered both in the fall and the spring and 
teams could choose the events in which 
they wanted to participate. 
The team with the most points at the 
end of the year was awarded the 
President's Cup. 
All of the recreational facilities on 
campus also were run by the intramural 
office, including the tennis courts, 
swimming pools, racquetbaU courts, steam 
room, equipment room, and the basketball 
cou.rt. 
The equipment room issued a variety 
of items ranging from sleeping bags to 
game boards and everything in between. 
Items could be checked out with a valid 
MU l.D. card. 
Some of the winners in the fall 
programs were: in volleyball, America's 
Team, Phi Kappa Alpha, fourth floor 
Twin Towers East, and sixth floor Twin 
Towers West; in softball, America's team, 
Phi Kappa Alpha, fifth floor Holderby and 
Laidley Hall . 
BRIAN ROSS (catcher), representing ninth floor of 
Twin Towers East, prepare1 to tag Gary Carpenter 
from third floor of Holderby. A1 they become 
lntangled they hit the ground rollina. Is Carpenter 
out? That can be answered only on an instant 
replay. 
JOE HOLSTEIN from ninth floor of Twin Towers 
11end1 the baH flying during one Intramural game. 
Intramural•-71 
72- lntramuralt 
STEVE KEMP and Chris 
Carbom get Into lhe spirit 
and dirt of intramural beach 
volleyball 
THE INTRAMURAL basket· 
baU finals were moved out 
of Gulllcbon HaU and into 
the Henderson Center to 
add to the championship 
atmosphere. 
Intra murals create intensity 
' 'I t' ju ta game·· but intramural are not 
relegated to minor status on campu , a 
a friendly but often inten e competition 
develops between individuals and teams. 
With a chance to relive past glorie or rewrite 
hi tory, would-be or ex-athletes enter the field to 
repre.! ent their floor, their fraternity or to 
emphasize their individuality. For ome, intramur-
al are a good chance to show their team spirit 
and engage in a new activity· for other it i a good 
way to keep in shape and relieve ome Len ion. 
Thirty-three events highlight Lhe regular 
school year with activities ranging from intertube 
water polo to horse shoes field goal l<lcking to 
outdoor soccer, and from beach volleyball to 
ba ketball. When individuals tepped up to bat, 
walked on to the court or jogged to the center of 
the mat, they were prepared to go for the 
intramural gold. 
Points were given to teams for entering an 
event, placing and winning; point were taken 
away for forfeit . The four divisions included 
fraternity, open, women's and co-recreational 
Whether they were participating, coaching or 
cheering, a wide variety of students got into the 
spirit of intramura ls. 
INTRAMUllAL ACTION w.11 
h.irdly nmited to mt!n'• 
te.im1. The women'• div/. 
•ion featured the Hme 
fall-paced action found In 
men'• competition. 
SHOELESS WONDERS 
graced the sand In beach 
voUeyball early in the fall 
1eme1ter. 
BEA.CH VOUEYBAU was a 
1ummer version of /t6 in-
door counterpart but /urt a1 
competitive. 
Intramural•-7 J 
KAREN PELPHREY seems all alone while she attempts a shot 
In the midst of WVU players. 
KIM LEWIS provides coverage of the lane for another member of 
the Lady Herd squad. 
74-Women's basketball 
Lady Herd breaks 
T he Southern Conference title was one of the expectations for the Lady Herd women's basketball team this season. 
Among other hopes were having 20 games in the 
winning c-0lumn at the end of the season and 
defeating alJ opponent in the Henderson Center. 
The Lady Herd had 10 returning players, four 
of whom were starters in the 1983-84 season. 
Rounding out the 13 person squad were three 
recruited freshmen : Chris McClurkin (6' 3"), 
Cheryl Grau (6 1 311 ) and Kim Lewis (5' 611 ). 
"We did have a good recruiting year," Head 
Coach Judy Southard said, "But a freshman is a 
freshman. It takes some time for the new players 
to get accustomed to our brand of ball and our 
style of play. ' 
McClurkin and Grau were both recruited 
from Pennsylvania and therefore are referred to as 
the "Penn Towers." Both women led their high 
school teams and have the potential to help the 
Lady Herd through the next three seasons. 
The 10 returning players included second 
team All-American Karen Pelphrey, team captain 
Karla May, Tywanda Abercrombie, Tammy 
Wiggins, Kim Shepherd, Kelli Cromer, Carry 
Gibson, Kim Mudge, Deb VanLiew, and Meg 
Hanshaw. 
One of the key factors for the Lady Herd's 
success this season was experience and depth. 
Opening up the season against Wet Virginia 
Tech was quite a big beginning for the team. They 
broke eight existing single team records and went 
on to win the game 126-62. The Herd's 126 points 
broke the 1983 record of 102 points set against 
West Virginia State. The record for most points 
scored in a half was also broken when the Ladies 
scored 62 points in the fi rst half. The previous 
record was 53 set against Indiana State in 1980. 
A new widest winning margin record was set with 
a 64 point difference. The old record was 50 points 
set against Concord College in 1983. 
Another new record was that of the most 
rebounds in a single game. The Herd gathered 75 
rebounds, breaking the previous record of 74 
against West Virginia University in 1980. 
The last four records which required rewriting 
were: the most field goals attempted (new record 
of 83 from a previous high of 71 set against 
Indiana State in 1980); the most field goals made 
(new record of 48 from a previous record of 45 
also set against Indiana State in 1980); the most 
free throws attempted (new record of 45 from a 
previous record of 37 set against South Carolina 
in 1984) and the most free throws made (new 
record of 30 from a previous record of 25 also set 
against South Carolina in 1984). 
CHRIS McCLURKIN battkl to gain control of the ba1ketbaD. 
TAMMY WIGGINS /1 pur1ued by WVU player1 a1 1he drlve1 down 
the court toward1 the ba1ket. 
DESPITE THE PLANS of Head Coach Judy Southard, the Lady Herd 
lo1t to WVU 78- 71. 
Women'• basketball- 75 
KIM SHEPARD shoots for two 
against an Appalachian State 
player in a home game. 
76-Women's basketball 
Lady Herd 
T he ady Herd ba ketball learn lived up to the expectations of its fans in the 1984-85 season, and as its record improved so did 
its number of followers. 
The team fi nished the regular season with 
twice as many wins a lo ses (l 8-9), and tied for 
first place in the Soulhern Conference with 
Tennessee - Chattanooga going into the tour-
nament championship . 
Ma rshall beat Appalachian State 68-62 in the 
semifinals, bu t for All- merican Karen Pelphrey 
the victory wa n't the only highlight of the evening. 
Pelphrey became Mar hall' all-time leading 
basketball scorer (male included) with l :02 
remaining in the first half. Her 1,984 points in 
tbree years broke the previous record of 1,982 et 
in four years by Walt Walowac. 
With UT-C beating East Tcnnes ee State, the 
championship game came down to the two number 
one teams, each of which had defeated the other 
at borne during the regular season. Chattanooga 
raced to an unexpectedly wide 13-point spread at 
halftime 43-30, and never looked back. Marshall 
cut the margin by one point in the last half but 
fell 88-76. 
"When you get right down to the bottom line, 
the best team in our conference won the tour-
TYWA NDA ABERCROMBIE fights 
for position with players from 
Eastern Carolina University. 
second In SC 
nament.' said Jud Southard, Mar hall' head 
coach. ' The difference in our two teams is athletic 
ability. We both had a bench we could go to, but 
the kid she had coming off were a little quicker 
than our players. ' 
Pelphrey wa the game leading scorer, 
hitting 28 points - Kim Shepherd scored a eason 
high of 18 points and Kim Lewi added 12. 
Junior Karla May joined Pelphrey on the 
All-Conference first team and Tammy Wiggins 
wa named to the tournament' fir t Learn. 
ln addition to etting Mar hall' career 
coring record, Pelphrey al o broke the ingle-
ea on tandard with 728 point , topping the old 
mark of 704 et by JI-American Leo Byrd in 
1958-59. She also became the fir t Mar hall player 
to crack the 2 000-point barrier. The junior 
sharpshooter finished the . ea on with 2 014 career 
points and wa a unanimou All-Conference 
first-team selection. 
Pelphrey, a second-team All-American last 
year, al o was nominated for the Kodak 
All-American team and the American Womens 
Sports Federation s All-American squad. 
The Lady Herd ended the season 19-10, 
leaving the coach, players and fans with high 
expectations for 1985-86. 
KARLA MAY show• her drib· 
bllng ablllty against Virginia 
Tech. 
THIS EAST Carolina Unlver.lty 
player makes a very obvious 
foul against Kim Shepard as 
she shoots the ball 
All-AMERICAN Karen Pelph-
rey goes up for a shot a9ain1t 
Virginia Tech. 
Women's basketball-77 
78 
JEFF BATTLE directs the 1et up of the 
Herd'• offense In Morgantown. Battle. a 
former walk on. wai 1e/ected a1 the team 
captain. 
SUPPORTERS OF the Thundering Herd 
traveled to Morgantown In hope1 of 
1eelng Marshall capture its fourth 
victory in the /alt five meeting1 with the 
Mountaineers. 
Herd finishes 
T he Thundering Herd returned from its Hawaiian trip with a 3-1 record, winning two of three games in the Aloha State. 
The Herd was handed its initial loss of the 
season in the first round of the Hawaii Tip-Off 
Tournament, falling 66-62 to Samford. 
The defense prolonged the misfortune the 
Herd had had in first-round tournament games 
outside West Virginia. The team had not won such 
a game since 1972. 
After a late-night meeting following the loss, 
the team rebounded to beat the University of New 
Orleans, 98-78, to take third place. Samford went 
on to defeat host Hawaii for the championship. 
In the New Orleans game, some of the new 
elements of the team showed signs of coming 
together. The team included seven new players 
filling the vacancy left by the graduation of six 
players from the 25-6 team of Coach Rick 
Huckabay's rookie season. 
One of the new players was junior college 
transfer Jeff Guthrie who immediately stepped into 
a starting position. The 6-foot-9 Guthrie, who has 
been called an excellent passer by his coaches, 
showed a hesitancy to shoot the ball in the Samford 
2-1 Hawaii • 1n 
loss, taking only one shot. However, be bounced 
back for 25 points in the next two games. 
The final game of the trip was against 
HawaH-Loa, and NAIA school. The Herd jumped 
on the opponent from the outset, coasting to a 
L06-62 victory. The game was played before only 
150 fans in an open-air arena. 
The majority of the fans in attendance were 
MU rooters. A party of about 130 partisans 
followed the team to the islands for the week-long 
trip. 
The fans and players all played the part of 
tourists while on the island. Despite having 
practice every day in the trip, the players found 
time to go to a Polynesian luau, take a snorkling 
expedhion and soak up some of the Hawaiian 
sunshine. 
The latter was a rarity the first two days as 
rain fell heavily in Honolulu. But the sunshine 
broke out on Tuesday and stayed until the Herd 
departed on Sunday. 
There was a lot of talk about the team making 
a return trip in 1985. Huckabay showed some 
desire in playing in the Rainbow Classic, a more 
prestigious tournament in which eight teams play. 
BllUCE MORRl!i (JJ). Jeff Rlchardtton 
(JJ) and Jeff Battle (]I) fight for pottltlon 
a1aln•t WVU. Mar•ha/J fell to the 
MountalnttN 89-71. 
IN THE absence of the graduated Laverne Evans, Rick 
Huckabay. who led his team to the Southern C.Onference 
Champlon•hlp as a rookie coach. went with a more balanced 
offen1/ve attlck early In his •econd season. 
ROBERT EPPS gae1 In for two. Epps, a big man under the 
board•, was one of the Herd's /eadinB rebounders. 
SKIP HENDERSON drive• in for the •hot despite heavy traffic. 
Hender1on, a soft •hooting left hander. could penetrate the 
oppo•ltlon'• defen1e1. 
SENIOR ROBERT EPPES scored 4 points 
in the tournament finals. and has 
seven rebounds. He averaged 5.3 
points and 4.7 rebounds a game on the 
season and started 16 games. 
SENIOR CAPTA IN Jeff Battle goes 
after a layup against a player from the 
Citadel. On the season he averaged 
/O.!J points a game. 
A long road to tournament title 
When lhe season began for Huck' Herd II, it appeared that many fans believed another 25-6 record 
and a second straight Sou thern Conference 
championship would be ea ily attained . 
However, during the rust months of the ea on, 
the team struggled as Coach Rick Huckabay 
shuffled lineups trying to find the winning 
combination. 
The final blow of the early season came 
when enior tarters Don Turney and Sam 
Ervin, unhappy with the situation. quit the 
team in early January. A large part of the team 
leadership fell to an out landing freshman 
recruit, Skip Henderson. Then the team came 
alive in an attempt to silence critic - and 
silence them they did . 
The team thundered on lo a second-place 
finish behind Tennes ee-Chattanooga in the 
regular conference season with senior captain 
Jeff Battle helping spark the way. In the first 
round of the conference tournament in 
Asheville, N .C., Marshall beat David on 83-71 
as more than 3,000 Herd fan roared their 
approval. 
As the weekend rolled on, the fan bad 
even more to cheer about. [n the econd round, 
Marshall defeated The Citadel 79-68 to 
adva nce to the championship round - not 
again t UT-Chattanooga as was expected, but 
again t Virginia .\1ilitary Institute which 
shocked the tournament by knocking off the 
highly favored Moccasin . 
This set the tage for the champion hip 
between teams that had split their two regular 
ea on games. The Herd delighted Mar hall 
fans. by far the mo 1 numerou at the 
tournament, by winning 70-65 to advan e to 
the first round of the 1ational Collegiate 
Athletic Association tournament. 
Even though Marshall lost 81-65 to 
Virginia Commonwealth University, the season 
was a memorable one. The team won 21 and 
lo t I 2, winning 14 of its last l6 game . 
The first of many magic moments occured 
Feb. 7 when Bruce Morri made "the shot 
'Herd' around the world ." With time running 
out in the fir t half against Appalachian State 
in the Hender on Center, Morri threw the ball 
the length of the court and canned an 89-fool 
l 0-inch shot, setting a world record. Eleven 
day later he made a 22-footer at Lhe buzzer 
lo give Mar!:hall a 65-63 win over Davidson. 
Henderson also made a name for himself. 
He won two prestigiou conference honors, 
being named Freshman of the Year and being 
elected to the first team AlJ-SC. He al o broke 
Marshall's single-season freshman scoring 
record with 565 point and was named 
conference player of the week two weeks in a 
row. 
Junior transfer Jeff Guthrie and Hender-
son were named to the conference tournament 
fir t team and Battle and Morris made the 
second team. 
four senior members played their last 
game for the Herd . Battle, Morris, James 
"Skeeter" Roberts and Robert Eppes will not 
be returning for Lhe 1985-86 sea on, but even 
with the loss of these four good players, Coach 
Huckabay i confident the winning ways will 
continue. 
JEFF GUTHRIE. junior transfer from 
Walker Junior College. dunks one 
against Davidson in the first round of 
the Southern Conference tournament. 
He averaged 11 points and 7.4 
rebounds a game for the season. 
BRUCE MORRIS made his name ' 'Herd" 
around the world with his record 
breaking shot of 89-feet 10.inches. But 
he earned his starting role for his 
defensive skills. 
FRESHMAN SKIP Henderson was 
named Southern Conference Freshman 
of the Year and was selected first 
team all-SC. He averaged 17.6 points a 
game. 
Men's basketball-SI 
DAVE TA BOR AND Mike Dodge set the pace for the 
rest of the runner• In a cross country meet. 
ROD O'DONNELL wa1 named the Southern Conference 
Coach of the Ye<lr. He also won the award in 19 7, last 
time Marshan won the conference t itle. 
DAVID BALL leads the pack at the MU lnv11atlona/ cross 
country meet. He pl<lced seventh overall in the Southern 
Conference. 
Results 
Marshall Invitational 
Placed Jrd out of aU 
Ohio University Dual Meet - Milrshall J9, 
Ohio Univerdty .]Q MU JS, Bowflng Green 14, 
MU 16. Eastern Michigan JI 
Matone Invitational 
Placed Jrd out of 10 
Notre Dame Invitational 
Placed flt 011t of 27 
Dual Meet - Marshan 11. VMI JS, MU D. 
UT-Chilttanooga 40 
Cincinnati lnvitiltional 
Plilced /st oul of 9 
Southern Conference 
Placed )nd out of 9 
NCAA-District 
Placed 16th out of JI 
Harriers 
2nd in SC 
A t the beginning of lhe eason, Coach Rod 0 Donnell aid the best word to de cribe the cross countr team 
would be "young. fter finishing the ea on 
econd in the outhern Conference and 4-2 in 
duaJ meet O'Donnell said the word shou ld 
have been "experienced." 
The Harriers, with freshmen. opho-
more and only one senior, cored impressive 
victorie at the Notre Dame and Cincinnati 
invitational and in dual meet win over 
Kentucky, VMI, UT-Chattanooga and Ea -
tern Michigan. 
O'Donnell had feared that the chedule 
would be too difficuJl for the young Herd in 
what wa to be a rebuilding year, but the team 
eemed to improve by leaps and bound each 
"eek. 
'Th e guy were just totally dedicated," 
' onnell aid. "The did e erythfog we a ked 
them to do and worked incredibly hard . It ha 
been a total team effort.' 
The Herd finished econd by only nine 
points in the conference to defending champion 
a I Tennes ee State and earned an invilation 
to the AA-Di trict Ill meet at Greenville . 
. C. The Harriers placed 16th out of 3 l of 
the toughest team in the nation . 
The Herd will lose the service of senior 
Roy Poloni, while returning are ophomore 
all-conference runners Dave Tabor (fourth 
place in the . . and first at the Cincinnati 
lnvitational) and David Ball ( eventh in . .). 
0th r top runners returning for 1985-86 will 
b Dave Marks Richard Stewart, Todd 
ro on and Gary Cheslock. 
The urprisingJy prosperous sea on sur-
pa ed all expectations and earned O'Donnell 
election as outhern Conference Coach of the 
Year b conference coaches. 0 Donnell al o 
won the award in 1977 the la t time Marshall 
' on the conference title. 
SCOTT STEMPLE and a Kentucky runner miltch stride for 
stride. 
VOLLEYBALL PLAYER Jaki 
Copeland showed that a1h/e-
tic11 and academics can m ix. 
She was an Academic Al/-
American In volleyball. She also 
ran track. 
QUAllTEllBACK CARL Fodor 
passed h/1 way into the record 
books, and helped lead the 
Herd to a 6-5 record. 
84-Highlights 
Herd makes 
Throughout the sports year, Marshall athletes and teams found their way on to prominent positions on tbe sports pages, 
proving that college athletes could compete in the 
spotlight with Olympians Mary Lou Retton and 
Carl Lewis and baseball great Pete Rose. 
Many gained a ttention by living up to the 
public's expectations. The 1984 football team was 
the prime example, finishing 6-5 to become the 
first squad to have a winning eason since 1964. 
Bruce Morris on the other hand, joined the 
ranks of MU basketball legends by canning a 
world-record 89-foot, 10-inch throw in the 
Henderson Center with time expiring in the fir t 
half of the Appa lachian State game. The 
Deerfield, Ill., senior exceeded everyone' expecta-
tions aside from his own. Three game later, 
Morris shot a clutch 22-foot sbot to win the 
Davidson game at the buzzer. 
Junior Carl Fodor, the Herds signal caller, 
helped quarterback his way into the record books 
by setting 1984 Southern Conference highs. Fodor 
pa ed for 2,888 yard and 22 touchdown for a 
big headlines 
completion rate of 52 percent. He also averaged 
a conference high 25 l yards a game and passed 
for 427 yards in one game. 
Stan Parrish was the man most responsible for 
Fodor s success. Ln his first season as Herd bead 
coach, Parrish conti nued to do what he had done 
as head coach at other schools, pass and win. 
Parri h ha never had a losing eason a a head 
coach and his win ning ea on at Mar hall wa the 
fir t for the Herd in 20 years. 
In women's basketball, junior Karen Pelphrey 
averaged more than 25 point a game, helping 
make the women's team one of the best in the 
nation. Pelphrey was elected a econd team 
All-American by the Women Basketball 
Yearbook in her sophomore year. Karen al o was 
nominated to be a Kodak All-American player. 
When peaking about All-Americans Jaki 
Copeland's name is one that can't be left out. 
Copeland became an Academic All-American in 
volleyball, racking up a 3.82 grade poi nt average 
in pre-medicine exercise phy iology. 
HEAD COA.CH Stan Parrish. in 
h/1 fir11 season 111 Marshall. 
made MU football exciting 
again by bringing wlnnlna back 
to Huntington. 
KA.REN PELPHREY war among 
the top women scorers In the 
country. She helped make 
women's basketball successful 
at MU while becoming a 
second team All-American. 
SENIOR GUARD Bruce Morr/1 
came on strongly at the end of 
the '84 seascn. winning one 
game with a la1t-1econd shot 
and setting a world record by 
making an 89-(001-/0-fnch shot 
In a game against Appalachian 
State. 
for IM OtMr 11.MJcn In IH111 llO''lfll4 ~ 
.,,,,,,..,,,,,,.,,. p.,,., for thou ,,..,,, .. 
Hishlishts- ss 
WOMEN ' S 
GOLF met the 
ume fate •• 
men '1 tenn/1, 
leavlna only a 
men ' • aolf 
te1m. 
EITHER 
WOMEN'S aolf 
or 1ohb1U wlU 
be reln•tated 
I n 1986 - 8 7, 
accordlna to 
Dr . Dorothy 
Hides. 
86-Gho11 1port1 
AL THOUGH 
Marshal/ 1 t Ill 
field• a 
women'• team, 
men'1 tenn/1 11 
no lonser a 
varilty 1port. 
WHEN THE 
wreit/lng team 
d l 1b11nded, 
uveral of lt1 
member• 
migrated to 
other 1chool1 
to continue 
wre1tllrt1 while 
o t h e r I 
"retired" and 
11ayed on 
c:ampu1. 
Ghosts haunt 
T be softball team is no longer among the green and white; the wre tling mats are rolled away or empty. There is no men's 
team on the tennis courts. No women' team on 
the golf cour e, and the rifle team i only a 
memory. But the ghosts of these port still haunt 
the Mar hall campu . Several of the former varsity 
athletes remain even though the ports that helped 
draw them to Huntington are dead victim of 
financial cutbacks. For the athlete left behind 
there is time lo remini ce and entertain 
expectations of a renewal of the e 'gho l ports. 
However, the pro pe t of bringing these sport 
back in the near future i unlikely, according to 
Dr. Lynn Snyder, athletic director, who attribute 
their demi e to strictly economical factor , which 
affected mo t colleges and univer ities around the 
nation . 
Other factor cited by Dr. nyder were the 
teams' competitivene , recruiting, regional rugh 
school competition, geography and interest. The 
athletes on scholarship retained their status with 
about half of them staying in Huntington, while 
their former teammate pur ued their athletic 
careers elsewhere. Those who remained I urned 
sports scene 
their interests to other thing . Forrner wrestler Bob 
Martin found more time for cla e and 
intramurals. After hi grappling career ended 
prematurely, Martin advanced to the emifinals of 
the "Tougbman cont t" before falling to the 
eventual champion. Martin former teammate, Ed 
Towle, mi es wre tling but ha mpen ·ated by 
"getcing into body building and power lifting 
competition in addition to cla e and frat life. 
Sherry Smith, a former golfer, al o i active 
in the "greek life" and till parti ipate in golf 
tournament . The Parker burg native expect to 
see golf rein tated at Mar hall. Her former coach 
Dr. Dorothy Hick confirm that either golf or 
softball will return to the Mar hall ·por1 scene for 
the 1986-87 school year. Dr. nyder aid women's 
cro country and indoor track al o will be added 
to meet CAA I-AA requirement . Volle ball 
returned in 19 4 arter a two-year ab ence. 
As expectation build with hope for a bright 
future in the Mar hall ath letic program, a few 
ghost till haunt the gym and field where 
there are no home run , no bulh:ye , no take 
downs .... 
THE WRESTLING mau 
have been rolled away 
1/nce the 1981-81 1ea1on. 
Ghost sporu- 87 
SS-Motivators 
MARCO SUITED up to take the field with 
a more athletic look in 1984. By the final 
game of the 1ea.on Marco had followed 
6Ult with the rnt of the Herd, dropping 
the yellow from hi• uniform. 
BAND MEMBERS. majorettes and cheer-
leader• had more in common than their 
green and white uniforml. They were the 
motivating force behind the fans who 
1upported the footbaU team in record 
number•. 
. - - -
.;,._..... • - - ~<;" 
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'We are Marshall University' 
S Jam dunks and touchdowns weren t the only means of firing up the Herd faithful at athletic events. Enthusiasm was whipped up 
off the playing fields as well by cheerleaders, 
majorettes, band members, and numerous vocal 
fans from the student body. 
Also there was Marco the team mascot, fans 
with their faces painted green and white, and 
streamers, banners and sign of all descriptions and 
messages. Whatever the source of motivation -
the Greeks, independents, alumni - they made 
themselves count in supporting the Herd teams 
during competition. 
They were a factor in giving the home team 
a distinct advantage whether the event was 
football, basketball, volleyball; or whether the 
opponent was new to the schedule or a headliner, 
such as the heated rivalry with the Mountaineers 
of West Virginia University. 
Green and white always were the dominant 
colors at au university functions as students 
displayed their spirit with " Beat WVU" badges, 
key chains proclaiming " Marshall THE University 
in West Virginia" or shirts that describe their 
wearers as members of "Hucks Herd." 
By hanging signs, building Homecoming 
floats, or conducting the traditional post-game 
celebrations, the students became part of t.he 
motivating force. It was just a little bit more of 
the expectations of tudents at Marshall Universi-
ty. 
1914-1915 Var'1ty Cheer/eader1 Becky Hetzer, Bob Bailey. Sandy Cork. 
Gerry Holley. Fro1ty Hendricks, Janet Stone, Jeff Parsons and Jami Dornon. 
Not pictured Connie Ray, Paula Pike, Shawn Stewart and Bob Crowder. 
SHERRY McCLUNG. Cheryl Hickman and 
Terri Chapman wonder, "11 th re 
anybody In there?" Few people could 
rn/11 MMco who drew crowds whenever 
he appeared. 
PAULA. PIKE. Connie Ray, and Shawn 
Stewart bu/Id enthu1/a1m at Fairfield 
Stadium. The cheerleader• alw traveled 
to Hawaii In 1upport of the basketball 
team. 
Motivaton- 89 
MU Soccer 
• 
a winner 
on the field 
The Marshall University soccer team, in only its sixth season, finished with an impressive 12-6 
overall record and a 2-4 record in the 
conference. 
The Herd fell short of Coach Jack 
DeFazio's pre-season expectation of a 
Southern Conference championship, but it 
scored some impressive "firsts.' 
Marshall won its first ever outdoor 
soccer tournament, the Marshall Invita-
tional, and played the West Virginia 
Mountaineers for the first time in 
Huntington, besting them for the first 
time in the program's history 2-1. 
Records were set by goalkeeper Tim 
Deaton, for best goals against average in 
a season (1.15) and for most shutouts in 
a season (5). Deaton and older brother 
Bruce came to Marshall following 
outstanding careers at Catonsville 
Community College. 
Joe Biava scored the quickest goal in 
Marshall history from his striker position 
22 seconds into the final game of the 
season against Virginia Military Institute. 
A team record for the fewest goals 
allowed (22) was tied this season and Sean 
Fouts, Greg Ogle, and Scott Laskowitz all 
finished in the top 20 of the final Southern 
Conference scoring statistics. 
DeFazio has posted the best winning 
percentage among present Southen 
Conference soccer coaches. The Herd's 
record under DeFazio is 35-21-0 for a .625 
percentage. 
Marshall returned ten starters from 
the 1983 squad, including all-conference 
performers Scott Jackson, and the Herd's 
all-time leading scorer Andy Zulaur. 
Defensively, the Herd was led by 
Jackson at sweeper and Brad Puryear at 
fullback. 
Fre•hman han Fout• pane1 the ball off to a 
teammate. 
90-Soccer 
FIRST ROW, Rick Hulcher. Pat Jo•eph. Steve 
fl•cher. Bruce Deaton, Scott Laskowitz, John Keller, 
and Ted Perri. SECOND ROW, (assistant coach) 
John Glb•on. Danny Youngerman, Sean Fout-. Scott 
Jachon, Joe Biava. Brad Puryear, Greg Ogle, Scott 
Fl-h. Tim Deaton and (head coach) Jack Defazio. 
Results 
Welt Virginia Tech 6-0 
Kentucky J-1 
Eastern Kentucky 1-1 
Appalachian State 1-l 
Virginia Tech 1-0 
Tenne11ee ].() 
Cincinnati ]./ 
VMI 1-0 
Appalachian State 1-4 
Marietta ) ./ 
Radford 1-4 
Davidson 1-3 
Wake Forest /.J 
Wesr Vlrslnla /-0 
Louisville ].() 
Davidson ~I 
Morehead Stare /.() 
VMI J./ 
GREG OGLE out jump• oppon-
ents. 
SCOTT LASKOWITZ carrfe1 the 
ball upfield. 
Soccer-91 
Cam Henderson Center: 
all of us for the athlete 
F rom relaxing in the team-room to doing tortuou weightlifting, the Cam Hender on enter wa the 
place to go. Built in 19 J, the center wa 
one of the newest building on campu . It 
was named after legandary coa h Cam 
Hender on in a formal dedication . 
Henderson wa a highly uccessful football 
and basketball coach from the I 930' 
through the mid 1950' . 
The Henderson Center con i tcd of 
three major departments: Intramural, 
athletic, and health, physical education 
and recreation. It al o handled the 
military science (ROTC) cla es. 
Recreational facilities included pool , 
a weight room, six racquetball court , a 
steam room, four gyms (one being a 
gymnastics gym) and another arena where 
Huck's Herd could be een in action. The 
arena could eat I 0,250 people. 
The center ha two equipment room ·, 
- . - .,,~. 
' . 
'I, • 
- ~· - -
In 
one for physical education classes and the 
other for any Marshall tudent with a 
valid M I.D. Equipment ranged from 
racquetball rackets to camping gear, 
which could be checked out for up to 4 
hour . 
Kathy Anderson, the Hender on 
Center activities supervisor, aid, "The 
am Hender on Center i a great facility 
that ha more to offer than tudent had 
realized in its third year of operation. 
9:2- Henderson Center BUILT IN 1981 the Cam Henderion Center is home to many different 
1port1 and actlvltle1. 
M!.NY STUDENTS occupy their free time at one of the 
two gyms In the Henderson Center. 
WEIGHTLIFTING IS a favorite past-time sport of many 
students. 
THE ROTC PROGRAM. l«ated in the Henderson Center, 
ha1 e panded greally. offering many more classes. 
RACQUETB!.U IS a nationally srowlng •port. The 
Hend r1on Center has six courts which are usually In 
full-time use. 
SWIMMING IS the latelt privilege offered to 1tudent1. 
There are two pool• open 7 day1 a week. 
Henderson Center-93 
Managers 
and 
trainers 
contribute 
to success 
B oth manager and trainer play important roles in college port . The manager i responsible for 
maintaining the equipment and making 
sure it i ready for u e. The trainer is 
respon, ible for helping prevent injuries 
and evaluating treatment needed for those 
that do occur. 
Fred McConnell, the athletic equip-
ment manager over all port , kept check 
over equipment and fulfilled the need of 
each port offered at Mar hall. Head 
athletic trainer Dan Martin tres ed the 
nece ity of good training method , 
explaining that the lack of them "could 
break a training program.'' 
The training department consisted of 
three staff per onnel, four graduate 
assistant and 20 tudent helpers. Students 
were assigned to variou port a 
assistant . 
The trainers worked along with the 
medical coordinator, Dr. Jose Ricard, in 
admini tering to injuries uch a cut 
brui e , prain and other relatively mild 
injuries. They al o participated in uch 
therapy a whirlpool and ultra ounds. 
The training facility al o treated M 
student and member of the faculty, as 
well a athletes. Jn fact about 15 percent 
of the per on who e injurie were treated 
were non-athlete , Martin aid. 
The manager, trainer and their 
as istant more than lived up to expecta-
tions in fulfilling their vital role in the 
university' port program . 
94-Manasen and trainers 
BECAUSE OF quick stoppins and turnins, basketball causes many injurle• 
to the kn e. 
EVEN TOUGH suys like Den Turney need 
attention. 
ULTRA S UNO Is very useful aiding in the locsenins cf tisht, sere 
muscles. 
INCORRECT TAPING CAN cause Injury. but MU trainers are well 
tauflht. 
JUDY SOUTHARD. head coach of women's basketball. has injuries 
to her players but with pr per care they're soon on the court again. 
Managers and trainers 95 
FIRST ROW, Cozeua 
Sayler (trainer). Tanya 
Wheeler. Michelle Rene. 
Cheryl Beverage. Patty 
Taylor, Sandy Haught. 
and Jan Rader (manager). 
SECOND ROW, Carie 
Glb1on (trainer), Mi11y 
Stephani, Tlmora Godrey, 
Jaki Copeland. Meli11a 
H//I. Debbie Schaefer, Jill 
Mu11man, Stephanie Lo-
pata, and Coach Manha 
Newberry. 
96---Volleyball 
CHERYL BEVERAGE (20) and 
Jill Mu11man (14) represent-
ed oppo1ite end1 of the 
1pectrum. Beverage ii the 
top recruit out of W. Va. 
while Mu11man i1 a veteran 
co-captain. 
JAKI COPELAND. who also 
run1 track, ii one of the 
Herd'• top 1pikers. The 
pre-med major al10 has a 
J.81 GPA. 
TWO HERD defender1 ao for a block as their teammates 
look on In a bump po1ltion. The women put together a 
15-21 record In their flf'lt year together. 
JA.KI COPEi.A.ND 11 the flnt Herd volleyball player to 
make the A.II Southern Conference team. The 1enior from 
Waverly. Ohio. w/U receive another year of e/lgibillt . 
Volleyball makes 
V olleyball returned to Mar hall University after a year' layoff and the Lady Herd urvived a slow tart to post a 15-20 regular 
eason record before bowing out to T-
Cbattanooga in the opening round of the Southern 
Conference tournament. 
While Martha ewberry' team did not meet 
her expectation of a winning ea on, the fir t- ear 
coach said she wa plea ed with the team's 
progres . "I figured we would tart out lowly and 
then peak late in the year,'" said ewberry, who 
saw her team fulfill Lbi prediction turning in six 
consecutive wins and capturing the champion nip 
at the Liberty Bapti t Tournament near sea on's 
end. 
ewberry only had three weeks to "throw 
together' a group of piker before facing bigger 
opponent like WV . "Coming into the ituation, 
we had to get to know the competition, and we 
still had to learn to play a a team,'' ewberry 
said. Jak.i Copeland and Jill Mu sman, the team's 
only collegiate veterans, provided the leader hip a 
first-year players dominated a squad which started 
four freshmen. Newberry credited Copeland and 
Mu sman for helping bring along the fre hmen 
who were expected lo grow up fast. The ro ter and 
team morale wa boo ted by five walk ons who 
rounded out the I I-player team. 
One of the fir t problem faced by oach 
ewberry, who had compiled a 105-24 record in 
four year at Magnolia High chool, wa getting 
to know her per onnel, who in turn had to get to 
know one another. "It wa Ii e after the plane 
crash (of I 970) . We had lo t a whole team. and 
we had to rebuild with inexperienced pla ers," aid 
ewberry, who found her elf tressing fundamen-
tal and aggres ivenes while he introduced her 
offen ive and defen ive y tern. 
Another early concern facing the fir t year 
coach was one of promoting interest in the renewed 
program. "We want high cbool kid to want to 
come play here," Newberry aid. lntere t bowed 
in the stand , according to ewberry. who noted 
the home games drew 200-250 fans. 
Copeland, a three-year regular, was named to 
the All Southern Conference team. Copela nd and 
Mussman have been given a fifth year of eligibility 
which means the 1984 team will remain intact for 
next eason. 
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SQUARE DANCE Instructor 
Donna Lawson. assistant 
profe1sor of health, P.E. and 
recreation, Inspects her 
troop1. She promotes square 
dancing a1 a lifelong activity. 
"YOU PROBABLY won't be 
able to BO out and play 
baikerball with your wife, but 
you an BO dancillfJ. " says 
Profenor Donna Lawson. 
GOLF AND bowling are other 
''lifetime" activities offered 
throuBh the Department of 
H a/th, Phy1lca/ Education and 
Recreat on. Chnei draw both 
newcomeri and experienced 
athlete1. 
SQUARE DANCE Is on of 
several dance classes offered 
at the university. Dance 
classes sive students an alt r-
native to the faster paced 
classes such as basketball or 
volleyball. 
P.E. classes open to all 
P E. major and tudents filling a requirement for lheir equence aren't the • only people who take P.E. cla se .. 
Athletes, former athlete and non athlete make 
up the ro ter in an area that include cla s~ such 
as dance, volleybaJI, wimming, weight condition-
ing, basketball, tenni , bowling and badminton. 
Cla s participation, attendance and WTitten 
test3 can om et the lack of uperior athletic kills, 
giving everyone a chance to earn a good grade. Dr. 
Betty Roberts, as ociate pro~ or of PER, finds 
students in her beginning volleyball class can range 
from tho e who have never played to those with 
experience as member of the M team. Despite 
µie wide kill level, th P. . tudent ' ho don 't 
CLEP the cour e, work on fundamental and 
concentrate on getting in a much playi ng time a 
possible. 
A second 8-week cour. e expand into 
intermediate volleyball where new skills are 
acqu ired and old one are perfected through drill . 
Each class requires a written test. The key here, 
according to Dr. Robert , i that everyone develops 
along the way. Like mo t of her counterparts, Dr. 
Roberts teaches everal other etas e including 
badminton, tennis, port and ociety, and a motor 
learning clas . 
Some of the cla in the HPER department 
are geared toward younger competitor while o her 
clas es are lifetime activities uch a bowling and 
dance classe . Donna Law on, a i tant profe or 
of HPER who teacher bowling, re reational 
classes and quare dancing perceiv her uare 
dance class a a phy ical arobic-type eta . he 
include a written test and attendance io with her 
grading. 
Square dancing i a lifetime activity that can 
last from elementary chool through th enior 
years, according to Law on, who point out, "You 
probably won't be able lo go out and play 
ba ketball with your wife, but you can go 
dancing. • Law on al o point out that ·he ha had 
deaf, wheelchair, and partially ighted tudents 
participate in her eta e . proving that the P.E. 
classes can be enjoyed by all. 
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ROY SUMLIN workl on the neck 
machine. The football team follows 
an off-season running and weight 
program and although the wel ht 
room has been called a lineman's 
home-away-from-home, weight 
training is equally importanr to the 
backs. 
VOLLEYBAU COACH Martha New-
berry 1tresre1 the mportance of 
e 1>fflenclng a variety of acrivlties 
In addition to her conditioning 
program. Athletic director Dr. Lynn 
Snyder. Coach Newberry and as-
sociate athletic director Edward 
Starling joined Jakl Copeland. who 
epitomized the well rounded 
ltudent athlete by befng named to 
the Academic All-American Volley-
ball team. 
DERYL BURGESS. Tony Bollard and 
Mike Blrurakfs 1we11t It out fn the 
weight room. Many coaches ad· 
vocate weight training as a means 
of developing team unit and 
self-confidence as weU as muscles. 
FLEXING OUT Is considered as 
Important to train ng as lifting 
weights or runnln . Robbie Pate 
fk 1 out before tr ck practice. 
Stretching helps runners avoid 
muscle pulls and keeps weight 
lifters from becomm muscle 
bound. 
ICO-Out of Season 
ROBBIE PATE found the tou h-
e1t part of h/1 trans lion from 
cross country to track was the 
weather. The runner1 brilved 
the snow and Ice of the tuck 
as well as the city rtreeu as 
they trained between seasons, 
MIKE 81/WRAKIS. an offensive 
lineman who donned ii back 
jersey In 1oal line nd short 
yardage situarlons, work-I on 
squats In preparation for 
spring ball. Birurakls trantt· 
(erred to Marshall from WVU 
where he played football for 
two years. 
Off season training a must 
F or the fan , expectation come and go with the ea on. But for the athlete • the off ea on i a time to build onto their 
expectation a they work toward their goal . 
Whether the} train on their own or ith a 
group, practice a certain kill or simply run and 
lift weight , college athlete find th ir port a year 
around job. Off- ea on and pre- ea on activitie 
vary depending on the port but the dedi ation and 
determination remain in each of the elf 
improvement program and they arc not limited to 
men's team ; the women' quad put in the time 
and energy in the ame wa. their male 
counterpart do. 
Volleyball Coach Martha ewb rry tre e 
conditioning and technique for her pikers, who are 
expected to follow a trcngth program, jump rope 
and do exerci es to improve their vertical jumping 
ability long after the nets arc put away. In addi tion 
to working on th ir own, the women work out twice 
a week on a nautali program and play volleyball 
every Tuesday. oach ewberry al o encourages 
her charge to experience a variety of activitie . 
Over the ummer everal of the women will 
compete m ummer volleyball leagu and hold 
rela ted job . 
Jaki Copeland. Mar hall ' Academic All 
American volleyball player, doe not limit her 
endeavor to the court. Along with fello spiker 
Cheryl Beverage, he compete on the women' 
track team. uch double duty 1 taken up by other 
athletes uch a football' Brian wi her and the 
cros country runner who carry an extra load a 
they compete in track at pring time. Although the 
dual identities would be a burden to mo l. for ome 
the competitivcnc and extra conditioning give 
them an edge a they pursue th ir expectation . Out of Season- IOI 
IOJ- Golf 
FIRST ROW, Mike Francios, Joe Vennari, Tim Mount and 
Bryan Mttad. SECOND ROW, Gary Rusnak, Tom Klei, Phil 
GARY RUSNAK became the l/r6t MU 
lludent to gain fir•t team Academic 
All-American •tatu• in IO yea,,. 
PUTTING REQUIRES a lot of concentra· 
tion as demon•trated by KeUy Maxwell. 
McG/orhlln and Kelly Maxwell. 
TOM KIEG blait1 hi• ball out of a 1andtrap. 
Herd golfers 
T he Marshall niver ity golf team may have been small in number but it wa large in talent. 
The team' ize was relatively mall, Coach 
Jo eph B. Feagane aid, becau e there were not 
enough men with talent to replace the ones who 
graduated. Despite thi factor, the quad wa 
successful in the four tournament it pla ed during 
the fall . The team won the W t irginia 
Intercollegiate Tournament and wa honored ' ith 
both team and indi idual fir t place fini hes. In the 
other competitions, the quad lini hed econd in 
the Buckeye (Ohio) Fall la ic, 12th in the 
Augu ta (Ga.) Collegiate Invitation 1, and 3rd in 
the Kentucky Fall Classic. 
BRYAN MEAD 1how1 h/1 style wh# chipping h/1 ball onto the green. 
successful 
Feagane aid hi hopes for the team each 
year were for the player to perform well, to win 
the outhern Conference Champion hip and for 
the team to be invited to the AA competition . 
He belie ed the 19 4-85 team wa good enough 
for trong con ideration by the CA . 
Gary Ru nak, the only enior on the quad, 
gained honors as the fir t Mar hall tudent in 10 
year to receive fir t team cademic ll- merican 
status. Qualification for the golf award were 
uppercla tarn • o erall GP over 3.3 and a 
maximum troke average of 76. Ru nak main-
tained a 3.69 GPA and a troke average of 75 
during the 19 4 ea on . 
Golf-I03 
Work pays off for swimmers 
P respects for the 1984-85 season were difficult for swimming Coach Bob Saunders to predict. The Herd did have four very strong swimmers 
returning in Nick Burrows and Dave Filipponi, Great 
Britain seniors, and Bruce Kowalski and Billy oe, 
Huntington juniors, but he feared that a lack of overall 
team depth would hurt the squad . 
Many of these fears were put to rest, however , in the 
team's first performance at the Bowling Green Univer ity 
Relays. 
"Our performance at Bowling Green was the best 
opening meet we have ever had at Marshall," Saunders 
said. "All of our swimmer have worked very hard this fall 
and we believe that is the reason for the exceptional times 
turned in at Bowling Green. Many of the times were equal 
to mid-season form." 
As expected, top performer for the Herd were 
tri-captains Burrows, Filipponi and Tanner and team 
members Kowalski and Noe. 
Burrows would continue his standout performance in 
the Herd's home opener against Morehead State. In that 
meet, he shattered school and pool records with a 
FIRST ROW, Nick Burrow•, Lindsey Tanner and David Filipponi. SECOND 
ROW, Chris Speros, Rodney Smith, Tom Stanley. Randall Mifler (coaching 
assistant). THIRD ROW, Billy Noe, Bruce Kowalski, Brian Cruciger, 
!04---Swimmins 
1,000-yard freestyle time of 9:37.68. 
'Nick has worked very hard for us ' Saunders said. 
"Sometimes l wonder if be works too hard in practice." 
Due to the small size of the squad, much of the team's 
success depended on how much of a load the Herd 's 
younger swimmers could bear. After the Bowling Green 
Relays, this question also seemed answered. 
Freshmen John Blasic, Jon Kidwell and Paul Graham 
all turned in outstanding performances in their first 
collegiate meets. Blasic swam his fastest 50-yard breastroke 
time and Kidwell and Graham turned in surprisingly strong 
times. 
Probably the strongest unit on the team, however, was 
the Herd divers. After only the first three dual meets three 
divers had met NCAA pre-qualifying standards. 
Fayetteville freshman Bob Wood led the way 
qualifying in two one-meter events and Jeff Molter, 
Huntington junior, and tri-captain Lindsey Tanner also 
qualified in eacb of the three meter events. 
"Its too early to say,' diving Coach Roger Katchuk 
said, "but it wouldn't surprise me if we wind up with an 
All-American from this team. ' 
Pressley Stacks, John Blasic, Roger Katchuk (diving coach). FOUllTH 
ROW, Dr. Robert Saunders (head coach). Jeff Molter. Bob Wood, Paul 
Graham and Jon Kidwell. 
NICK BURROWS Is con1ratulated after his record setting f,(XX).yard 
swim agaln1t Morehead State. The Herd went on to win the meet 66 
to JI. 
LINDSEY TANNER performs a IM somersault from the I-meter diving 
board. H/1 11yle made him one of the best divers on tile team. 
JEFF MOLTER'S concenrratlon Is apparent when he begins a dive both 
during practice and meetl. 
Swimmlns- IO'j 


Graduates 
Seniors 
Joy Adkin• 
Kimberly Adkin• 
AUwell Akatobl 
01wald Akwitt 
Robert P. Alexander 
Robert W. Alford 
Richard Van Alphen 
Tame/ A. Arm•trong 
Lf1a Arvon 
Nlchola1 Arvon 
All Ataei 
Amy Lynn Ataei 
Gabriel Azubufk~ 
Kabir Badama1I 
BID Balley 
Charle• Bailey 
Wayne Bailey 
Trudi Bath 
Kennie Ba11 
Laura Beal 
Laura J. Keney 
Sandra D. Perry 
J. P. Reed 
Kevin Sabb 
!OS-Graduates i Senion A-B 
Ott Bun 
Laurie V. Beldon 
Deborah Ben~tt 
Juflan Be-tt 
Kim Bet/er 
Tammy D. Blbbff 
Kim S. Binford 
Lei/le Blrd10ng 
Elza Ray 8/evln• Jr. 
Tracy Bo1tlc 
Su1an L. Bowckn 
Kelly Bragg 
Dllllla Branch 
Nancie SrOfJBham 
Aaron Bryan Brookl 
THE LA WN 1prink/er in front of Corbly 
H II got a fltrle help from Mother Nature. 
B Senlon- I09 
Loli A. Brown 
Tere1a L. Brown 
Beverly Browning 
Carol Brunty 
Klm~ly Bru•hart 
Pamela C. Bryan 
Jacqueline Bryant 
Sharl Burier 
KandaH S. Burke 
Belinda N. Burley 
Marrle Butler 
Brenda Caplln1er 
CraiB S. <:arpenter 
Gary A/kn Car~rer 
Reynaldo C11tlllo 
Donna M. Chaney 
Tereia R. Chapman 
Myra Chico 
Cynthia A. Cleg1 
Arthur D. Cloninger 
Jane Coll 
LI.a Lynn Co/lin1 
Pam Conaty 
Lori Conn 
Joyce EJalne Cook 
Samuel P. Cook 
Joni Cooper 
Mike Copenhaven 
Kathy Copley 
Darlene M. Cox 
llO-Senlon B·C 
Mary Ann Cracraft 
Abfial/ B. Craft 
Mark Cunningham 
Corby L. Damico 
Wadina F. Daniel• 
Jame• A. Datln 
Brad Davi• 
Jeanette Diiion 
Patricia D. Dln1more 
Yolanda M. Draine 
Henry Y. Eke 
Vicki Em1wile• 
Benjamin Enwirem 
Charity Evan• 
L. J. Falrk,. 
HELPING TO keep 
ManhaU clean in the 
faD is the job of thi• 
maintenance crew 
member. 
C-F Seniors-Ill 
Catherine Fletcher 
Karui Flouhouu 
Dan11 Forre11er 
Scott Frye 
Sandi Gainer 
Nancy L. Gard 
Cindy Gatrell 
Diane Giii 
Linda Diane Goldman 
Sheri Gongo/a 
Scot Graham 
Debra H.JI 
T ere111 Melaine HaU 
Wiiiiam HaU 
Joy Hamrick 
DORM UFE Involves 
more than partle1 u 
Me//11a Baker dem-
on1tr1te1. 
Ill- Senion F-H 
CONVEltSA T/ON 
and pizza lunches 
are an imporant part 
of dorm life for 
ltobin Parsons and 
Jody Clark. 
Judy Hardman 
Tina M. Harne11 
Debra Harri• 
Joseph M. Hart 
Terry Headley 
BiUy Lee Hendrick# 
Charles D. Henlley 
Pam Hensley 
Lo Herng-Hsfang 
ltebecca Hetzer 
John E. Hutcheson 
James D. Hurse 
Carolyn E. Howard 
Mary C. Hinkle 
Lynda Hilbert 
H Senion- 113 
Michael Hutchinson 
Bertonya Lavae Ison 
Denna Joyce Jackson 
James Jackson 
Donald Ray Jarrell 
lluth Jarrell 
Elizabeth Jennings 
Franklin W. Johnson 
John S. Johnson 
Ross Johnson 
Terry Johnson 
Lois Jones 
Bernard Jordan 
Kathy Kemper 
Kimberly K. Kesecker 
Susan King 
David Kirby 
Cheryl Ann Koch 
Pamela Jenee Krosky 
Randi Lamm 
Jeffrey S. Lane 
Barbara L. Law 
Jonathan L. Law 
Heather L. Lee 
Kathryn E. Lee 
Jill Legeen 
Sandra Dawn Legg 
Tony Lei/le 
Dennis Lin 
Beth Liptak 
114-Senior• H·L 
Man visits 
his tgift' to 
university 
J o eph Stanley Jablon ki, retired chairman of the Department of Art, returned to campus in 
October and wa photographed viewing a 
piece of his art work. He designed for the 
univer ity a bust of former Chief Ju tice 
John Mar hall, which stands in front of 
Old Main. 
Jablon lei offered to design the bust 
after the one carved in marble began to 
show ign of deterioration. To make the 
culpture look as much like the Chief 
Ju tice as possible, be did re earch on 
Marshall and looked at photographs. He 
then did the culpture from modeling clay 
and later in plaster of Paris. Then it wa 
ent to a brass factory on Long I land, 
. Y ., to be cast in bronze. Former State 
Senator .R. Winters paid the $450 co t 
of the ca ting. 
Jablon ki said "The sculpture was 
my gift to Mar haU Univer ity. l think I 
made a ignificant contribution to 
Mar hall but I m not sure it was e er 
appreciated." Despite his doubt about 
whether hi gift was appreciated, the bu t 
over the past years has become a ymbol 
of the university. 
JOSEPH STANLEY Jablonski visits Marshall to view 
and photograph hi• art work - the bust of John 
M11r1h11/J. The bust was his ''contribution" to the 
univerrlty. 
H-l Senlors-115 
L/1a Liptak 
Judy Lockard 
Lee V. Lockhart 
Steve Lyon• 
Gary Mar1hall 
Beth A. Martin 
Michael Marlnt 
Joy M. Matthew• 
Thorn Maxwell 
Donna Hodge• Maye• 
Barbara J. Maynard 
Lila Maynard 
Bryan D. May• 
Craig S. McClellan 
T. RuneO McGrady 
A GRAPH painted on 
the road between 
Corbly and North-
cott Halls by Andy 
Brinkhorst. Roberta 
Richard• and Jen· 
nifer Behrendt illu•· 
trate1 the U.S. bud-
get figure• for 1985. 
On the chart, one 
inch w.u equal to 
SKXJ million of feder-
al expenditures. 
116--Seniors L-Mc 
Raymond Mcintire 
Kri1ten McPhenon 
Julie Mean 
Linda Meggett 
Laurie Meiler 
Annette Midkiff 
Kathy S. Miller 
Ronald D. Miiier 
There.a A. Miiier 
Mark Mlf/1 
Sharon I. Mlrchell 
Tere1a Mobley 
Linda Cde Moffett 
Su1an P. Monk 
Albert J. Moore 
Li111 Morr/ion 
Norman Moirle 
Melanie Mouman 
Kecia R. Moten 
Tara Lea Muncy 
David Muth 
Vicki Napier 
Sam N•dum 
Cheryl M. NewlOm 
Sandra E. Nolte 
Leia Nun 
Jim Nutter 
Athan Uche Ogoh 
Paul Okoro 
Wilfred C. Onyeke 
Mc-0 Senlou-117 
Testing 
his own 
theories 
President Dale F. Nitz-schke, in an attempt to make a better environment 
on campus, required many studies 
to be done. However, he did not 
just sit back and wait for the 
results ; he went out to the areas 
and tested his theories. 
One of his first concerns was 
the safety of students who 
attended night classes. Were all 
of the sidewalks well lighted and 
were there any places where 
students felt unsafe? The pres-
ident organized a study group 
including maintenance officials, 
students, and himself, which 
toured all of the sidewalks and 
reported those areas which were 
not lighted well. 
Another concern wa tbe access 
of all areas on campus for 
handicapped students. An overall 
plan of the president's was to 
construct a network of sidewalks 
which would save time for 
students and would prevent them 
from having to travel the city 
sidewalks surrounding the cam-
pus. 
Some of Dr. N itzschke's plans 
became realities as the lighting 
problem in most places was 
corrected and a new sidewalk was 
constructed to connect the library 
with Smith Hall before the 
students returned for the fall 
semester. 
DR. NITZSCHKE attempts to learn by 
experience if the campus is easily 
accessible for handicapped students. 
118-Senlors 
Thoma• A. Osburn 
Kathy J. Page 
Lance Allen Partlow 
Heather Patterson 
Brenda K. Payne 
Suzy Perry 
Debra Phipp• 
Valena Jo Rleray 
Philip D. Polen 
Suzanne Potterfleld 
Kia/re Lori Purtee 
Cherie Kay Pyle• 
Jenny L. Ram1ey 
Cynthia flee 
Jacqueline lleynold• 
/lhonda /leynold• 
Barbara llhode• 
Kelly Rlchardion 
Jack Richmond 
Jeffrey Riiey 
Ellen Ri1ch 
Jame• L. Robin10n 
Pauline L. Roll 
Ma1ood Rotougaran 
Lisa Rowe 
Daniel Anthon Ru110 
Diana L. Ryle 
Nancy Jean Ryma1z 
Tacuf/k Sadat 
Judy A. Salaz 
0 -S Senion-119 
MMtha Svy• 
Todd S1mm«1• 
Laur~ A. Sindy 
Lori S1yr~ 
Mano( Srihaw1t 
AnU Sharm1 
Siiiy Ann Shavn" 
Al/11 Shinn 
Ron Short 
Nancy Slmmom 
Ellu~th Slmpf<HI 
011,,, Smith 
ll1chcl Smith 
SMrry D. Smith 
K•tMl-IM L. Smoot 
Flor~nc~ Snyder 
SMt-rl Snyder 
Ju/k St•~ 
Linda S. S11rr 
Mlc:M/k Step~nlOn 
TMr~11 Ann Stepp 
Carr~ St~w•t 
Jack Sturf#!On 
S11cy Ann Sum"""'• 
Cirri~ Sutphin 
C. rolyn Swan.on 
Chrlltopha Swln<kl/ 
Grov«- T•dlock 
Mr• Taylor 
Todd A Taylor 
l»-Senlon S-T 
Sherle Thabet 
Tereu Thacker 
Lynn Tltonul6 
Bruce A. Thompwn 
Paula Toler 
Tammy Toykr 
Sherry Underwood 
Rebecca L. Varian 
Jeffrey VanbaN 
Sharon Lynn Wag11y 
D. Mlchfff Walface 
Linda Walter' 
John Stuart W11rnock 
Fellclty Warren 
Lynda Kay Watwn 
hanne W~/, 
Jennifer White 
Randy Whlre 
Elaine Whitely 
Tracie L. W/lker6on 
Con1tance Will/am' 
Robert K. Wood 
Patricia Wood1 
Frank Wright 
Ro6emary Wrl11ht 
T·W Senion- Ill 
~ in' f.mil 
)' Auw.1 $11 ~ 
Nita lilrlnn 
.?VI Sh«,~ 
1 '$, ll'M.Vlf 
T.tmmf To - . 
$Jlm')"~ 
- .. . -~· v-:_ -
ffr; ,. lltan 
Riilf'OO ,t rm 
D. Mlit . 
u-. iw; "t'rli 
John fli!W'"f Lt~ 
. · r:~w 'IV.art- · 
Lpila ~ \.V.u . 
~11111\m ll'l!!'lll' mt 
~1 · .~ 
r•rnr• ~ 
Fant Wttf/\r fnmwy ' f 
Juniors 
Kimberly R. Adkin• 
Michael Ray Adkin• 
Tonya Adkin• 
Aaron B. Alexandor 
' Claude Allen 
Valerie J. Ander1on 
Joan E. Anthony 
Randy Applegate 
Barbara A. Aretz 
Diane Atkin•on 
Angela Baldwin 
Willlam E. Balley 
Mark Ayer•man 
Li.a C. Au1tln 
Carrie Auman 
Carla Baldwin 
Anna Barna 
Leia Bee1on 
Mary Bell 
Li.a Ann Bennett 
Lee Ann Bil/up• 
Joni Black 
Beverly BlackweU 
Dwain A. Blake 
Becky Slevin• 
Brenda Jo Bogg• 
Catherine Boomue 
Jennifer D. Booten 
Kimberly Bourgeoi• 
Bonnie Bowyer 
IJJ- Juniort A-8 
Tom Sullivan advice on life 
E ntertainer Tom Sullivan vi ited MarshaU to talk about his life and to offer advice to tuden . He al o 
ang the theme song to his autobiogra-
phical movie, "lf You Could ee What T 
Hear. ' Sullivan was born blind, but he 
didn't let his blindnes top him from 
doing what he wanted. 
He told students life is a celebration 
and to become involved in it. He aid, 
'Since things that occurred in the pa t 
cannot be changed, people should look 
toward the future and start making 
changes now.' He said, "people hould 
turn disadvantages into advantage ." 
Sullivan said success to a college 
student usually means getting a degree 
and a job, but since a job opening is not 
assured, students should have something 
extra to make them better qualified for the 
job. "The only trait marketable is 
uniqueness. Become a fuU individual, not 
just a computer cience major or an 
athlete, he said. 
SUND ENTERTAINER Tom SuUlvan drew a crowd of 
J78 when he visited Marmall In October. He talked 
about life and how to improve it. 
Jennifer Bradbury 
Su1an R. Brewer 
Kimberly Ann Brown 
Li1a Buckner 
Kellie J. Butcher 
Paul CaldweU 
Gary Carn/child 
Cynthia L. Carr 
Cindy Caulty 
Allison Caito 
Garland Chamberlain 
Walter G. Chaney 
Paul Ciarrochf 
Jeanne Coffman 
David A.. Collini 
B-C Junlon.- 123 
Drew J. Col/lnr 
Jean Ann Cook 
Joel Cook 
Greg Cordell 
Debbie Cortez 
Regina R. Crew1 
Berlin D. Cur/Ip Jr. 
Mary Damron 
Rebecca Danlelr 
Cynth ia Davi• 
Pamela Davi, 
Jacquleyn Day 
Marla Suun Diaz 
Ted Diaz 
Debra Ann Derger 
Cheryl Dunlap 
Eric Eann 
Wendy Marie Edmond• 
Su.an Evenlen 
Le1/ie A. Farley 
Julie Felty 
Debbie Fenwick 
Sherff Ferdelman 
Kathy M. Flfklm 
Cynthia K. Flower• 
Lucinda L. Fluharty 
Jame• H. Ford 
Jennifer fox 
Kelly Ann Geery 
Bobette D. Gllker1on 
ll4-Junlor1 C·G 
Cathy Greiner 
Anna Grinnea1 
Angella Hager 
Terry L. Hager 
Penney HaU 
Sam/ Hanna 
Kim Happney 
Kimberly Harbour 
Robin Harle" 
· Tanja Harman 
Marla H1Frl1 
Amy A. Har1hbarger 
Marl•a J. Hooser 
Wllh Hope 
Teresa Horton 
ONE YEAR after her re1cue by Ame/can 
troop• from Grenada, medical 1tudent 
Kathleen Major came to campus and told 
of her experiences. She said intervention 
by the U.S. government Into the 
polltically torn Caribbean ,.,and "wa• the 
right thing to do" and 1he "will always 
be thankful.·• 
G-H Junlou- 125 
Cheryl Ho1kin1 
Su1an Hudd/e1ton 
Carl Hu1hart 
Li•a Hunt 
Wendy lier 
Voltaire Ja1don 
Katherine R. Jarrett 
Rebecca L. Jeffer1 
Annette Jone1 
Linda L. Jones. 
Elizabeth Ju1tice 
Timothy R. Justice 
Beth Kaau1 
Chr/1 S. Kara1eorge 
Michael F. Kennedy 
126-Junion H-K 
Changes 
T he eastern grandstand section of Fairfield Stadium, after falling 
victim to the factors of age, 
crumbling and water seepage, was 
demolished before the fall semes-
ter. 
When the football team made 
its debut under new coach Stan 
Parrish, students found them-
selves sitting on new aluminum 
seats. 
Throughout the season, 
speculations were made about the 
fate of the 60-year-old structure. 
Some people believed the stadium 
could be renovated and would 
serve the university for many 
more years. Others thought the 
structure was outdated, too far 
from campus and needed to be 
replaced. 
An architectural study was 
requested to determine which of 
the plans would be the least 
expensive and the most beneficial. 
NEW ALUMINUM seating was construct-
ed to serve the students durin1 football 
1ames. 
for stadium 
I 
Ru11ell M. Kilgore 
Sheri Kinder 
Becky L. King 
Pam King 
Walter King 
Cherrie 11. Knopp 
Yon H. Koh 
Tere•a Kaye Lamp 
Sharon L. Lankam 
Edwin Leap 
Larry D. Lee 
Cheryl L. Legge 
Jennifer Le•tlH' 
Philip J. Lewi• 
Tenna K. LiHlbrldge 
THE NUMBER •Ix 
wa• a topic that 
received verbal and 
written notice a. 
the football team 
attempted to defeat 
East Tenne••ee 
State Unlver•lty to 
gain Ju ffr1t wlnnlnB 
sea•on In ]() year•. 
k-L Junlor•- 127 
Beth Lloyd 
Beth Lockhilrt 
Traci Lockwood 
Mary Elkn Log1don 
Tracey Long 
Sandra Lowe 
Pam Mackey 
Kathleen M. Maguire 
Mary Jane Mahaffey 
Jan Mahon 
Erne1t Marcinkow1ky 
Lee Ann Marcum 
Jame1 A. Mar1hal/ 
Anita Martfn 
loumMJll Ma•rle 
Cheryl Ann Maye1 
Mark MayH 
Ke/II Renea May• 
Pamela McCal//1ter 
Angela L. McClellan 
Shari McC/ung 
Thoma• Mcconkey 
Carla McDonald 
Lucinda McNeal 
Doug McRobem 
Scarlett Meadowi 
lmoyene I<. Miiier 
Tamara S. Minnix 
Nancy Mitchell 
Tammy Monway 
1l8-Junlor• L-M 
Andy Moore 
Terri Morrf, 
Craig Morrf1on 
Deborah S. Motley 
MoOy Munchmeylfr 
Kecia Muten 
Robert J. Neace 
Nancy Nelwn 
Kaywan f . Nezhad 
Ronica Nichol.on 
Lynette Niday 
Lucy M. Niemann 
Michael Nl1bet 
Kevin D. Norri• 
N. Obffeany 
C. O'Dell 
Dinolak Olowookere 
Bridget Olborne 
Samml Sue P11rrl1h 
Robert Pence 
~rk A. Perdue 
Nola Kay Perdue 
Bryan K. Pyle 
Rickey Rakel 
Annette L. Jatllff 
Margaret Reynold• 
Paul E. Reynold• 
John Rhode• 
Michelle Rlngoot 
Mark T. Robbin• 
M·R Junlon- ll9 
Andrew Roderick 
Tere1a Rolfe 
Albert Romero 
Mark Rooper 
Sheryl Rowley 
Terence T. Rowsey 
Andy Ruben 
Mike Salmons 
Sandra Samples 
Sitheraje Sathasnam 
Jiii Saunders 
James J. Schwartz 
Angelia Scites 
Melissa l. Seacrest 
Joni Jill Sheets 
Votes invalid 
T he fall Senate election in October was ruled invalid due to insufficient time to prepare ballots. On the ballots students were 
directed to vote for only one candidate in their 
district, but Robert's Rules of Order, a 
parliamentary procedure rule book used as a 
reference by Student Government, stipulated that 
voters must select candidates according to the 
number of positions open in each constituency. 
Another problem with the election was that 
students were in tructed to vote "no" if they 
favored an amendment on disciplinary prohibition 
and "yes" if they opposed it. 
The election was rescheduled for a week later. 
Mike E. Hutchinson and John Saloman were 
elected as residence halls senators; Kimberly D. 
Adkins, Robert W. Bennett and Ronald D. Miller 
as off-campus senators, and David C. Romine, 
James A. Jarrell and Kenneth E. Caldabaugh as 
commuter senators. The disciplinary prohibition 
amendment also was passed by the voters on the 
second balloting. 
130-Juniors R-S 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT had to run a second fall election 
aft.er the first was invalidated. Election commissioner Cathy 
Fletcher explains election procedures to a voter. 
Greg Shuler 
Ciro/ Ann Smith 
Donna Smith 
Liu Smith 
Lula Den/1e Smith 
Robin A. Smith 
Roger A. Smith 
Terri K. Spencer 
Pamela L. Stadler 
Jon Starkey 
PhiUip C. Stearman 
Mimi Stepp 
James P. Stetz/er 
Julia K. Steven 
Angela Steven• 
Lana Stewart 
Robert L. Stout 
Richard Sult/van 
Amy Summer• 
Don Suttle 
Karen Tackett 
Rita Tatman 
Conaton Thomu 
Dorothy Thomp""1 
Gina Thomp~ 
Robert R. Tolar 
Kimberly Toler 
Lora Traxkr 
Mark Turner 
Robert A. UH/man 
S-U Juniors- 131 
Benny C. Varney 
Sharyn Vickers 
James B. Wade Jr. 
James Weidemoyer 
Scott A. West 
Elizabeth A. White 
Phyl/lt M. White 
Beth Whitney 
Jame• Whittaker 
Cheryl Wilke• 
Pamela L. Wilkinson 
Marti Wiiiiams 
Jane Wines 
Susan Winter 
Polly A. Winters 
13J- Juniors V-W 
IF STATUES could 
talk, this one mlsht 
wish to be returned 
to the main floor of 
the library where it 
was passed daily by 
students. Or maybe 
it prefers to stay 
where its presence 
is undetected and 
it 's peaceful. 
Samantha Young 
Brenda Zeleznak 
J HN MARSHALL 'S 
llkenen lurks in 
many unnoticed 
paru of campus. 
Th/1 bust looks out 
of the library attic 
toward Third 
Avenue. 
Ann Wirts 
Julie Wohlheter 
Lorie A. Wyant 
Diana L. Yarber 
Judith £ Young 
W-Z Juniors- 133 
Sophomores 
Amy Adkins 
James Adkins 
Michael Scot Adkins 
Becky N/en 
/kechl Amaefu/e 
Chrlltfna Ander1on 
Kevin Ankeny 
Jana Archer 
Mary Ann Archer 
Tere1a Balley 
Me/lua Baker 
Karen Beckley 
Greg BeU 
Leonta Blu 
Jennifer L. Blake 
Mar1ha Blankenship 
Mar•ha A. Blanken•ky 
William F. Bllzzard 
Annette C. Bor1t 
John David Brant 
Tracy Kay Brenner 
Kevin Brlzendlve 
Clayten Broob 
Pamela Brown 
KeHI Bu1ch 
KeUie J. Butcher 
Surle Butler 
John Byer• 
Julie Caldwell 
Sandra Caldwell 
134-Sophomores A-C 
HUNTINGTON RRE crew• were able 
to avert diuster when an /Ith floor 
Twin Tower• Eait dormitory room 
wai de1troy d by fire. The two 
fre1hmen who occupied the room 
were charged with negligence, but 
the Incident received no future 
publicity after the two 1tudents 
were arraigned. 
Beth Calhoun 
Bizabeth CalMghan 
Sandra UimpbeU 
Chrl1topher Carbone 
Chri1 Carter 
Monica Callfllo 
Mark R. Cerrfe 
Gary Che1/ock 
Timothy W. Click 
Kerry C0Ula1 
Lori Cook 
Gregory Corbett 
Beth Coyner 
Todd Cro110n 
Jane Cullum 
C Sophomore1- IJS 
DRUMS ARE NOT 
always used for 
playing. These 
provided a place to 
lay a uniform and 
hat while band 
members watched a 
game at Fairfield. 
Susan l. Curry 
Benjamin 8. Cyros, I 
Mark Czewski 
Ke/lie Dailey 
Missy Dalton 
Sue Davis 
Wiatman Davis Jr. 
Carol Dejauinett 
Patrick Dunn 
Sherri Dunn 
Carolyn Dye 
Jane Ann Ehman 
Lloyd W. Erwin 
Angela Faulkner 
Melissa Ferguson 
136-Sophomores C·F 
Tracy Lynn Few 
Toni Foti 
Lesci Maggie Fox 
George W. Frantz 
Alan L. French 
Llong Fuhln 
Tammy Jo Fullen 
Karen L. Garcia 
Cynthia Lyn G/li1on 
Joy Gill/am 
Sheri ll. Goan 
Susan Graff 
Wallace Scot Graham 
Valerie Grounds 
Ron Guzin1kl 
WHEN THEY'RE not 
being used to prt>-
tect a player's head. 
footbitll helmets are 
sometimes seen 
"benched" on the 
sidelines. 
F G Sophomores- 137 
Veronica Gwinn 
Paul Hackett 
Samartha Hamilton 
Kimberly Hammond 
Rozella Hammond 
Robert Dallas Haprer 
Rebekah .M. Hart 
Sandra Haught 
John W. Hayes 
Margaret A.. Hayes 
Gwen P. Heslep 
Tina Marie Hicks 
Daniel L. Hinchman 
Donna Hobbs 
Curtis H. Hodge 
Snow, 
close 
cold 
MU 
H azardous road conditions, record breaking tempera-tures of l 6 below zero, a 
wind chill factor ranging from -40 to 
-60, and concern for student safety 
prompted the closing of Marshall Jan. 
21. 
President Dale F. Nitzschke said 
the possibility of broken pipes and 
heatless clas room was another 
reason for closing. 
In Corbly Hall Room 242, two 
sprinkler pipes broke and dumped 
5,000 gallons of water on the first two 
floors. An open window may have 
been responsible for the frozen pipes. 
BURST WA TER pipes in Corbly Hall were just 
one adverse effect that the below freezing 
January weather had on Marshall. 
138-Sophomores G-H 
EVEN 16-below-zero 
temperat1Ue1 didn't 
ltop the real jogging 
enrhu1lnt1. 
Stephen R. Holley 
Terell Hoy/man 
Su1an Huffman 
Nancy Lynn Hunt 
Kim Jacklon 
Kimberly D. Jawney 
Cheryl Ann kffB"I 
Annie John11Jn 
Jennifer .lone• 
Amy L. Jone• 
Sanh Jona 
Cr/1tln A. Kelkr 
Rick D. Kennedy 
Johnna Kenyon 
Michael Steve Kern• 
H-K Sophomoree- 139 
Chris Ketchum 
George Kincaid 
Karen E. Klein 
Stephanie Kowalski 
April M. Lawhorn 
Cathy lee 
Wendy A. Lee 
Susan Legg 
Rodney Legrand 
Kim Sue Lewis 
Leonard Lovely 
Kelly Luca1 
Gaynelle Lynch 
Rutty Marki 
Helen Matheny 
ONE WAY Kierestel-
li Westfall spends 
her time is practic-
ing "witchcraft." 
140-Sophomores K-M 
EDWARD PAULEY 
1pend1 time practic-
ing his artistic 
ralentl. In October. 
he won S5(X) In the 
univt1r1it y Christ-
mas card competi-
tion for his de1ign. 
Tawnya Math/1 
JiH C. Mayfield 
Christy Lynn McCoy 
Landen Todd McCoy 
Shawn McGehee 
Sonya McMilllon 
Elizabeth McPeek 
Tracy Me1trovlc 
Bridgette L. Midkiff 
Nick Miller 
Suzy MiDer 
Linda Mingo 
A/i1a Minor 
Me/iua Minton 
Pamela Moore 
M Sophomores- 141 
Beth Morgan 
Tammy S. Mulkey 
Sherry L. Mullins 
Tina Napier 
Cathy Neace 
Shirley K. Nester 
Mark Norman 
Jeff Null 
Jennifer Orndorff 
Robin Orndorff 
Angela Osborne 
Clarlse G. Paige 
Robert Palmer 
8. Payne 
Christopher Peck 
Randy Pelfrey 
Mark Poff 
Sheila Potter 
Jeff Price 
Krl1tlna Noel Price 
David A Pritt 
Gina Queen 
KeUy Quinn 
Debbie Ratliff 
Miriam Ray 
Jeff Reed 
Mike Renforth 
Rebecca Rhode1 
Tanya Richarson 
Angel K. Rife 
142- Sophomores M-R 
Waiting and waiting 
GREG MARTIN atld Rick Bostic dl1covered the patience in waiting for ticket• can 1ometlme1 
give way to weariness. 
for tickets 
W eU, there we were again. Braving the elements and the boredom of an all-nighteT by 
the Henderson Center ticket booth. 
For it was Mar haU vs. WVU again, 
and many fans felt confident that 
Marshall could improve its record against 
West Virginia. After all, the Herd had 
routed the Mountaineers in 3 of the last 
4 games. 
It seemed as though WVU Coach 
Gale Catlett was more than willing to drop 
the competition, which has the reputation 
of being an intense rivalry, while MU's 
Coach Huckabay thought the game was 
beneficial to both of the schools. 
As it turned out Marshall did not win 
the December contest, yet for the patient 
fan who waited for tickets, it still was 
another exciting and heated game. 
And those people who waited ever so 
patiently for their tickets also anticipated 
a more than wild evening in the streets of 
Morgantown. 
Greg Martin and Rick Bostic may 
have had second thoughts on the long wait 
for one of the 500 valuable tickets, yet the 
long wait became more than weU worth 
it when fans left for their weekend stay 
in the rolling bills of Northern West 
Virginia. 
Sophomorei- 143 
Marcia Riffe 
Beth Roberti 
Gregory Robln60n 
Amy Rowley 
Stephanie Santo 
Robert J. Schwartz 
Paul Shannon 
Caroline Sharp 
Jeff Shea" 
Bonnie Jean Sidler 
Cindy Sigman 
Phi/ Slmp6«1 
Danie/ Slaven 
Mary Jane Smith 
Teddi Smith 
A MUCH e111ler 
1y1tem of borrowing 
boob wa1 brought 
to the library in the 
form of computer1. 
Librarian Delore1 
Wl1e checkl a main 
de1k terminal before 
relea1fng a book for 
a 1tudent. 
144- Sophomores R-S 
THE CARD catalog also 
became computerized 
and although it was sup-
pose to be ea1ier. it took 
some practice to /urn 
how to operate the ma· 
chines. Tonya Browning 
searches for the listing of 
Information on a book. 
Mary Agnes Spero 
Bobbi Jo Spiker 
Kimberly Stamper 
WiHiam Stehney 
Paula Stephens 
Angela Stewarr 
Richard Stewarr 
Sherrie Stewart 
Catherine G. Stout 
Linda Strait 
Carrie D. Sutphin 
Alicia Sutton 
Lisa M. Surton 
Bryan Sweeney 
Raymond Duke Tachet 
R-S Sophomores- 145 
Craig A. Taylor 
Robin Taylor 
Ron Taylor 
Crol D. Terry 
Jeffrey Thoma11on 
David Thomp1on 
Leah Toi/Iver 
Mark D. Tucker 
Mark A. Underwood 
Lorie Vance 
Robert Afa Vanhoo1e 
Elkn VanK'r 
Me//1111 White 
Beth A Wh/te1carver 
Fure•• Whfttfn1ton 
Sophomores T • W 
THE GEBHARDT Cof· 
lection of Art from 
New Guine.a and 
Africa wa1 dis· 
played from Jan. 15 
through Feb. ll in 
the Birke Art Gal-
lery. Shown here is a 
1plrt mask, which is 
believed to ward off 
evf/, (right) and a 
double wooden hook 
from the Kandangai 
Valley where it 
1erved 111 a way to 
keep bag1 or other 
belongings out of 
the reach of rats. 
THIS CLAN body· 
mask for dancing 
was one of the 
prized pieces of the 
collection. It was 
used to repreunt a 
distinguf1hed 1plrlt 
or founder of a tribe 
and was used as the 
hish point of young 
male initiation cer· 
emonies. The upper 
face represent1 the 
spirit that suides 
the tribe and the 
lower face repre-
sents the current 
seneration. 
Vikki Young 
H. Lee Zirkle 
Susan C W. Wilburn 
Andy WiHlam1 
Becky Wood 
Mary Workman 
Roberta Wranltz 
W-Z Sophomore•-147 
Freshmen 
Vlr1lnla ltdam1 
1tn1ela ltddlngton 
Lnlle M1rle Adkin• 
David C. I.gee 
Danita I.It 
Kelly Ander1on 
Gene H. Arnold 
~raid W. Arnold 
LI.a A1bury 
Rachel Hubat lt1hton 
Brian K. lttkln1on 
Terrie Au1tln 
Sherry Auten 
Patrice Barker 
Tamel Lind Barker 
David Bruce Barokat 
Robert Lee Beard II 
Michael B. Bea1ley 
Rhonda Belcher 
Rebecca Bennett 
Trudy 8en10n 
Richard Bertozzi 
Jeff Betti 
Jim Blbbee 
Rebecca Boon1ue 
Chrl1tlne BrownlnB 
Gary Bryant 
Jennifer Bunch 
Robert Burcham 
Cheryl Buf6ell 
148-Fre•hmen A·B 
Twlla Bur,e11 
Heather Burke 
Michael Bu1h 
Jo1eph Butcher 
Dawn Caln 
Lori A. Caldwell 
Bobby Calloway 
Pam Campbell 
Mlchek Carrer 
Lena Donna Carver 
Alvin Ca1tll/o 
L/1a Caito 
Marcia Caito 
Cindy Chancey 
Sherri Chrl1tlan 
IF YOU wanted a car 
that war eatl/y lrt-
dent iflab/e, then 
your be1t chance to 
find one wa1 the 
antique car 1how at 
the Student Center 
during Homecoming 
Week. 
B-C Frethmen- 149 
Timothy Chudill 
Robin Clark 
Stacey Clarkson 
Gray Cochran 
Joe Colebaugh 
Bill Conley 
Jeffrey Cook 
Sherri Cook 
Draunta C«del/ 
Vickie Czemeans 
Diane Dalton 
Roberta Damron 
Samuel C. Darco 
Duane Scott Davis 
Angela Decoy 
Karen S. Doyle 
Falecia Dukes 
Ryan D. Durst 
David E. Eleonu 
Erwin Lloyd 
Angela Eubanks 
Regina Evans 
Ted Evans 
Pam Ferrell 
Shannon Ferre• 
Theresa Flores 
Retha Gay Franklin 
Christi French 
Tracy Gallaway 
Manuel Garcia 
150--Freshmen C-G 
THE WORLD famou• 
Harlem Globetrot· 
ters entertained an 
audience In the Hen-
derson Center dur-
ing ovember. Dil· 
playing one of the 
team's well planned. 
non-fouling tactic•. 
player Gee•e Au1tin 
gets a I/ft from hlf 
seven-foot friend 
Robert (8abyface) 
Paige. 
Freshmen- ISi 
FIRST FLOOR of lluf· 
kirk Hall 1111rted tM 
Bruce Morrl1 Fan 
Club 11ftv h/1 19'/C' 
1hot thllt made h/1-
tory during the Ap-
p11bchl11n State ba1· 
ketba/I g11me. In 
honor of Brue&', the 
floor dedicated 11 
wllll to him. Pictured 
are~ of h/1 f11n11 
FIRST ROW, Kathy 
Ltt and Penney Hall. 
SECOND ROW, Bon-
ita Cline, Op11I 
Moore and Jodi F11r· 
ren. THIRD ROW, 
Jo1le StHtl, Myr11 
Taylot-. Bruce Morrl1 
and Su111n Butler. 
MicMlle Gaudet 
Denn/1 W. Gerlach 
Rlch•d A. Glbb1 
Lada Glb1on 
John Gllll1ple 
Gr~ory Gordon 
L<'e Gr11ham 
Star Grovn 
.JllJM1 E. Hawltln1 
Lou/1 Hljan 
D11n Haie!r 
Chrl11y Halklll 
Tyg Hd 
~th Ann Halt&"rman 
Rodney Hamrick 
ISJ- Fruhmen G-H 
#'/_ J 
BRUCE 
'MIRAC E 
M0RRI 
SENIOR MEMBERS 
of the ba1ketball 
team were recog-
nized before t~ f111t 
home game agaln1t 
Davld1on Feb. 16. 
Bowlnf out are Jeff 
Battle, Bruce Morr/1, 
Jamel "Skeeter" 
Roberti, and Robert 
Ep~I. 
Patricia Ann Hancock 
lly n Hardiman 
Steve Hardin 
Stephen Harmon 
ebcrt Frank H11rrf1 
Jenny Hartman 
Brian Hendr lck1en 
Tim Hieb 
Becky Hlmerman 
Jvonne Hochbrrf 
krl Hofer 
M Ho/1teln 
Chllrle1 Houdy1chell 
Mef/"11 Kay Huff 
David Huhllrty 
H Frethm n- 153 
ONE WAY •tudent• 
prepared for Chri1t-
ma1 wa1 to decorate 
tMlr dorm1. Bu1-
klrk'• Hall Advisory 
Council 1pon1ored a 
Chrl•tmlll decorat-
ing party for lt1 
re1/dence hall. 
Mary E. Hullon 
Steve Jarrell 
Kendra Jeffers 
L/111 Jlcehower 
Gwen John10n 
David C. Jones 
John David Ju1tice 
Thoma• Ray Ju1tlce 
Angela Madonn Kelly 
Patrick J. Kimble 
Patti Lynn Kincaid 
Kenneth E. Kln1 
AttBle Kirby 
Cynthia Kltr/e 
Kevin Klue1ner 
154-Freshmen H-K 
~---------.--~~-------=. . ..:; • j 
KeDy Kryz•k 
Regina Kwunew1kf 
.Jon•than Laiure 
Andrew Lebowitz 
Jm Cherie Le1ter 
Liia Dawn Leiter 
Paula Lew/1 
Sheryl Lole1 
Tammy Love 
Gregory Lovin• 
Jendonnae Lyc,on 
Francl1 lnfoan Madu 
Jun/th Dar MHe/11 
Monica Ma11ey 
Donald May 
OPENING HIS home 
for 1rudent1 to 1ee 
hi• Chrl•tmu 
decoration• wa1 one 
way Pre1ldent 
Nftzichke celebrat· 
ed the hol/day1. 
K-M Freshmen-155 
Mary Maynard 
Roger Mayo 
Carol A. McC/oud 
Sherri McC/ung 
Michele McU>l/11ter 
Joa McCorkle 
Renee McCutcheon 
Stephen P. McElroy 
Cry1tal McGuire 
Angela Dian Midkiff 
Melinda Midkiff 
John D. Miller 
Donnell Dow Mitchem 
Melody Mullln1 
Jennifer Mu•grave 
156-Freshmen M 
THIS ICICLE on the 
side of Old Main 
formed during the 
bad winter weather. 
PLA. YING IN the 
snow was cne way 
students relie ed 
boredom during the 
harsh winter. 
Rebecca Nahodll 
Michelle Nolte 
Tony Odell 
Regina Osborne 
Odetta L. Owen 
Robert L. Owen 
Joli•a Parker 
John Parsons 
Kathy Paugh 
Christine Peyton 
Debor.Jh f. Price 
Stephanie Price 
Melissa Prichard 
Sam Ramey 
Richard Reitmire 
N-R Freshmen-157 
Jeffrey Reynold11 
Tammy D. Row11ey 
Barbara A. Runyon 
Kathy Sander1 
Alfy1on S1111to 
Paula J. Sayre1 
Angela D. Scarberry 
Pam Schmldbaver 
LI.a Sc/te1 
Patricia Se/bee 
Earkne M. Sharp 
Michael Simmon• 
Charlotte Simpkins 
Ken Smith 
SMl/a Smith 
158-Fre•hmen R-S 
ROB HARRIS wa1 
one student whose 
dream came true 
when he sot his 
song "Goin' Home 
(to West Virginia)" 
produced. 
Teres11 M. Smlrh 
T1m0thy Paul Smith 
Sheri Spurs 
Tom Spencer 
Chris SperM 
Roman J. Staib Ill 
Anne Stehney 
Scott Stimson 
Shawn Stover 
Eddie Taylor 
Julie A. Taylor 
Jeffrey Thaxton 
Bi/Inda J. Thom,non 
Scou Ahn Thomp10n 
Wanda Thomp1on 
UP SYNC at a local 
night club, Mingle1, 
was popular with 
students. Robin L. 
Barker portrays pop 
singer Madonna. 
S-T Freshmen- 159 
Eric Tyre 
Debbie Urt 
Anita D. Vance 
Candi Vance 
Matt Vance 
Tawnya Varney 
Jo1eph Vau1hn 
Mlc:hek Vlc:ker1 
Cathy Vorholt 
Tammy Wel1berg 
Barbara Well• 
Chrl1tlne White 
Beth M. Whltffn1ton 
An1ela Wiley 
Crl1tle R. Wiley 
Julie WIU/aml 
Tammy Wifllam1 
A.my Wl//fam1on 
Melinda WI/ion 
Peter WI/ion 
Wade E. WI/ion 
Mlc:hffl W. Wlme 
JIU Withrow 
Beth Wilbourne 
Deborah Wood II 
!~Freshmen T-Z 
Wendy Woodrum 
Deborah Wood1 
Jo1eph Youn1 
Louk/a Zlkko1 
Alberta P. Colt! 
Arlene Hak 
MU 
changes. • • 
0 n Nov. 14, 1970, a Southern Airlines DC-10 crashed on a hillside near Huntington - it was a tragic evem 
that united the campus and community in grief. 
For the next decade the school seemed to 
be on a roller coaster mixture of succes and 
failure. Problems eemed to plague all new 
con truction, money was bard to obtain, audits 
became commonplace and people wondered if 
the "thrill of victory ' would ever be experienced 
by the football team again. 
In 1983 and 1984 Dr. Dale F. itzschke, 
Coach Rick Huckabay and Coach tan Parri h 
came to Marshall, helping unite the campus and 
community with a feeling of optimi m. 
President Nitzschke brought new concept 
and eagerness to work for improvement to 
campu . He initiated many contests to point out 
the talents of students and draw the attention 
of community leaders to the university. 
Coach Huckabay during his first season put 
the finishing touches on the basketball team and 
made dreams of the Southern Conference 
championship a reality. Although the next year 
did not work out as easily, he was still able to 
bring in top recruits and form the base for 
another strong team. 
Coach Parrish came to campus with the 
knowledge that there seemed to be a jinx on the 
football team which began after the plane went 
down. He changed the luck of the team and wa 
able to lead it to the first w~ing sea on in 20 
year. 
These leaders were joined by improvements 
in the education system and winning perfor-
mances by most of the sport teams on campus. 
The outlook of Marshall was filled with high 
expectation and the students who attended the 
university during the 1984-85 year were always 
wondering what would happen next. 
A. MEMOlllA.L In Spring Hiii cemetery 1erVt!1 111 a tribute 
to aU of the pt!ople who dle.d In the 1970 cra1h and a• 
grave1ltt! for 1/K of the players. 


ABOURRAHM.A.N SHERIF explains a problem to a 
1tudenr in tM math lab. 
CLEANING SLIDES 11 1 Job for biology lab auistant 
John Pe/legrlnl. 
164- Labs 
Lab reasons 
L ab : the department of math, English, speech foreign lan-guages and biology all had them. 
All Mar hall students, at one Lime or 
another, came into contact with ome type 
of lab. And their bigge: t que tion wa 
'Why do I have to take them?" 
ome labs such as those in math and 
English, were not required a were tho c 
in speech foreign languages and biology. 
The purpose of the math and ngli h 
labs was to help students improve their 
kill ·. But in biology lab , lhe purpo e wa 
to introduce students to new aspects of the 
ubject. In these labs, students dissected 
frogs and worked with test tubes in doing 
many other experiments. 
In the Department of Modern 
Languages, tudents were to attend lab o 
they could bear how a native poke the 
language. These labs were on tape and 
lasted an hour each and tudent worked 
along \\itb the tape in a lab manual. 
The speech lab was a way for tudent 
who were going to be speech therapist to 
get ome experience under the guidance of 
a prore ional. 
Lab were a way to familiarize 
tudenl with the " real ' " world and maybe, 
ju t maybe, on occasion to present a 
challenge to their sanity. 
THIS STUDENT is fulfilling 
her modern language lab 
hour. 
WORKING WITH test tube1 
was just one thing chem-
istry srudenti had ro do. 
labs- 165 
WHEN WORKING In the labs at the 
John Marshall Medical School. 
students had to use very precise 
measurements. 
EXPERIMENTS USING mice were a 
necessity at the medical school. 
166-labs 
USING DOZENS of test tubes for experiments was 
a common practice in the laboratory. 
Labs find 
answers 
L aborator experien e a an important part of the education of phy ician 
in the School of Medicine. "Book 
learning" alone wa not enough; 
Mar hall tudent were required 
to practice in the lab what they 
had been taught in their eta e . 
The medical labs were con-
siderably more exten ive than 
were undergraduate clinical 
experiences in such ubjects as 
biology and chemistry. Medical 
students worked on re earch 
problem , frequently in conjuction 
with area their prof e or were 
studying, in an attempt to find 
answers to the challenging health 
needs of mankind . 
LOOKING AT slides was sometimes the 
only way to find out the results of a test. 
WORKING IN a sterile environment was 
a necessity with some experiments that 
used contagious germs. 
DOROTHY "BUBBA" Clark. production supervisor. and Joy Adkins. editor, discuss 
plans for a page In the. ne t day '1 Parthenon. 
CHARLES BERKELEY concentrates on getting his timing just right while working 
the WPBY-TV contro/:1. 
LAURA LESLIE works on arrang-
ing advertisements In the new•· 
paper'• production room. 
168-Medla 
CO-EDITOR Penney Hall seems to lltera/ly work In her sleep 
on page1 for the yearbook. 
SHE CAUGHT "The Shot"/ TV camerawoman Gwen Gorbly 
was the only one to catch Bruce Morris' h1storic:al 89'/0" 
basketball shot on fllm. 
Media keep 
MU informed 
M any ways of obtaining and delivering new exi ted on the Marshall University campu . 
Students could work in many media-related 
fields ranging from print to film. Whether 
reporting events for WPBY-TV and WMUL-FM 
radio or in black and white for the newspaper or 
yearbook, student put in their time and 
dedication. 
The staffs of the yearbook and WMUL-FM 
radio consisted mosty of volunteers, while The 
Parthenon relied on a journalism class to provide 
many of its reporters . WPBY-TV bad a paid staff 
but only hired a few communication majors 
part-time. 
o matter which field students chose they 
spent a lot of time at it becau e their work required 
them Lo keep updated information readily available 
for the campus community. 
Medla- 169 
LEON BATES. a famou1 mu1ic:lan. talked about 
mlllOt'lty 1tucknt lntere1t1 In mu1ic. 
EMMY A WARD winning te/evf1fon corre1pondent 
Emery King vl•lted campu• Feb. 10. 
170-Black History Month 
Striving forward • • • 
T he accompli bment of Black American are often overlooked. 
However, during February 
their achievement were high-
lighted on campus through Black 
History Month. 
Mo t of the activities and guest 
speakers who came to Mar haU 
were pecifically invited becau e 
of their out tanding contribution 
to their job , fields of interest 
and/or to the country. 
A committee of tudents 
planned and arranged the weekJy 
activities. Included tn the group 
were Kim Bandy, Chri tiana 
Brown, Sheanean Clements, 
Sheryl Coles, Kevin Hardy, 
Diedre Jones, Tandra Jones, Vira 
Jones, Hattie Martin, Beverly 
Mitchell, Kay Robinson, Fred 
Ryan, Delphine Turner and 
Sandra Walker. 
President Dale F. Nitzschke 
described the events as 'one of 
the finest celebration ' he had 
een during his 24 year of 
involvement with education. 
One of the first speakers to visit 
campus was the renowned ikki 
Giovanni, poet, writer and author 
of the bestselling novel "My 
House." She urged tudents to 
look toward the future and what 
they can accomplish. 
Leon Bates a well-known 
musican, had to postpone hi 
campus visit from February until 
March. He was scheduled to 
discuss minority interests, 
especially in the field of music, 
before his formal lecture. 
Emery King, White House 
correspondent for BC new , 
discussed some of the experiences 
he bas had in his job. He 
explained how some of the 
political i sue which arose during 
the previou year were prevented 
by the Reagan administration 
from becoming major problems. 
In a guest commentary in The 
Pathenon, Robert L. Law on, 
Marshall's continuing education 
director, pointed out ome of the 
Black American who have not 
received their due recognition 
among them Benjamin Banneker, 
who laid out the city of Washing-
ton, D.C.; J . Standard, who 
invented the refrigerator; and 
George E. Caruthers, who 
developed the lunar surface 
ultraviolet camera spectograph 
which was used during the space 
mi sion of Apollo 16. 
Black awareness is one way to 
help close the remaining gap in 
society. One day, that gap can be 
clo ed completely. 
NIKKI GIOVANNI urged 1tutknt1 to 
move toward the future and to not alve 
up Df1 them~Vel. 
Black History Month- 171 
THESE WOMEN. residents of Old Main, lived under a rigid system of 
discipline when they attended college in 19(l;. The administration followed 
a policy of "in place of parents" and one notice found on a bufletin board 
In the residence hall on Sunday wamed. ''If you don't go to church today 
you can't go anywhere today." 
The beginning of our Alma Mater 
I t all began in a one-room log house called the Mount Hebron Church, which was used for 
services by Presbyterian and Meth-
odist congregations. In J 837, an 
academy was chartered by the 
Virginia GeneraJ Assembly and was 
staunchly supported by John Laidley 
James Holderby and William Buf-
fington, key figures in local and state 
politics. It was Laidley's uggestion to 
name the institution after the famous 
jurist John Marshall. 
Formal education was strongly 
supported by the Scotch-Irish settlers 
of the area who agreed to finance the 
academy if they could use the chapel 
on the campus for services. 1n 1848 
the school came under the control of 
the Southern Conference of the 
Methodist-Episcopal Church when it 
suffered some financial difficulties. 
With the church as a financial base 
and W.R. Boyer as principal, the 
chool later prospered and that helped 
the efforts of Marshall' trustees to 
convince the Virginia Hou e of 
Delegates to grant college status lo 
the institution. 
The Civil War closed the col-
172-History 
lege's doors to students and opened 
them to wounded oldiers. A Con-
federate sympathizer, J.W. Hite, 
bought the univer ity building and 
used it as a headquarters for a spy 
network which operated unsuspected 
beneath the cover of the federal 
hospital. 
When West Virginia was estab-
lished as a state in 1863, the delegates 
of the newly formed legislature fought 
to have schools opened in their 
districts. Marshall was chosen along 
with five other districts, to erve a an 
institution for instructing teachers. 
Although the coUege continued lo 
grow in attendance, it was not until 
the principalship of Lawrence J . 
Corbly (1896-l 915) that academic 
developments and improvement 
began. Departments were designated 
with chairmen who selected faculty 
and determined academic policies. 
Standards were raised for the faculty 
members and baccalaureate degrees 
were required. 
Corb!y also served as the first 
editor of The Parthenon which began 
publishing in 1896, and be initiated 
the Mirabilia yearbook in 1909. He 
conducted a huge pep rally in 1901 to 
celebrate an enrollment of 500 
students and in 1906 he attained the 
tide "President of Marshall College." 
His main goal during the econd 
part of his term was to lead the school 
away from its divisions as an 
academic and normal school (the 
academic department prepared 
students to become university fresh-
men and the normal school prepared 
students to teach in public school 
systems). As high schools became 
established, the need for an academic 
department decreased and Marshall 's 
curriculum, Corbly believed, hould 
be limited to secondary school 
subject . These changes, along with 
the chance to give two-year normal 
diplomas and two-years of college 
credits leading to a baccalaureate 
degree in a university, led to the 
formation of a rivalry with West 
Virginia University. 
Corbly led Marshall College in a 
new direction. His lead helped the 
institution to develop dramatically 
and pointed it to the pathway that 
would lead toward significant Twen-
tieth Century developments. 
LA WRENCE J. CORBL Y was the first president 
of Marshall College. and his efforll h lped to 
establish the ochool as an educational leader. 
ALWAYS READY for action. this 1901 Cadet Corps was an early version of ROTC on campus. 
ONE WAY Marshall student• 
contributed to the war effort 
during World War I was to 
become Red Cross Volunteers. 
THESE MEMBERS of the Class of 1900 would 
be the fourth group to wear caps and gowns 
during their commencement exercises. 
History- 113 
OLD M~IN served as the only campus building for many years. This 
shows the original building as it was seen from Third Avenue in 1885. 
THIS 190] photo 1hows the long hallway which has not changed too 
much through the years. 
THIS DORM room of 1916 seems empty compared with most of today's 
residences. 
174- History 
Old Main: a symbol of the past • • • 
A walk down the balls in Old Main i like taking a stroll through history and although the build· 
ing i well known, it past remain a 
mystery for many campu residents. 
To some it is only an antiquated 
building literally deteriorating before their 
eyes. Others believe it should not be 
a llowed to deteriorate and that it 
hi torical significance should be preserved . 
Regardless of the conflicting view 
for it future, Old Main is a symbol of 
Marshall's past, and for many years was 
Marshall College's only building. The 
original section was built on the site of the 
Marshall Academy building (Marshall 
Academy was established in 1837 and 
supported by the Methodi t and 
Presbyterian churches) and opened it 
door in 1870. During the next 40 year 
other parts of the building were con truct· 
ed. These sections as they exist today were 
built (from west to ea t) in the year 1907, 
1896, 1899, 1870 and 1898. Until 
ortbcott Hall was opened in 1916, Old 
Main served as a multi-purpose structure 
which contained administration offices a 
cafeteria, library, classrooms, a ba ketball 
court and dormitory rooms for women. 
MUCH OF the architecture In thl1 
undated photo of Old Main st/// can 
be 1een today. and it• a1e ha1 
gained it recognition by the 
National Regi1try of Hl11orlcal 
Place•. 
THE FAMILIA.It towers of campu1 
were built in 1907. 
History-175 
Marshall 
changes 
oday the main campus of 
T Marshall University con-ists of L 8 buildings rang-ing from academic facili-
ties to re idence halls. Most of the 
building were constructed during 
a 40-year period from 1930 lo 
1970. A listing of the decad in 
which the buildings on campu 
were con lructed includes: 
l 870's - Old Main. 
191 S - orthcott Hall. 
1930' - James E. Morrow 
Library, Shawkey Student Union 
(no longer in existence), Laidley 
Hall, Hodges Hall, Jenkins Hall. 
1940' - Community College 
building (originally a cafeteria). 
1950' - cience Hall, Pri-
chard Hall. 
i 960's Bu kirk Hall 
(originally calJed West HalJ), 
Holderby Hall (originally called 
South Hall), Gullickson Hall, 
Campu Christian Center, Twin 
Tower , Sorrell Maintenance 
building, and Smith Hall. 
1970's - Memorial Student 
Center Harris Hall, and the 
library additions. 
1980' - Corbly HalJ, Hen-
derson Center, and the Science 
building additions. 
Although the number of 
building on campus has grown, it 
has not been nece sary to 
demoli h many older academic 
building to make room for the 
new. Instead, as the campu 
expanded, it claimed many 
private re idences. The need for 
parking ha prompted most of the 
school s growth in recent year . 
While the number of build-
ing increa ed so did the number 
of students, and they needed a 
place to pend their leisur~ time. 
During the early years of the 
college, a popular gathering site 
was the library. But the necessary 
silence required in that building 
cau ed many students to seek 
area where it was possible to talk 
in a normal voice. STUDENTS IN 19/J used the librar In Id Main to study and re/a In during their spare time. 
Thi problem was solved in 
1933 when the Shawkey Student WHEN THE James E. Morrow Library opened. ts coJJection of materials was not as large as it fs today. but ft was 
Union opened. It served the still a good place to gather and study. 
campu until about 1970 when it 
wa replaced by the Memorial 
Student Center. 
176-History 
STUDENTS GATHERED to watch the demolition of Shawkey Student Union. 
Although Memorial Student Center already had opened, the older bul/dfng 
contained many memorle•. 
TOWERING ABOVE the surrounding buildings, the construction of the Twin 
Tower11 residence halls was one part of the campus improvements durfng the 
'60/I. 
IN 1940 the homelike surroundings of a room in the Shawkey Student Union were 
enjoyed by lludent1. 
In addition 
to classes 
T rying lo fill the hour not pent in class or doing homework bas alway 
been a part of tudent li fe. During 
the early year of Mar hall 
College, tudent were occupied 
by activitie uch a literar club , 
and women were limited to 
conducting dates only in the front 
parlor of their dormitory where 
they were monitored by chaper-
ones. 
A the college grew so did the 
amount and ariety of entertain-
ment offered to tudents. Li ten-
ing to public peaker and viewing 
slide of foreign countrie 
(popular during the early 1900' ) 
wa replaced by listening to 
radios, dancing and forming 
social organizations such as the 
Sigma igma igma and Alpha 
Sigma Alpha ororities (during 
the 1920' ). It wa not until the 
1940' and '50' that activitie on 
campu began to resemble the 
ones that exi t today. 
178- Hlstory 
ATTENDING ART class In Old Main wa• 
on way to pas11 the time In 1911. 
BEING IN a crowd did not appe1/ to this 
youngster who chose seclusion for 
re1ding. The date of this photo fs not 
known. 
CELEBRATING THE beginning of May by 
dancing around a pole would seem 
strange today but the parrlclpants of this 
May Day act ivity seem to be enjoying 
themselves In this undated photo. 
DELTA ZETA S«Of'ity members decorat-
ed their lawn one year for Homecomin . 
PREPARING TO leave for a Holderby Hall 
dance, these couples give a clue to what 
was fashionable In 1960. 
AND THEY'RE FF/ Men were given a 
five-minute head start before be ng 
pursued on Sadte Hawkins ' Day. 
History- 179 
ISO-History 
SIGN SHOWS the support given to President 
Hayes when rumors began that he was being 
asked to resign. 
THE LONG awai ted medical school finally 
I>«•~ • reality In 1978. 
THE ADDfflON to the Science Building was a 
1fgn of progress which was .~low In its 
completion. 
fi • STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
' - ' 'f 
. . ' ' ' ' . 
STUOE T ,, TAFF 
AND FAC llY, ....... 
A NO 
All lT MPTS 
A t<. FOR ··ollR'' 
P ES.lbENT'.5 J 
E. ' NATION. 
Marshall leaps 
now a 
into the future • • • 
I Y I 
W hen university talus ' a granted March 1 1961 the oldest educational in titution in the tate gained new 
prominence and problems. 
The troubles of the turbulent '60 did not pa 
by the Huntington campu . tudents were tirred 
by the civil right movements, the equal right 
mo ement and the Vietnam War. They marched 
aero campu and down city street • signed 
petitions, voiced their displea ure and participated 
in two riot . The beginning of the 1970' tinged 
the chool trouble with tragedy a the entire 
football team, along with MU taff member and 
team upporters from the community, plunged to 
their deaths on a DC- I 0 airplane. A the chool 
attempted to continue, it became plagued by 
budget cuts, low salary levels and sinking morale. 
Pre ident Robert B. Hayes wa able to bring 
a light into the dark haU of Marshall's future. 
ince the late '20 the Alumni Association a 
interested in starting a medical chool - either 
two-year or four-year . On Oct. I 0, 1978. the 
inauguration and dedication of the Marshall 
Univer it chool of Medicine wa conducted. 
und for building Corbly Hall the Hender-
on Center and an annex to the Science Hall were 
approved during the late 70s. The pay cale and 
morale dipped in the early 80s, howe er. after the 
initial excitement of these improvement . Once 
again !he admini tration became plagued by 
problem which included governmental budget 
re traint , re ignation and an Athletic Depart-
ment with it finances "in the red ." 
Before the end or the pring semester in 19 3, 
rumor began circulating that Hayes had been 
a ked by the Board or Regents to re ign hi 
po ition. During the graduation ceremonie , ign , 
ticker , p titian and other articles expres ing 
upport for the president were circulated. De pile 
the e effort . Haye resigned effective June I . Dr. 
am CJagg wa appointed to erve a acting 
president until , after an exten. ive proce ~. Dr. Dale 
F. itzschke wa appointed a the ne pre ident 
on Jan . 17, 19 4. 
The pa t of ar hall Univer it i one of a 
chool that ha faced problem and gained pre tige. 
I though the future can not be determined, the 
p r everance of the Marshall communit will help 
the univer it to thrive and reach the highe l level 
of educational advancement. 
JUBILANT SruDENTS wave their copies of The Parthen n u 
they rejoice over the new status of their school. 
History-181 
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA, FIRST 
ROW, T•mmy ropdc•, Chrl1ty 
Holtzworth. Donn• Hatfield 
11nd Stephanie B•nkl. SECOND 
flOW, Miehe/le Shleld1, Seeley 
Lew/1, Tracey Traxter, Karen 
Klein, Kimberly Brown, L«a 
Traxler. Sherry Smith and 
Margaret Haye1. THIRD ROW, 
Sherri Sumpter. Laur• S•fford, 
Sara Beth Hamilton, Dl1ne 
Romano1ky. Nola Perdue, Carol 
Lynne Elliot, Karen L. Garcia 
and Me/anlne H•U. 
ALPHA XI DELTl11 
FIRST ROW, Nl kl 
Simon . Kathey 
JNrett, Kim Kerky, 
Melllnle C•lfo, 
Karen Court1, Karen 
Cau1hJ1n and Sui n 
Paufg . SECOND 
ROW , Lorene 
Buzkharr, P•m 
Whee/u, Becky 
RahaH, Julie Par1ky, 
Shelly Totter. Paula 
Thomp10n, Jennifer 
Mu1grave, Beth 
Gainer. St•c•y 
Wooten and Sh•rl 
Ol1on. THIRD ROW, 
Judy Mullarky, 
Becky Wood, Denl1e 
Schrlml1her, De•nna 
Keelln1. Robin Hiii, 
Stephanie Price, 
Crl1ty White, Ml"Y 
Seacrllt , Jiii 
Da vld1on, Kim 
Adkin•. Beatrice 
Hamlath •nd De1111111 
WlllfamlOff. FOURTH 
ROW, ShNrl Napier, 
Anne Templeton, 
Ml11y Whitefield, 
Bonnie Bowyer, Liu 
Jo1eph. Dl•ne 
Atkln1on, Tara 
V//la,n, c.ry Smith. 
Stephanie Smith, 
Beth M«gan and 
Tracey Waddell. 
FIFTH ROW, Jeanine 
Chr/1uy. Lori Jett, 
Alll1on Caito, 
Cheryl Ho1kln1, Dtt 
Bean, Debbie 
Fenwick, Anne 
Harman. The• 
Kllngeberg. Jani• 
Ward and Sara 
Bartram. 
184-Greek 
DELTA ZETA, FIRST ROW. Suzy Mllkr. 
Angle Frazier, Brmda Caplinger, Kelly 
Jame1, Mary ~th Tinney and Lee Ann 
Marcum. SECOND ROW: Caren 8101. 
Scarlet 1lobln1on. Amy Smith, Judy 
Youn1, Glenda Pridemore, Angle 
Faulkner, Lada Glb1an, Penny Deem and 
Kelli Bu1ch. THIRD ROW: Li1a Caito, Lllll 
A1bury. KeUy Burn1. Nancy Eplin, Mary 
Je11t1 St11ch, Darrell Dyer, Kri1ti McCoy, 
Elizabeth Mitchell. FOURTH ROW, Kathy 
Maguire, Wendy Edmond•. Cindy Chan· 
cey. Le11/e Caufman. Sharl McClun1. 
Debbie Hall and Paula T own1end. 
CLEON FOWLER crown• Debbi Par1an1 
after 1he won the 5--K run for the third 
time in the hl1tory of the Pike Felt run. 
Greek-185 
DELTA SIGMA THETA, Pamela Ferguson, Alisa 
Scott, Marie Price, Annette Moore and Margie 
Clements. 
PHI MU, FIRST ROW, Sheila Hodges, Randi 
Lamm. Kim Runyon, Jill Kryzak, Kellie Wright 
and Monica Johnson. SECOND ROW: Pamela 
VanHorn, Mia Maselli, Kathy Paugh, Michelle 
Nolte, Me/i11a Whittington, Ondy fggan, 
Linda Carter, Trudi Bash, Julia Higginbotham, 
Jennifer Par1/ey, Kimberly Allen and Becky 
Weakl. 
186-Greek 
SIGMA. SIGMA. S/GMA1 FIRST ROW, Anne Scherer, Reb«c1 EvNnd, 
Tammy Lepp. Shelda Duffield, Connie Tincher. Jemlfer Cok and 
Charlotte Sll1er. SECOND ROW, Jean Underdonk. Amy Horn, Vicki 
Emswiler, Joni Cooper, Linda Jcnes. Molly Munchmeyer and An1ela 
Carrico Fain. THIRD ROW, Leslie O'Brien and Paula Sayer•. FOURTH 
ROW, Stephanie Dower, Cindy Odekirk. Anne A1bury. Deidre 
Vancamp. Debby Wiiiiam•, Carolyn Daugherty, Rachael E1tep, 
Jennifer Mayo. Helen Matheny. Sherri Dunn, Tracy Villar1, L/111 Horn, 
Chr/1 Carman, Sharon Summerfield, Mary Jo Caro and Su1ie Calloway. 
FIFTH ROW, Synthia Radcliff. Su1an Coppack. Laurie Beldon. Cynthia 
Eliot, Sarah Lovejoy, Mary Jane Roach, Terry Hlbb1, Laura Hln11'aw, 
Joanne Coppack, Lynn Pelfrey. Samantha Matthew• and Swat/ Ojha. 
TUG-OF· War wa1 the event that decided the championship of Pike'• 
Peak. Th/1 Tri Sigma gives It her all to help her 1ororlry win the 
event. 
Greek- 187 
1) _ 
:.4 epare1 a TAMMY TOPEK. pr of the 
1e/I In OM h 6
undae to o/ecti of Alp a 
fundra/1/ng pr orlty. 
Chi Ome1• '°" 
her Tammy L¥P TRI SIG tMm dl1p/11y1 the 
trlumph11ntly orlty won durlllf 
trophy Mt; IOf"p, k c~tftlon. the Plku ea 
C:O.•ltt.H1 CAMPUS SOC/1~m B•bcock, 
FIRST ROW, Greg Cordel. 
Dave Papalia. 1 Caldwt!I/. 
Scott Brick and ~:y Zulauf. SECOND ROW. 
188- Greeks 
OMt&A 
Social groups 
offer much 
S ocial organizations provided many opportunities for involvement ou ide of classes. They not only offered a ay 
for tudent to make ne f ri nds but al o 
helped the campus and community. 
In an interwoven environment of a 
univer ity and community it is important for 
the two ector to be intere ted in each other, 
and •ocial group were one way to unite the 
two. 
All ororities and fraternitie were 
con idered ocial organization , and although 
they totaled only four percent of the tudent 
body, they participated in campu event as 
well a pon oring competition of their own. 
Greek members could be found in Lhe trect 
collecting money for charities. running in 
marathon to rai e money, and having parti 
for underprivileged children. 
Other group , such as Student cttv1t1e , 
ma terminded campus-community event uch 
a the Muscular Dy lropby ociation 
uperdance and Homecoming. 
ocial organization improved campu 
and provided way for tudent t enjoy 
themselves while frequently helping other . 
JEFF O'DELL of Pl Kappa Alpha fraternity 
discovered that some duties may require 
getting "egged." He was one of the targets 
during the Pikes' Peak competition which 
matched sororities against one another. 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI LITTLE SISTERS, FIRST 
ROW, Maria Smith. Becky Allen, KaLhy 
Hubbard. Susan Stewart, Melisa Ward and 
Linda Jones. SECOND ROW, Elizabeth Moler, 
Sabrina Roberts. Teresa Kies, Brenda Taylor, 
Kim Runyon and Joni Cooper. 
Greeks- 189 
ALPHA SIGMA PH/, 
FIRST ROW, Erft: 
Eanes, Vince Runyon 
and Sm Sabot/ca. 
SECOND ROW, Dr. 
Dan Babb (advf1er), 
David Mayo. D wey 
Cruthers. Tim 
)ultice and John 
Carl. THIRD ROW, 
Mark Woodrum, no 
identlflcatlon, Scott 
Johnron, Mike 
Mccann, Mark 
Whitt and T. J. 
Wanbaugh. 
ALPHA TAU 
OMEGA, FIRST 
ROW, Dave Cro11. 
Brian Eddy. Dan 
Weekley. Chuck 
Henion, Bill 
Mitchel/, Mike 
Zu/lanl , Bryan 
Sweeney and Brad 
Perkin•. SECOND 
ROW, Tom Poth. 
Vince Conley. Jeff 
Shearr. Tim Cad/I/, 
Scott Olive and 
Kaywiln Nezhad. 
THIRD ROW, Doug 
Little, Rick 
Renque.r, Dave 
Kelky. Andy Lang. 
Doug Smock and 
Robert St. Oair. 
190-Greeks 
A~<P 
ATQ 
AXA 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, FIRST ROW, 
Wes Stepp. Randy Pelfrey, Mark 
Underwood. Bill Gandee. John 
Fr nklln and Greg Cottrell. SECOND 
ROW, Brett Short, Jim Love, Mark 
Chancey. Bill Balley. Rob Bastene/li, 
Joe Hegwood, and Joe Cornell. 
THIRD ROW, John Kraynak, Chris 
Burnside, Matt Red/Ing, Andy Wil-
Jfams, Greg Elkins. Mike Ang/et, Bill 
Band1, Phll Meyer. Mike Zban. Tyg 
Hall, Tim Webb and Scott Johnson. 
FOURTH ROW, Keith Edwards. Greg 
Perry, Dr. Joseph Stone (adviser), 
David Jones. Andy Pilcher, Charfie 
Williamson, Terry Floyd, Art 
Zoekler, Jeff Copper, Carl Brack, 
Scarr Coufman and Jerry Floyd. 
FIFTH ROW, Lee Price, Tim Fank-
houser aned Brad Pvyer. 
LAMBDA CHI member BiO Bands 
holds some of the money his 
fraternity earned during frs "Spikes 
for Tlkes" fundraiser for the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association. 
Greeks- 191 
IIKA 
EN 
TKE 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA, FIRST ROW, Paul 
Babinski, Martin de Courcy, Troy 
Goodson, Ed Tou/e, Robert Austin and 
Kevin Skyles. SECOND ROW, Jeff Palsha, 
Dickie Miiler, Jack Ericson, Jeff Val/an-
dlnsham Joe Coakley, Jay Hinkle and 
Jimmy Stewart. THIRD ROW: Ray Adkins, 
Georse Fuller, Gary Humphrey, Keith 
Hutchin1on, Bob Micheal• and Shawn 
Stewart. 
ACTIVE PIKES celebrate the new pledges 
who received their bids Feb. 18 In the 
Multi Purpose Room of the student 
center. Pledges are 1eated. 
192- Greek 
TAU KAPPA fPSILON1 FIRST 
ROW: Shawn Norton. SECOND 
ROW: Greg Lambert, Dave 
Dingess, Butch Hann, Kevin 
Smith, frlck Heck. Dwayne 
Cyrus and Brett Simpson. 
THIRD ROW, Al Stowa,.er, 
Mike Ehton, Mike Holbrook, 
John Cumbea and Scott Moore. 
SIGMA NLJ, FIRST ROW: Tom 
Mender•. Dave Ogden and 
John Hutcheson. SECOND 
RO w, Thermen Hammonds. 
Tim Sayer and John Saloman. 
THIRD ROW, Randy Applegate, 
Eric Kumllen and Roy Tober. 
Greek- 193 
Cadets, 
Rangers, 
Scabbard 
and 
Blade 
CADET BATTALION .,aff, 
FIRST ROW, Jim Morehead, 
Donna WINthy. LIN/ Lemon, 
Cry1tal Swann and Jack Stur-
geon. SECOND ROW, Tim 
Balley, Paul Smith, Mark Tay-
lor, Kelly Polton, John Ell/• and 
Steve Ke•ter•on. 
RANGERS, FIRST ROW, Deb 
Alley, Jim Boyd and Tim Smith. 
SECOND ROW1 Milrk Stanley. 
Mike Ana1ta1/a, Joe Nobk, 
Jane Bowhm and Ru11 Crane. 
THIRD ROW, Jay Regel, Bob 
Le•lie. Jon Wilhelm. Todd 
Rodeheaver, Crlk Holow, BIU 
Conley. Randy Bartlett and 
Matt Blake. 
194- Departmental 
SCABBARD AND BLADE, 
FIRST ROW, Butch Haynes, 
Bob Lu/ie, Jack Sturseon 
and Kelly Poston. SECOND 
ROW, Crystal Swann, Mar· 
vin Walker, Jim Morehead, 
Doreen Smith, Gena Taylor, 
John Price. Dave Ayersman, 
ll~ndy Bartlett and Steve 
Kesterson. 
IAPPEUJNG DOWN a cliff at 
Ritter Park is one of the many 
activities that ROTC cadets 
partlt:lpare In. 
Departmenral- 195 
Engineering 
Society, 
Family Health 
Club, 
Future 
Secretaries 
DENNIS CHABOT and Mark Me11ner have to get down 
clo•e to accur1tely read a meter fn their Cfrcufr. fl cla••· 
MARSHAU UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOC/En', FIRST 
ROW, Steve Bo1tlc, Miehe/le Nolte, Kathy Logan and 
Prof. Tom 01.on (advl1er). S COND ROW, Jeff Crook, 
Marie Marcum, and David Bame. THIRD ROW, John Beal 
Michael Renfarth, Don El•wlclc and Steve Kinder. 
MARS~ALL 
UNIVERSITY 
ENGINEERING 
Soc1E:TY 
FUTURE SECRET ARIES, FIRST 
ROW: Scottie Allin, Lori Conn, 
Melanie Mossman and B. J. 
Clark. SECOND ROW, Mary 
Chapman. Sandy Legg. S1tlly 
Ann Shaver and Becky Blevins. 
FAMIL y HE.AL TH aus, FlllST 
llOW: Bradley A. Nine. Sheryl 
Stephens and Pamela Bai1y. 
SECOND llOW: Sandra E/11011, 
P. Mitchell Charles. Michael W. 
Gibbs. Richard Cain. Dianne 
Bowen, anc Graham and 
Mitsuko Perr . 
Departmental- 197 
Ad 
Club, 
SDX, 
PRSSA 
AD CLUB, FIRST ROW, Wes 
Curry, Gina John1on, and 
Bonnie Bowyer. SECOND 
ROW, Kim Slaw1an, Sherri 
Snyder, Jennlfru Waterman, 
Melinda HufMI, and Darla 
Eckel1. THIRD ROW, David 
Jordan, Laura Le1/le, Rhonda 
Ca/lop/ and Janet Dooley. 
SDX1 FIRST ROW, There,. 
Hanak. SECOND ROW, Pam 
Wllkln1on. Mike Friel, Joy 
Adkin• and Linda Goldman. 
THIRD ROW, Paul Car1on. 
Linda Jone1, Michele McCollls· 
ter, Pam Kini. Dr. Georae 
Arnold, Bu,.,etta Eplin, Paul 
Wallace and TyAnn Callison. 
FOURTH Row, Jeff Sea1er. 
Dr. Henry Rumln1kf, Chr/1 
SwlndeU. Richard Sulflv•n and 
Michael Kennedy. 
198- Profeulonal 
DISCUSSING WHAT will go on 
the next day'1 1por1s pages of 
the Parthenon re Kennie Bau 
and Paul Car1on. 
PRSSA1 FIRST ROW, Phil 
Lewis, Bill Bands and 
Jacqueline Lane. SECOND 
ROW, Matfha Riiey. Su1/e 
Monk. Ellen Varney. Helen 
Matheny and Molly 
Munchmeyer. 
Professional- 199 
Accounting 
Club, 
AMA, 
Alpha Kappa 
Psi 
ACCOUNTING QUB, FIRST ROW, Erica Wilder 
and Nickl Arvon. SECOND ROW, Jule Mears 
and orman Mosrle. THIRD ROW, Martha 
Thaxton, Catherine Watts, Phi/lip Duba and 
Time Justice. FOURTH ROW, JIU Burford, 
Michelle Stephenton, Chris Krog r and James 
Goodman. FIFTH ROWr Cindy Ct gg. Tina 
Harness. Keith Ma y and Steve Flouhouse. 
MEMBERS OF the 
accounting dub a1-
sist students and 
city residents with 
figuring their In-
come tax. 
200-Profenlonal 
AMA, FIRST ROW, Edie Kornglver, C. Kevin Jarrell, 
Steve Lyon1. Phil Meyer. Ke in Stoner, J. David 
Copenhaver. Jay John1on, Mark Kuntlman. Robert 
Callahan. Richard Schaffer. Sam Heskett, Pehley 
KeUer, and Scotl Graham. ECOND ROW, Darla 
Ecke/1, Luana Cro11, Jerr Welsh, Rachel Smith. 
Beth Ann Heiner, Nancy Rymasz, Scott West, Anne 
Snyder, Paula Boone, Luke White, John Rhodes, Lisa 
Sutton, Beth Kni9ht, William Gandee. Susan 
Evensen. Raymond Mdntlre. Geoffry Day. Jam s 
Jackson, David Muth, Caroline Sharp. Brent Sims, 
Michele Cunnin9ham. Lisa Ga1per. Tom Osborne, 
Carolyn Hankl, Jack Erickson, Deborah May, Vicki 
Em1wlfer. Jim Darin, Valeria Piercy. Larry Lee, 
Regina Crew1, Walter Hall, K11ren Debord. Ana 
Mala. Chris Lily. Julia Douds. Annette Borst. Stace 
JohnfOn, Mark Holmes, Kelly Dotson, ell Rooney, 
Dr. Michael Boudruux and John Floyd. 
ALPHA KAPPA PS/, FIRST 
ROW: Tom Whitener, 
Michele Stephenson. Dar-
ren McComas and Tim 
Whitener. SECOND ROW, 
Casse Smith, Randy Ap-
plegate, Philflp Duba. 
Greg Stewart, Todd 
Campbell and Chris 
Carter. THIRD ROW, Les· 
lie Farley, Andy Ruben. 
Frank Jolleff, Robert J. 
Neace II, Kelley Wise, 
Lynn Wiblin and Gary 
Carmichael. FOURTH 
ROW, Cindy Clegg. Irving 
Springsteen, Charles 
Hansley, Jim Pll//chody, 
John Rhodes. Scott West, 
Cynthia Sigman. Michele 
Keller and Cristin Keller. 
Professional- .X>f 
DELTA SIGMA PH/, FIRST 
ROW, Kim Smith. SECOND 
ROW, Cathy Mooney, Renu 
Pakltl•. Jim Floud and Brend1 
Zeleznka. THIRD ROW, Todd 
DinBtH, Lorena Su1y. Iris 
Perez, CMr-yl Wilke1 and Bent 
Simi. 
IE TEAM, FIRST ROW, Dr. 
William Denman, Clara 
Adkin1, Su1an Snod1r1111, 
Barbara Brandt, Ed 
Heaberlin, L/111 Hu1he1 
and Tere111 Hudron. 
SECOND ROW, Jimmy 
Workman, Karl Dietz, Biii 
Hopkin•. Danny Ray. 
Kevin Thomp•on and 
Andy Eddy. 
202- Profeuional 
Delta Sigma 
Phi, 
IE Team, 
Parks and 
Recreation 
PARKS AND RECREATION GROUP, FIRST ROW, Rusty 
Vance. Scorr Lee. Belinda Fetty and Brenda Ewan11s. 
SECOND ROW1 Jerry Layne, Brian Shumate, Cathy 
Hinkle, Becky Call and Lisa Liptak. THIRD ROW, Paul 
Espey. Phi/ Simpson, Nancy Clark. Kay Li/I/bridge and 
Jack Chamber1. FOURTH ROW: Chris Howell. Gary 
McDowell and Todd Chapman. 
Professional- 203 
Alpha Psi 
Omega, 
Alpha Phi 
Sigma, 
Alpha Phi 
Omega 
ALPHA PHI SIGMA , FIRST 
ROW, Vicky Dorworth, 
Sharon Premo. Cindy 
Fluharty and Nancy 
Bailey. SECOND ROW, 
Glenn Burner. Sharrel/ 
Slone, J_ Lee Palmer and 
Mark Carter. 
204- Honorary 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: FIRST ROW, Tim Sayre. Paula Thomas, 
Jim Snider and Swati Ojha. SECOND ROW, Nancy Gard, 
Cmd Robbins and Kaywan Nezhad, THIRD ROW, Martha 
Loyd and Jim Condry. 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA, FIRST ROW, Ed Heaberlin, Kendra Egnor 
and Michael Gerwig. SECOND ROW, S1ephanie Stadler. Brian 
Moore. George Snider II/, L'Ynda A. Bland and Joe Chrest. 
Honorary- J05 
Circle K 
Phi Alpha Theta 
CIRCLE K1 FIRST ROW, Brenda Zeleznak and Jodi .Anthony. SECOND ROW, Debbie Motl • hem Ferde/man. Bt>th Pa ne, Tomoshi Kobayashi and Terry Hag r. 
THIRD ROW, James M rtin, Lt>onard Lo ely. Chris Swindell .Jnd Chris etchum. 
206-Honorar y 
PHI ALPHA THETA1 FRIST ROW, Juanita Harold, Anne Templeton, Jac'/Ue//ne Mooney, Sally Keaton, Mon1err11t Chamw and Dr. Donna 
Spindel. SECOND ROW, Bruce Thomp1on, Alvie Oual/s, Wallace Stowers. Dr. Charles Bias, Dr. David Woodward, Craig Houston, WiU/am 
Palmer and Or. Bob Sawrey. 
LEONARD LOVELY receive• an award from Dr. Kenneth Ambrose for the Circle K group. 
Honora.ry-l07 
Chief 
Justice, 
WMUL-
FM 
PAM WILKINSON 
and Kevin Norri• 
work under deadline 
pre•sure to finith 
yearbook pager. 
CHIEF JUSTICE, 
FIRST ROW, Penney 
Hall, Anita Martin, 
Michael Kennedy 
and Kevin Norri•. 
SECOND ROW, Dr. 
George Arnold, Pam 
Wilkinson, Wa yne 
Bailey, Bryan Pyle. 
208- lnterest 
WMUL - FM, FIRST ROW, Chuck Bailey, Lucy 
Neman. Mary Spero. Debbie Adkins and Keith 
Spears'. SECOND ROW, Cynthia Crawford, Joe 
Havanskf, Cindy McNeal, Paula Thomas, Jennifer 
Green and Jeff Thomasson. THIRD ROW: Bob 
Messer, Randy Applegate, Edie Komgiver. 
Charlie Conner. Susan Curry. Susan Deel. Lisa 
Mayers. Shawn Holiday. Jeannie McDowell, Lee 
Zirkle. Carrie Auman. Mike Reary. Brad Wind. Bill 
Cornwell and Mary Esch/emen. FOURTH ROW: Paul 
Ciarrochi, Robin Breedin, Dave McNeely. Mark 
Norman. Chris Swindell, Ste ve Holley and Randy 
Gawthrop. 
DANIEL SLAVEN. alias 
"Chicago Dan," could be 
heard across campus via 
the radio station. 
lnterest- 209 
Black United 
Students, 
Mass Choir 
MASS CHOIR1 FIRIT ROW, Aretha Franklin, Deidre 
Jone1. Delphine Turner, Sheanean CJemont, Yolanda 
Draine and Lllil Locke1t. SECOND ROW, Robin 
Hardman, Rhonda Rittenhouse, James L. Robinson, 
Peter WI/ion and Donna Smith. 
BLACK UNTED STUDENTS, FIRST ROW, Penny 
Pad1ett and Wadlna Danle/1. SECOND ROW, 
Deni1e Wright, Falecla Duke1, Marvin Ruttedge, 
Kevin Hardy. Tereia Cou1ln1 and Vane11a Hairston. 
THIRD ROW, Janet Keith, Chrlltfne Brown. Kim 
Bandy. Connle Jone1, Rlgher Harrfs, Annelle 
Moore, Marie Price and A/In Scott. 
International 
Club, 
Muslim 
MUSLIM1 FIRST ROW: Jom// Chaudre, Alfare1 
Abdul/, Jablr Abbas, Jam1hld Hoghlghl, Tariq 
Ba•hlr, Mahmood Almubarak and S/ra/ Uddin. 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB. FIRST ROW, Luciana 
Dla1. Marja Keranen, Ebtisam Taher, Judy 
A11ad, Najah Mashhad/, Khaled El Gald, 
Gha,,an Sakr, Godfrey Amaefule and Gabriel 
Azubulke. SECOND ROW1 Timo Kera~n. All 
lsia, Hassan Haidar, Basel Issa, Mahmoud 
Naanaa and Sathaslvam Sither.iveltu. 
Drum 
Majors, 
Flag 
Corps 
DIRECTING THE band at 
halftime wa1 not a one-man 
job. It took one man and OM 
woman (on the oppo1fte 
ride of the field) to get the 
Bis Green Marchin Ma-
chine going. 
212- lnterest 
DRUM MA.JORS: Po/Jy Winters 
and Scott Woodard. 
FLAG CORPS, FIRST ROW, Judy 
Young. Julie Dillinger. Mary Beth 
Eddln1, Julie John1, Lee Hutchln1on, 
Beth Hieb, Karen Neff and KeHy 
Spen1e. SECOND ROW, Delinda 
Cook, Butch Arnold, Ron Taylor and 
Annette Midkiff. THIRD ROW, 
Angie Yoho, L/1a Clagg, Miiiy 
McNeel, Burgetta Eplin, Karen 
Beckley, Lorie Wyant. 
rHE FLAG CORP added 
extra color to the band 
when performing at half· 
time of home football 
games. 
lnterest- 213 
PERFORMING AT h . Jftlme and holM 
footbaH ga~. tM majorette• had 
uniform• to match tM mu1lc. 
MAJORETTES, FIRST ROW, Mary 
Grace DePolo, Melanie Barr, Pam 
Pauley, Amy Hatfield, Karen 
Ruben, Rhonda Nef/ ind CMryl 
Dunlap. SECOND ROW, Jean Ann 
Cook, Angle Kirk, Mickle Tyree, 
CMryl Hickman, SMrry Mc-
Clung, Kim Lewi• and Terry 
Chapman. 
214-lnterett 
Majorettes, 
Rifle 
Corps 
RIFLE CORPS. FIRST ROW, Butch 
Arnold, and Ron Taylor. SECOND 
ROW: Burseua Eplfn. Ml•ty McNeel 
and Lisa Clags. 
THE ADDITION of a rifle corp gave 
a new dimension to the band. 
lntereu- 215 
Supreme 
Court 
THE SUPREME COUllT />"-
formed at half time of home 
baiketbafl games. 
SUPREME COURT, FIRST ROW, 
Sonya McMll/on and Le1f/e Haff. 
SECOND ROW, Kerry Colflai, 
Chrl1ty White. Carol Puller 
and Sheryl Cofe1. THIRD ROW, 
Pamela Rorrer, Apr/I Lawhorn, 
Chrl1tine Peyton, Kim Earehart 
and Sherry Lynn Untkrwood. 
FOURTH ROW, lle11 Dlckerion 
and Barbara Aretz. 
TAE 
KWAN 
DO Club 
TAE KWAN DO CLUB, FIRST 
ROW: Kelly Mitchell. Paula 
Mitchel/, Cheryl Lamach and 
Dale Wright. SECOND ROW1 
Shariar Arasteh, Mark Under· 
wood. Mike Evans, Robert 
Lewis. Anthony Pinter and 
Mitch Casto. 
DALE WRIGHT and Mark Un-
d rwood practice their kick· 
Ing techniques. 
lnterest- .217 
Coffee House 
Committee, 
College 
Republicans, 
UCAM, 
Student Activities 
UNITED CAMPUSES TO 
PREVENT NUCLEAR 
WAR, FIRST ROW, Jackie 
Mooney, Roberta Ri-
chard•, Elizabeth 
Chamberr. Montrerrat 
Chamberr and Lenna 
Chamberr. SECOND 
ROW, Joel Cook, Regina 
Evan1, Bob Sawrey, 
Jimmy Behrendt, Krl1ten 
McPherion. John Hennen 
and Charier Dlck/1on. 
218- lnterest 
COFFEE HOUSE Committee, FIRST ROW, 
Ann Vandenberg, Wadina Daniels and 
Donna Crookshanks. SECOND ROW: 
Bryan Pyle, Becky Hanna, Randi Lamm 
and Jennifer Waterman. 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS1 FIRST 
ROW, Craig M11ye•. Jeff New-
berg. Jane Daugherty. Biii 
Bi11ett and Matt Pln•on. 
SECOND ROW, Unidentified, 
Unidentified, Cathy Greiner, 
Jim Mu11er, Mary Ann Cra-
craft, Maureen Mathew1. Llia 
Polan and Jim Davl1 THIRD 
ROW, Larry Wellman, David 
Doerr, Robert Bennett, Unlden· 
tiffed, Don Pace and Uniden-
tified. FOURTH ROW, John 
Floyd. Jeff Sheet1, Sam Cook, 
Rufu• Jobe and Mark Robbfn•. 
STUDENT A.CT/VITIES1 FIRST 
ROW, Roberta Wranitz .• 
Wadina F. Daniel1, Jennifer 
Waterman, Jot! Mar•hman, 
Alicia Sutton and Jan Mahon. 
SECOND ROW. Becky Hanna 
Carol Brunty, Randi Lamm, 
Chris Anderson, Sharyn 
Vicker1, Terr/ Morri1, Al//1on 
Casto and Tenna Kay Lil/-
bridge. THIRD ROW, Donna 
Crook1hanh, Steve Spoor. 
Charlie Conner, Michael Bu1h. 
Becky Boon1ue, Angela DeCoy 
and John E. Cornell. 
lnterest- 219 
Bahai Faith, 
Baptist 
Student 
Union, 
Campus 
Crusade 
for Christ 
BAHA/ FAfTH1 Swat/ Ojha. 
Kaywan F. Nezhad and Sheilja 
Ojha. 
THE CAMPUS CHRISTIAN 
Center Is the gathering place 
of many different denomina-
tions of rellgiou1 faith in the 
Marshall community. 
220-Rellslon 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION. FIRST ROW, Polly Winters, Brentley Midkiff, Sue Davis and Kevin Howerton. SECOND ROW: Dorothy Thompson. 
Paul Drake. Kevin Norris, Alan French. Steve Kemp, Pam Stevens, Becky King, P. J. Keawn, Car/ii McDonilld. Richard Dixon and Karen Rohrbach. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST, FIRST ROW. Lori 
Leep. Scott Ferry, Re 
Johnson, Judy Bliss, Brian 
McCallister and Bruce 
Kirk. SECOND ROW, 
Glenda Taylor. Brian Mos· 
fey, Scott Frye, Mary Ann 
Cox and Ruth Watson. 
THIRD ROW, Phil Ho/lune. 
Kellie Samples. Onnle 
Goodman, Sherrie 
Stewart. Draunta Cordell 
and Melody Mui/Ins. 
FOURTH ROW, Brenda 
Smith. Carla Madden, 
Paula Pierson, Barbara 
CAul ins. Jean Ann Cook. 
Debbie Parker and Sherri 
Gilliam. FIFTH ROW. 
Scott Stlm1on, Jim Doa , 
Julie Floyd. Mike Nisbet, 
Mike Sutton and Scott 
Stemple. SIXTH R Wr 
Jerry Solomon. 
Religion- lll 
CHURCH OF CHRIST, FIRST ROW, 
Greg Thomp1on. Thereia Adkln1, 
Pat Fergu1on. Jana Archer. Roie-
mary Wright, Frank Wrigh t. 
SECOND ROW, Burney Baggett, 
Steve White, Daniel Honaker, Jeff 
Shade, Dan Cleveland, Doug Bird· 
6'Jng and Tom 01borne. 
BllA/N MC COLL/STEil and Judy 
8/111 both 1pent the 1ummer of '84 
In Europe meeting new people and 
/earning about different culture1. 
They went with 11 group connected 
with Campu1 Cru11de for Chrllt. 
:2:2:2- Reli8 ion 
Church of Christ Student Group 
Students for Christ 
STUDENTS FOil Chrl1t1 FIRST ROW, No Identification, Tami 
Wysong, Joan Bouler/d, L/1a Hope. Bob Barton. Pam Claypool. 
Cheryl Burgu1 and Dave Pritt. SECOND ROW, Tom Rice. 
Sherri Smith, Angle Kuhmer, Mark Underwood, Phil Sfmpscn, 
Su1an Dzlag/va, Lf.a Smith. Becky Nahodll and Jim Komlsar. 
THIRD ROW, No ldenrlflcat/on, Brenda Abraham. Butch 
Arnold. Donna Chaney, Lee Lockhart, James Ford. Patty 
Bennett, Lance Partow and Don Larrt!I. FOLIRTH ROW, Ella 
Phailbu1. Thom Houshton, Sharon Sta11t1, Bil/le Thacker and 
Riba Roberts. FIFTH ROW, Joy You1111. Karen Pee/, Rachel 
Andrada, Ansela Decoy. Ans// Kuhmer, Jim Marshal/, Phil 
Duba and Ed Tubb1. SIXTH ROW, Kim Marshall. Trina Vetello. 
Beth Petry and Chrf1 Carter. 
Religlon- ll3 
Buskirk HAC 
Holderby HAC 
Laidley HAC 
BUSKIRK HAC, FIRST ROW, Su1an Coppack, Cynthia Eliot, Melinda Midkiff and Kathy Lee. SECOND ROW, Patty Hancock. Heather Burke. Jill Withrow, 
Darell Dyer and Jo1ie Statts. THIRD ROW: Lisa Queen. Karla Young. Brenda Boggi. Cherie Pyles, Brigitte Boggs and Opal Moore. 
l.24-HAC 
HOWERBY HAG FIRST ROW, BIN 
Gue••· SECOND ROW, Patrick 
Dunn, David Thomp.on, Sha/ Blan-
co, Melinda Wihon and Andr~ 
Lebowitz. THIRD ROW, Tere1• 
Railey. Caroline Sharp. Earlene 
Sharp, Retha Milam, JIN Jera~k. 
Robin Taylor. Melanie Laugh and 
Doug McR~rt•. 
LAIDLEY HAC, FIRST ROW, Anne 
Ayer1man. SECOND ROW, Mike 
Smith, Alf1a Lively, Samml Parrl1h, 
Amy Fi1her, Beth Payne a11d Gene 
Gray. 
HAC- ll5 
Twin Towers 
East HAC 
Twin Towers 
West HAC 
TWIN TOWERS EMT 
HAC1 FIRST ROW, Paul 
Hackett, Dave Kelly. Jack 
Hayes and John Fra,.fnel-
11. SECOND ROW, Dave 
Pritt, Chad Ford, Kip 
Fuleki, Ph/I C0Uln1 and 
Joe Adami. THJRD ROW, 
Donald May. Claude Allen 
and Tim Ashly 
.l.26- HAC 
ROBERT REED works 
out on the Universal 
machine in the TTE 
weightroom. The 
welghtroom Is operat-
ed in conjuction with 
the TTE HAC 
TWIN TOWERS WEST 
HAC FIRST ROW, Gina 
McCoy. Deb Cortez. 
Trish Woods and Carla 
Madden. SECOND ROW, 
Becky Bennett, Tanya 
Richardson. Kathy Hub-
bard. Katherine Arm· 
strong, Tanja Harmon. 
Michelle Braud, Jennifer 
Evins and Sharon Sum-
merfield. THIRD ROW, 
Lisa Rowe, Becky Rhodes. 
Cindy Sigman, Robin 
Audenkauffe. Bridgette 
Midkiff and Sharl W/1-
newskl. 
HAU ADVISORY councils 
were instrumental In we/· 
comins students back to 
campus. 

As the school year ends • • • 
A Lhc J 9 4- ·chool year ·ame Lo a Jo. e. ·ome of Pre ident Dale F. itzsch e' c pccLaLion · for Lhc univer ity had come true, \\.hilc other had not or 
could not be accompli hed during hi · fir L ) ear in flice . 
Dr. iLZSchke fulfilled his c pc tat ion · of getting 
students faculty and taff involved in Lhc operation and 
direction or lhe uni er it . I le did 0 b) ho ·ting in formal 
breakfa t and luncheon · al hich idea and opinions were 
exchanged. 
ln addition, lo en ure that the Marshall communit) 
wouJd be aware of. in olved in, and have an impact on 
legislation affecting higher education, Dr. Nitzschke l'ormed 
the MU Advi ory Board headed by Mark Rhode , . tudent 
body presiden L 
To fulfill expectation of a more efficient admi nistration. 
Dr. Nitz chkc reorganized 1hc admini trativc offices. Ne\ 
appointment included Dr. Olen •. Jone . vice pre idenl for 
support ervice; Dr. ell Baile • ice pre ·ident for tudenL 
affair : David Gillmore, the pre ident' e ecuLivc a i Lam: 
and Lynn Mayer. dire tor of planning and a i tam 10 the 
pre ident. 
nivcr it relations dire tor C. T. Mitchell now report 
directly to the pr id nl and i in h rge of the institutional 
advancem nt area . Robert . Law on \ .. as appointed 
affirmative action officer. Dr. Rob rt F. Maddo . a ociate 
provo t and dean of the Graduate chool. be amc acting 
director of development. Dr. \ illiam . Deel wa appointed 
director of campu technology. 
Dr. /\Ian B. ould wa · appointed temporar} ice 
pre idem for academic affair • and Dr. Emor W. Carr took 
Dr. ould" place a acting dean of the College of Liberal 
rl . 
Other admini trative change · included a new dean for 
the ch ol f Medicine. Dr. Le Lcr R. Bryan t. from ~ast 
Tenne ee talc niver ity in John on ity, Tenn. Dr. Allen 
Mori wa. appointed dean of 1h1.: College of Ed ucation and 
Dr. harlc J. Maynard was named associate dean . 
xpectation for higher salaric . more funding for 
cholar hip , re carch and other activitie were no1 fulfilled 
this year. But, Dr. i1zschke' expectation for 1hc 
univer ity' futu re may be fulfill d in ear to come. 
LffT, TO ger an Idea of 
what dorm food was /Ike. 
President Dale F. 
iuschke ate lunch Tn 
Holderby cafeteria at tl1e 
invitation of first floor 
residents. 
DR. LESTER R. Bryant, 
new dean of the med/C'al 
school, tells the press 
about his plans for the 
school while former dean 
Dr. Robert W. Coon looks 
on. 
Closing- 229 
• • • Many expectations met 
T he year was filled with ome moment of jubilation, but it also had some low point . The first campaign of football coach Stan 
Parrish was a successful one. The team fini bed 
with a record of 6-5, the fir t winning ea on in 
20 years. The future of deteriorating Fairfield 
Stadium remaind unknown but fan were looking 
forward to the next football season with high 
expectations. 
"Huck's Herd" didn't live up to all the 
expectations of fans during the fir t part of the 
ba ketball season, but by the end of the year the 
players had improved a great deal. Bruce Morris' 
89' 1 o• shot was something no one expected or 
dreamed about, and it will go down in history as 
the shot "Herd Around the World." Another 
Marshall player who broke record was Ship 
Henderson. Henderson set a new standard for most 
points scored by a freshman, was named to the 
AU-Southern Conference first team. and wa 
named the SC' s freshman player of the year. 
WITH THE ~nfng of the MW addition to the Science 
Bulldlnf, lab• well •• th/1 OM were flnaHy put ro use. 
MU THEA. TRE/DANCE wa• furt one of the departments in the 
MW Colleje of Fine Art1. Other deparrrnent• were arr, music, 
the ln1tltute for the Artl, the Arri•ts Series and the Office 
of Auditor/a. 
l30-Cto11ns 
But football and men's basketball were not the 
only ports that dominated Marshall's news. 
Women's volleyball returned to the uruversity after 
a two-year absence. One member of the team, Jak:i 
Copeland, made academic All-American . 
Women's basketball also played an important part 
in ports news. The team went into the Southern 
Conference tournament tied with the University of 
Tcnnes cc-Chattanooga for first place, and 
All-American Karen Pelphrey set several record . 
Expectation of opening a new College of Fine 
Arts finally were realized after years of planning. 
And after many delays, a new addition to the 
Science Building was opened for use in the spring 
em ester. 
A the year came to a close, students, faculty 
and staff looked with expcctatjons to a larger 
enrollment and even greater unity between 
community and campus. Whether these expecta-
tion are fulfilled will depend on the economic and 
political conditions of the state as well as the area . 
HEAD F OTBALL Cuach Stan Parrish met the expectations 
of Herd fans wh n his team finished with its first winning 
season in 10 yearl. 
THE LADY Herd met thee pectat1ons of Coach Judy Southard 
by going to the Southern Conference tournament tied for first 
placft with th Lln/vor1ity of Tennessee-Chattanooga. 
AFTEI? A disappointing start. "Huck's Herd" went on to 
another wlnnin season. Shown here with Coach Rick 
Huckabay Is kip Hend rs n. named Southern Conference 
freshman of the year. 
Closlng- .231 
MU's expectations not finished yet • • • 
!though the e are lhe cl ing page 
of thi edition of The Chief Ju tice, it may 
have been noticed that au of the highlights 
from the year were not included. 
hi was due to a final deadlin in 
late Februar which made il irnpo ible to 
over the clo iog month of the priog 
eme ter within tbi main le l. The major 
events, including Black waren Week 
pring ports graduation and ther 
activitie will be included in a 24-page 
upplement which will be avatlabl in the 
fall . 
Graduating enior ma recei e their 
upplement through the mail b notifying 
The hie{ Ju tice editor( ) before 
graduation. Distribution during the all 
eme ter on a fir t-come-first- erve 
ba i . 
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Marshall 
Scenes 
REGARDLESS OF whether 1tudent1 were 
clowning around at basketball practice, 
performing In a play, celebrating a 
championship. working on a class, talking 
to a "frog" or looking for a way out, 
Marshall was the place to be. 
238- lndex 


